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THE NINE MAJOR TYPE-GF-FARMING
AREAS IN ILLINOIS
Articles in Illinois Farm Economics are based largely upon findings of the
Agricultural Experiment Station.
FOREWORD
This is the third annual summary of farm business reports from farms of
farm account cooperators published in the Illinois Farm Economics. Simi-
lar reports for previous years beginning in 1924 are published in the an-
nual reports of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
This issue of Illinois Farm Economics is devoted to an analysis of
2,970 farm records which were kept throughout Illinois during 1943. It
also includes some comparisons of earnings for 1943 with those of pre-
vious years.
Illinois farmers have cooperated with the University of Illinois in
keeping financial and production records of their farms for more than
25 years. These records have become more useful as more and more
farmers have kept them and as they have been continued over a longer
period of years. The greater value from these records is that of helping
farmers who keep them to study their own business. As the records are
kept over a period of years, they provide a basis for making changes
which will improve the farm earnings and enable each individual to com-
pare his farming operations with those of others who are farming under
similar conditions.
The Illinois Farm Account Book, if properly used, contains all of the
information needed to file an income tax report on the farm business on
either the cash or the accrual basis. The record when summarized pro-
vides totals which may be transferred to the tax form with a minimum of
time and effort.
Another value of the records is that of studying farm earnings from
year to year on the same or similar farms as a means of showing the
year-to-year changes in the financial condition of farmers. A comparison
of the prices of things farmers buy and sell helps to accomplish this
purpose, but farming is so complex, with the sources of income and the
character of expenses varying widely on farms of different types, that
farm records provide the most satisfactory basis for such comparisons.
A fourth value to be gained from the records is that of showing how
the investments, incomes, expenses, earnings, yields, and sources of in-
come vary in different parts of the state due to such factors as soil differ-
ences, size of farms, type of farming, climatic conditions, and available
markets. The records also show the influence of variations within type-of-
farming areas in quality of soil, size of farm, and type of organization on
crop yields, capital investments, and earnings. ^.^ „ ,_ „
H. C. M. Case
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SUMMARY OF FARM BUSINESS REPORTS OF 2,970
FARMS IN ILLINOIS FOR 1943
J. B. Cunningham, M. L. Mosher, and E. N. Searls
Net cash income an acre. The average net cash income an acre for
accounting farms reached another peak in 1943, exceeding the average
net cash income an acre for any other year for which comparable records
are available.^ The earning figure was $17.16 for 1943, compared with
$14.99 for 1942, $1.47 for 1932, $7.78 for 1929, and an average of $5.30
for the years 1934, 1935, 1937, 1938, and 1939, when earnings were
practically the same for each year ( Fig. 1 )
.
For the successive years 1929-1943, the average net cash income an
















The net cash income an acre was computed by subtracting the value
of unpaid labor from the cash balance for the year and by dividing that
difference by the number of acres on the farms. In order to calculate the
state averages, farming-type area averages were weighted by the acres
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Fig. 1.
—
Average Net Cash Income an Acre (Unpaid Labor Deducted) on Illinois
Accounting Farms, Prices Paid by Farmers in the United States,
AND Prices Received by Illinois Farmers, 1929-1943
^Comparable records are available to 1926 and a limited number to 1916.
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These returns do not include the inventory changes or the money
value of food, fuel, and other items of living, all of which are secured
from the farm. The net cash income an acre is one of the best measures
for comparing incomes of groups of farms over a period of years, or for
contrasting the level of income for different type-of-farming areas, be-
cause it is not influenced by changes in the inventory of land. During any
period of years, earnings fluctuate more widely from year to year when
inventory changes are included, since there are usually inventory losses
when prices are declining and inventory increases when prices are rising.
Earnings for World War I and II compared. Were net farm earn-
ings for accounting farms higher in 1943 than in 1918, comparable years
in World War I and IT? This question can be answered for several indi-
vidual counties, but not for the state as a whole, because in 1918 farm
accounts did not have state-wide coverage.
Net Income an Acre Higher in 1943 Than in 1918 for Accounting
Farms in Woodford County
Item 1918 1943
Number of farms 19 74
Size of farm, acres 199 244
Gross receipts an acre ^ 39 . 94 ? 49 . 32
Gross expenses an acre 12.43 20.32
Net income an acre 27.51 29.02
Corn yield an acre, bushels 58 63
The average net earnings an acre on an inventory basis for accounting
farms in Woodford County, for example, was $27.51 in 1918 and $29.02
in 1943, an increase of $1.51 an acre for the latter year. The farms also
increased in size from 199 acres in 1918 to 244 acres in 1943, and the net
income per farm was materially larger in 1943 than in 1918. Corn yield
an acre, an important factor affecting earnings in Woodford County,
averaged 58 bushels in 1918 and 63 bushels in 1943.
Effect of large production and high prices on earnings. In 1943, the
ratio of prices received by Illinois farmers to prices paid for supplies was
111 percent of the 1910-1914 ratio, and in 1937, it was 102 percent, or 9
points higher in 1943 than in 1937 (Fig. 1).
Why, then, should the net cash income an acre be so much larger in
1943 than in 1937? The answer is simply that, due to the war, the level
of both domestic and foreign demand was high in 1943, and farmers had
a large supply of salable products because of an accumulation of grain
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and livestock resulting from six consecutive years of better than average
crop yields and from favorable feeding ratios. Such a combination of
circumstances is unusual. Therefore, the farmer should be cautious about
making long-time commitments based on 1943 net earnings.
We have had years of low volume of sales, as 1937, when prices were
high but there was little to sell, and we have had years like 1939 when a
large volume of products was sold at relatively low prices. The effect of
both of these combinations was a fairly low level of farm incomes. In
1936, a fair volume of products was marketed at good prices, but 1943
was a year when a large volume of products was sold for high prices.
In 1943, with a strong domestic demand resulting from the high in-
comes of city workers, and with a stronger foreign demand, the large
volume of agricultural products was sold at increasing prices. As a result,
the average cash income per farm on accounting farms advanced from
$10,865 a farm in 1942 to $12,113 a farm in 1943. When inventory
changes were included, the gross income per farm increased from $12,427
a farm in 1942 to $12,882 a farm in 1943, a 4-percent increase.
Accounting farms represent better than average condition. The
data contained in this report represent Illinois farm conditions which are
better than average because the accounting farms are larger than average,
the crop yields are above average, and the farms on the whole are oper-
ated zvith an efficiency which is greater than average. Differences between
all farms and the accounting farms are indicated in the following table:
T, All Accounting
farms farms
Average size, acres 145 239
Corn yield an acre in 1943, bushels 50 54.4
Average gross cash income a farm ^9 301" $\.2 113
''All farms adjusted to the same size as the accounting farms.
Production changes. Accounting farms in each farming-type area,
except Area 2, averaged more acres of grain crops in 1943 than in 1942,
but only Areas 1, 5, and 9 produced more tons of grain (Table 1). In
several sections of the state, an abnormally large amount of precipitation
prevented crops from being planted as early as usual and a number of
these same areas suffered from severe drouths later in the year.
Area 8 was the only one in which the volume of livestock production
as measured in dollars was as large or larger in 1943 than in 1942.
Tons of grain Livestock and livestock
produced products produced
1942 1943 1942 1943
135 136 59897 59261
152 150 8384 7791
166 163 8871 8109
200 192 5682 5305
122 133 7554 7083
61 60 4323 4222
60 59 3690 3678
90 83 3772 4197
48 54 3139 3114
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Table 1.
—
Average Acres in All Grain Including Soybeans, Tons of Grain
Produced, and Livestock Production by Farming-Type Areas on the




Area 1, dairy and truck 94 96
Area 2, mixed livestock 105 105
Area 3, livestock and grain 120 123
Area 4, cash grain 170 178
Area 5, general farming 123 136
Area 6, wheat, dairy, and poultry 94 98
Area 7, mixed farming 90 100
Area 8, grain and livestock 106 113
Area 9, fruit and vegetable 75 81
State average 121 127 132 130 $6224 $5878
The production of poultry and eggs in 1943 w^as 9.1 percent more than
in 1942 and there were 8.5 percent more hens on the farm. This was the
only enterprise having a larger production in 1943 than in 1942.
In spite of the fact that there were 9.6 percent more pigs weaned in
1943, the value of hog production was 3.1 percent less. There was no
change in the number of cows milked, but the value of milk sold and used
in the household was 1.4 percent less. The decreases for cattle and sheep
were 16.1 percent and 26.2 percent respectively.
As a result of the efforts in recent years to increase the production of
crops and livestock, the accounting farms in 1942 acquired machinery and
equipment so that at the beginning of 1943 it was 11.4 percent more than
one year earlier. The accounting farms also used more labor in 1943 than
in 1942, the increase amounting to 1.8 percent. In many cases, the in-
creased amount of labor was due to the work of young boys and women
and girls.
Value of farm products used in the household. In the farm busi-
ness reports published since 1938, and in the printed tables at the back
of this report, the farm value of meat, milk, eggs, and other farm
products used in the household was included as a source of income. In
comparing the 1938-1943 records with those for other years, the value of
farm products used in the household has been omitted because the data
are not available for years prior to 1938. The average values per farm
and per acre of farm products used in the household for the various
farming-type areas are indicated in Table 2.
From the records which are used to analyze the farm business, rental
value of the farm residence as well as depreciation and maintenance ex-
penses of the residence are omitted. Thus the accounting for farm build-
ings agrees with income tax rulings.
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Table 2.
—
Value of Farm Products Used in Household,







Area 1 ^279 5332
Area 2 276 330
Area 3 293 366
Area 4 284 344
Area 5 283 342
Area 6 282 349
Area 7 292 334
Area 8 267 317
Area 9 278 345
State average* J284 $342
"Weighted by the number of census farms in each area.
Per acre









































Cash income per farm. The average cash income and cash ex-
penditures per farm were larger in 1943 than in any year in the history
of farm accounting in IlHnois,
The average cash balance of $5,208 for 1943 was over five times as
large as the average cash balance of $968 for 1932, the low-income year
of the depression (Table 3). The average cash balance for 1943 was
$813 a farm larger than in 1942, but income tax payments made in 1943
for 1942 and 1943 must be deducted from this sum in order to calculate
the increase available for farm family living and savings.
Cash farm business expenditures. Illinois accounting farmers spent
more money to run their farms in 1943 than in any year of record and
probably established an all-time high because farms are larger now and
farmers purchase a higher percentage of the materials used to operate
Table 3.
—




Cash income per farm
Cash expenditures per farm
Cash balance
Inventory increase




Gross receipts per acre''
Total expense per acre"
Net receipts per acre''










































































































»In this table and in succeeding tables where data are on a farm basis rather than on an acre basis,
state averages were obtained by weighting area averages by the number of farms in each area.
''Gross receipts include inventory changes.
"Total expense includes unpaid labor charge.
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Table 4.
—

























































































"Total for each item of expenditure was determined by weighting the averages of each area by the
number of census farms in the area.
their farms. Expenditures averaged 7 percent larger in 1943 than in 1942
and 102 percent larger in 1943 than in 1938 (Table 4). More money was
spent in 1943 than in 1942 for all items except for livestock and machin-
ery. The expenditures included both capital and operating items. For
instance, outlays for new machinery and repairs as well as gas and oil
expenses are included under machinery and equipment.
The average expenditure per farm of $6,905 in 1943 may be con-
trasted with an average expenditure of $1,494 per farm in 1933, the low
point for expenditures in the depression period—-an increase of 462
percent. This increase reflects changes in the price level, changes in the
quantities purchased, and changes in the average size of farm.
Inventory increases. Inventory increases have occurred each year
since the depression year of 1932, and these annual increases have ranged
from $428 per farm in 1938 to $2,082 per farm in 1941 (Table 3). The
average annual increase for the 11-year period ending in 1943 was $889
a farm ; for the 11 -year period it has totaled $9,779 a farm.
An inventory increase indicates that the combined value of livestock,
grain, improvements, and machinery was larger at the end of the year
than at the beginning. The ending inventory of each year is for the same
farms as the beginning inventory, but the farms included in the averages
for one year are not exactly the same as those for any other year because
some old cooperators are dropped each year and new ones are added.^
The series of inventory increases for a period of 11 years reflects the
increase in prices for farm products, heavy investments in improvements
and machinery, and an accumulation of grain and livestock. Enough
money has been spent for machinery and improvements so that the value
per farm on January 1, 1943, was 107 percent larger for machinery and
Alore than 1000 of the cooperators have kept records for ten or more years.
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20 percent larger for improvements than it was in 1934. Earnings were
larger during the last 11 years if inventory changes are included than if
calculations are made on a cash basis. On the other hand, inventory losses
averaged $866 a year for the 3 years, 1930-1932. The cash basis more
nearly reflects the ability of the farmer to pay his interest, to buy the
things that the family needs, and to add something to the savings than
does the method of accounting which includes inventory changes. Inven-
tory changes must be included, however, in order to find the net position
of the farm business for the year.
Variations in earnings from farm to farm. Earnings for the farms
included in each area vary widely. Much of the farm-to-farm variation
is due to the managerial ability of the operators and to the manner in
which the farms are organized and operated. The records were grouped
for this study into high-, medium-, and low-income farms on the basis
of the rate earned on investment. The value of farm products used in the
household was included as a farm receipt in this tabulation. The wide
variation in rate earned on investment, net earnings per farm, and labor
and management earnings indicates the opportunities which some farmers
Table 5.
—
Variations in Earnings From Farm to Farm by
Farming-Type Areas, 1943=^
Farming- Number Average rate N^pt pamin^c Labor and
type Level of earnings of earned on *
ner farm management
area farms investment ^ earnings
(rate earned on investment) (percent) (per farm)
1 Less than 12.00 74 7.6 S3 549 52 252
12.00 to 15.99 32 13.9 6 228 5 201
16.00 or more 51 19.9 7 825 7 102
2 Less than 14.00 94 10.0 ?3 629 S2 964
14.00 to 17.99 61 16.0 5 966 5 239
18.00 or more 80 21.5 7 894 7 230
3 Less than 15.00 142 10.5 53 776 J3 092
15.00 to 19.99 95 17.4 6 725 5 897
20.00 or more 74 23.8 8 727 8 040
4 Less than 13.00 194 9.4 54 081 52 912
13.00 to 16.99 147 15.0 7 072 5 758
1 7.00 or more 197 20 .
6
9 563 8 255
5 Less than 14.00 126 10.0 53 146 52 465
14.00 to 18.99 74 16.6 5 910 5 058
19.00 or more 91 23.5 7 769 7 022
6 Less than 10.00 125 5.6 51129 51022
10.00 to 14.99 79 12.6 2 552 2 466
15.00 or more 93 20.0 3 818 3 780
7 Less than 10.00 56 5.2 5 877 5 836
10.00 to 14.99 27 12.5 2 046 1990
15.00 or more 42 21.8 3 732 3 702
8 Less than 9.00 18 5.0 5 940 5 858
9.00 to 14.99 22 12.1 2 447 2 205
15.00 or more 37 22.4 4 836 4 574
9 Less than 8.00 8 2.1 5 337 5 338
8.00tol7.99 6 13.1 1830 1817
18.00 or more 8 23.7 3 551 3 581
»For a more detailed analysis of variations in earnings, see the 1943 reports for each area.
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have for improving the income from their farms because these varia-
tions are largely due to factors over which the operator has some
control (Table 5).
Prices of important farm products. The average annual farm price
of the more important agricultural products produced in Illinois was
higher in 1943 than in 1942 (Table 6). At the end of 1943, the prices of
all farm crops were higher than at the end of 1942 except the prices of
horses, hogs, lambs, and veal calves.
The index of all Illinois farm prices in 1943 was 19 percent higher
than in 1942 (Fig. 1). The percentage increases for the various groups
were as follows: Meat animals, 8 percent; dairy products, 18 percent;
chickens and eggs, 25 percent
;
grain, 28 percent ; and fruit, 70 percent.
Constantly shifting ratios between the prices of livestock and live-
stock products and feeds is responsible for a large amount of the varia-
tion in earnings between different farming-type areas in Illinois. A long-
time average of the relationships between these prices of livestock and/or
livestock products and feeds used as a base to indicate a favorable price
relationship for livestock producers indicates a favorable situation during
most of 1943 for all livestock producers. Milk-feed price ratios, including
dairy production payments, were below the long-time average for only
the month of September. The hog-corn, beef steer-corn and egg-feed
price ratios declined during the latter part of 1943. In recent months, the
butterfat-feed price ratios, including dairy production payments, have
improved the position of the dairyman producing butterfat.
Table 6.
—
Prices of Important Illinois Farm Products, as of December 15, in
1942 AND 1943 AND Average of 15th of Month Prices for 1942 and 1943
Farm product
December 15 farm Average yearly Percent change in
pnces farm pnces 1943 from 1942




$ .80 J1.06 $ .77 $ .98 +32.5 +27.3
1.24 1.54 1.13 1.43 +24.2 +26.5
.49 .78 .48 .66 +59.2 +37.5
.80 1.20 .74 1.00 +50.0 +35.1
1.59 1.80 1.65 1.68 +13.2 + 1.8
1.75 3.00 1.53 2.49 +71.4 +62.7
12.90 18.00 10.54 17.36 +39.5 +64.7
11.90 18.60 11.33 15.11 +56.3 +33.4
85.00 81.00 84.00 91.16 - 4.7 + 8.5
120.00 126.00 102.00 129.25 + 5.0 +26.7
12.50 12.80 11.93 13.46 + 2.4 +12.8
13.40 13.10 13.37 14.07 - 2.2 + 5.2
13.70 13.40 12.28 13.57 - 2.2 +10.5
.20 .23 .19 .24 + 15.0 +26.3
2.80 3.45" 2.40 3.05» +23.2" +27. 1»
.47 .54» .39 .50» + 14. 9» +28. 2»
.34 .41 .29 .36 +20.6 +24.1



















"Includes dairy feed payments.
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Indexes of the Average ^Ionthly Illinois Farm Prices of Corn, Hogs,
Beef Cattle, and Milk, June, 1942-June, 1944, (1935-1939= 100). Milk Index
Includes Dairy Feed Payments for October, 1943 Through June, 1944
The changes that have taken place in the average monthly Illinois
prices of hogs, beef cattle, and milk as related to corn prices appear in
Fig. 2.
Variation in supplies. Prices of farm products at inventory time in-
fluence farm earnings because all feed, grain, livestock, and other farm
property are valued at the beginning and at the end of the year. Conse-
quently, the influence is greatest when large stocks are on hand at inven-
tory time and vi^hen prices at that time vary widely from those during
the year when purchases and sales would be made in the course of
operation.
At the end of each year since the drouth of 1936 up through 1942,
the inventories of the four major grain crops (corn, oats, wheat, and
soybeans) on Illinois farms were more at the end of the year than at
the beginning. With less favorable crop production conditions and larger
demands for grain from increased numbers of livestock and for industrial
uses in the production of war goods, this upward trend as reflected by
the accounting farms was broken in 1943. The average amount of corn
per farm was 0.3 of one percent, more at the end of 1943 than at the
beginning (Table 7). Even though the quantity of corn represented about
five-sevenths of the quantities of all four grains there was a combined
7 525 7 134 - 5.2
(total for 3 150 farms)
25 427 25 522 + .4
11 716 12 144 + 3.7
58 721 49 134 -16.3
16 587 17 525 + 5.7
47 438 40 455 -14.7
47 018 78 783 +67.6
35 672 50 443 +41.4
126 785 133 398 + 5.2
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Table 7.
—
Quantities of Grain and Numbers of Livestock on Accounting
Farms, Beginning and End of 1943
Farm product Unit Beginning End of Percent*^
of year year change
Q^g^iji (total for 2 053 farms)
Corn Thousand bu. 5 620 5 636 + . 3
Oats Thousand bu. 1 358 1 146 -15.5
Wheat Thousand bu. 140 110 -21.4











Total Number 369 364 407 404 +10.3
decrease of 5.2 percent in the quantities of all grains on hand at the end
of the year.
As indicated b}' the above table accounting farms showed a continued
increase in Hvestock numbers by 10.3 percent because large increases
in spring and summer pigs were large enough to offset reductions taking
place in the numbers of cattle on feed and brood sows for spring far-
rowings.
In 1943, 17.6 litters were farrowed per farm on accounting farms,
compared with 15.3 litters in 1942, 13.7 litters in 1941 and 12.7 litters in
1940. !>iIost of the increase in 1943 over 1942 was in spring litters.
Crop yields in Illinois, 1943. The year 1943 was the seventh con-
secutive year of high crop yields in Illinois. The weighted average yield
of corn, oats, wheat, and soybeans for 1943 was 118 percent of the 10-
year average, 1931-1940.
In 1943, yields of the four principal grain crops as expressed in per-
centages of 1931-1940 averages, follow: corn, 132; oats, 104; soybeans,
107; and wheat, 89. Corn yields were higher than the 10-year (1931-
1940) average for each of the counties with the exception of Clay, Rich-
land, Lawrence, Crawford, Effingham, Marion, Alexander, Fayette, Ed-
wards, Union, Jefferson, Wabash, and White counties.
Yields of wheat, oats, and soybeans were lower than the previous
10-year average yields in 63, 53, and 12 counties, respectively.
Counties in the northeastern part of the state having yields over 35
percent above the 10-year average were Lake, McHenry, Boone, Winne-
bago, DuPage, and Kendall counties. Brown county in the west central
and Jackson county in the southern part of the state had yields 40 and 39
percent respectively above their 10-year average.
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im 100 OR LESS
Fig. 3.
—
Crop Yields for 1943 Compared With 10-year (1931-1940) Average Yields
FOR THE Same County. The Indexes Are Based on County Yields of Corn,
Oats, Wheat, and Soybeans (Data From Illinois Cooperative
Crop Reporting Service)
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Table 8.
—
Net Cash Income an Acre for Illinois Accounting Farms by
Farming-Type Areas for the Periods 1925-1929 and 1930-1934
and for the Years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943
Farming-type areas \^29" ^4" ^^^^ ^^^ ^^"^^ ^^^^ l^"*^
Area 1, Chicago Dairya 59.59 J5.25 $4.0i 58.66 5 9.05 515.71 515.40
Area 2. Northwestern Mixed Livestockb.. 7.94 4.92 5.76 8.71 12.01 16.83 22.84
Area 3, Western Livestock and Grainb . . 9.05 4.86 6.83 8.01 12.49 19.63 19.42
Area 4. East-Central Cash Grainb 8.91 4.46 7.08 9.02 13.28 20.25 22.63
Area 5, West-Central General Farming.. 6.35 3.23 4.55 4.68 8.30 13.21 16.15
Area 6, St. Louis Dairy and Wheat 3.26 2.03 3.69 4.34 4.82 5.69 7.76
Area 7, South-Central Mixed Farming... 2.21 .91 1.39 1.81 2.99 3.40 4.47
Area 8, Wabash Valley Grain and
Livestock 4.57 1.73 4.19 3.11 3.82 7.51 10.07
State Average (weighted by acres in
each area) 57.13 53.74 55.40 56.82 5 9.91 514.99 517.16
"In calculating these averages, records of the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service were included
for the years 1942 and 1943.
^In calculating averages for these areas, records of the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service were
included for the years 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
Variations in net cash income an acre. The average net cash in-
come per acre for IlHnois accounting farms in 1943 varied from $4.47
in Area 7 to $22.84 in Area 2 (Table 8).
Net cash incomes were higher in 1943 than in 1942 in all areas ex-
cept Areas 1 and 3, where they were slightly lower. In Area 2 the
increase from 1942 to 1943 w^as $6.01 or 36 percent, as contrasted to a
decrease of 31 cents or 2 percent in Area 1.
The net cash income per acre reflects, in part, the crop yields of the
preceding years, because a large percentage of the grain and livestock
sales are from crops harvested during prior years. It also reflects current
prices for products produced in the area: Thus in Area 1 the beneficial
effect of high crop yields in 1941 and 1942, as well as in 1943, was
offset by the prices of dairy products which averaged low in relation to
the prices of most other farm products.
Inventory changes by farming-type areas. The average inventory
increased $769 a farm in 1943. This amount included inventory increases
in all areas with the largest increase in Area 1 and the smallest in Area 6
(Table 9). In general, inventory increases were greatest in areas with
Table 9.
—
Inventory Changes by Farming-Type Areas, 1943
Farming-type areas Livestock
^g^rlin"^ Machinery Buildings provelr^eTts '^°'-^'
Area 1 5553 51382 5-121 541 522 51877







Weighted average 5 34 5701 5 -30 510 554 5 769
925 45 -12 33 1 127
746 -62 30 93 688
709 -33 -37 34 730
282 -93 15 30 271
384 10 -11 67 532
279 -54 -17 55 475
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Table 10.
—
Bushels of Corn and Oats in Inventories on Same Accounting
Farms by Farming-Type Areas, January 1, 1943 and 1944
Corn Oats
Farming-type areas
Jan. 1, 1943 Jan. 1, 1944 Jan.l, 1943 Jan. 1, 1944
Area 1 2 622 3 000 1191 1 034
Area 2 2 998 3 076 991 863
Area 3 3 353 3 483 617 646
Area 4 4 027 3 901 841 634
.\rea 5 2 478 2 537 437 396
Area 6 947 829 383 278
Area 7 1 043 1 094 227 180
Area 8 1 834 1 562 255 188
Weighted average 2 680 2 687 629 528
the highest crop yield indexes (Fig. 3) although all areas showed in-
ventory increases for feed and grain because prices were higher at the
end of the year than at the beginning (Table 10).
The decrease in machinery inventory of $30 a farm was the first
decrease in this item since 1935 when earnings reached a level which
encouraged the purchase of new equipment. In 1943 only a limited
amount of new machinery was available, but many farmers maintained
their inventories by purchasing used machinery and livestock equipment,
as well as by overhauling their old machinery.
The $54 increase in land improvements indicates relatively large pur-
chases of limestone and rock phosphate. Average building values in 1943
increased $10, the same as in 1942. Governmental restrictions prevented
new construction.
Variations in net income an acre with inventory changes included.
When inventory changes were included, the average net income an acre
on accounting farms was 6 percent lower in 1943 than in 1942 (Table
Table 11.
—
Net Income an Acre (Inventory Basis) for Illinois Accounting
Farms by Farming-Type Areas for the Periods 1925-1929 and 1930-1934
AND for the Years 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1943
Farming-type areas
^^^^g \934 ^^^^ 1^'^*^ l^^^l ^^^2 1943
Area 1, Chicago Dairy 311.04 J2.64 «9.23 ?13.S0 522.35 324.47 324.46
Area 2, Northwestern Mixed
Livestockb 15.11 2.70 11.45 12.34 23.02 28.26 27.12
Area 3, Western Livestock and Grainb 10.24 2.84 13.01 10.66 23.70 29.92 24.45
Area 4, East-Central Cash Grainb .. . 10.30 2.76 13.42 9.99 23.85 26.89 25.29
Area 5, West-Central General
Farming 7.69 1.99 8.79 8.08 17.26 18.08 18.96
Area 6, St. Louis Dairy and Wheat. . 5.41 .92 6.65 6.90 8.95 8.60 9.01
Area 7, South-Central Mixed Farming 3.34 .55 3.18 3.36 6.49 6.91 6.52
Area 8, Wabash Valley Grain and
Livestock 5.34 1.20 5.04 5.22 9.44 12.59 12.07
State Average (weighted by acres
ineacharea) 3 8.59 32.20 310.33 3 9.09 318.99 321.79 320.44
".Area 1 includes records from the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service for 1942 and 1943.
bpor these areas, records from the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service are included for the
years 1939, 1940, 1941, and 1942.
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Table 12 .
—
Percent of Illinois Accounting Farmers Receiving Agricultural
Conservation Payments in 1943 and the Payments per Farm
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11) because inventories increased less in 1943 than in 1942. In 1943
inventory increases a farm averaged $767, but in 1942 they averaged
$1,562. The decrease in 1943 of 6 percent with inventories included is
in contrast with an increase of 14 percent on the cash basis.
This is the first time since 1932 that the net income an acre on the
inventory basis has been lower than on the cash basis and is the fourth
time since 1925. The other low years for the inventory basis were in
1930, 1931, and 1932. In 1943, the range in net income per acre was from
$6.52 in Area 7 to $27.12 in Area 2.
Income from agricultural conservation payments. Cash incomes of
accounting farmers in 1943 included Government payments which were
received during the year for participation in the agricultural conserva-
tion program. In many cases, especially in Areas 6, 7, 8, and 9, delayed
payments for 1942, as well as payments for 1943, were included in
Table 12.
Of the 22 farms in Area 9, 100 percent received payments. In the
other areas the percent of farms receiving payments ranged from 81.5
in Area 1 to 97.4 in Area 8. In all areas except Area 1, the payments
an acre far exceeded the taxes an acre.
War unit variations. A war unit refers to the number of crop
acres or the number of livestock that requires approximately the same
amount of labor necessary to keep one dairy cow.
The average number of war units accomplished per worker varied
from 14 in Area 9 to 22 in Areas 3 and 4; months of labor varied from
20.1 in Area 7 to 25.9 in Area 1 ; and total war units ranged from 27.3
in Area 9 to 47.1 in Area 1 (Table 13).
Table 15 shows that war units per worker increased from 17.3 to
23.7 or 37 percent as the size of farm increased from less than 121 acres
to 361 acres or more. Source of income, on the other hand, apparently
had little effect on the war units accomplished per worker, the variation
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War Units by Farming-Type Areas, 1943
War units
^^^^^^ Units
Farming-type area On On °f





19.6 39.2 21.4 22.0
15.4 41.5 22.7 22.0
19.0 39.6 23.6 20.1
16.9 31.1 23.5 15.9
12.7 29.4 20.1 17.5
12.6 29.3 20.9 17.1
13.8 27.3 23.4 14.0
being from 19.4 on the dairy farms to 22.2 on the grain farms (Table
14). This analysis of war units indicates standards for labor accomplish-
ments on individual farms, the man power needs for farms and the best
application of man power available.
Standards for Measuring Operating Efficiency
Farm account studies have repeatedly shown the principal factors af-
fecting relative earnings to be land use, crop yields, amount of livestock,
livestock efficiency, labor cost, machinery cost, and prices received for
things sold. They have also shown the following facts: (1) That the
quality of land affects the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that
the kind of livestock influences the kinds and amounts of feed fed as well
as the returns for feed fed; (3) that the size and intensity of the farm
business affects practically all the cost items; and (4) that price rela-
tionships and quantities of products produced affect the relative profit-
ableness of various types of farming for any particular year.
With the foregoing facts in mind, 1,375 farms in Areas 2, 3, 4, and 5
were sorted into groups as indicated in Figures 4, 5, and 6 and in Tables
14 and 15. Similar figures and tables for each of the nine major type-of-
farming areas of the state can be found in the area reports for 1943.
These reports are available upon request and may be used by any farmer
who keeps records to analyze his efficiency.
The terms used in the various figures and tables are the same as those
used in the Illinois Farm Account Book. For example, "improved land,"
a term that is used in Figure 4, means tillable land and land occupied by
farmstead, roads, and orchards.
Crop yields. Figure 4 shows the effect of quality of land (expressed
as value an acre) on yields of corn, oats, wheat, and soybeans. Land
valued at $40 an acre produced about 47 bushels of corn, 25 bushels of
oats, 8 bushels of wheat, and 12 bushels of soybeans; land valued at
$150 an acre produced about 64 bushels of corn, 36 bushels of oats, 17
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Fig. 4.
—
Average Yields of Corn, Oats, Wheat, and Soybeans With Varying
Values of Improved Land, Farming-Type Areas 3, 4, and 5, 1943
bushels of wheat, and 25 bushels of soybeans. The differences in acre-
yields between $40 land and $150 land are as follows: corn, 17 bushels;
oats, 11 bushels; wheat, 9 bushels; and soybeans, 13 bushels.
Such variations are significant, but the fact should be kept in mind
that they apply only to the conditions which prevailed in 1943. Wheat
yields may be higher or lower in relation to corn yields in years with
growing conditions dift'erent from those in 1943. Data of this type are
valuable because they enable farmers to compare the yields on their own
farms with those on farms having a similar quality of land.
Source of income. The grouping of accounting farms according to
source of income for 1943 gives each farmer an opportunity to compare
his farm with the average of other farms having similar sources of
income. It also gives him an opportunity to study investments, land use,
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Table 14.
—
Source of Income Related to Farm Earnings and Other Factors
FOR 1,375 Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Areas 2, 3, 4, and 5, 1943
Source of income
Ttpm Dairv General farms^^^"^ Grain ^^^J^ Hogs Cattle40%+ 409-+ 40%+ 40%+ L.S. L.S.
"/"^ 60%- 60% +
Number of farms 412 56 536 58 107 206
Percent of income from prod, l.s 35.6 85.6 92.2 93.4 54.1 82.5
Percent of income from crops 56.5 6.6 35.5 8.7
Investments
Total per farm .?44 034 530 606 537 782 563 683 536 634 534 604
Total per acre 165 158 165 199 161 162
Land per acre 105 84 90 98 97 89
Land improvements per acre 2.82 2.33 3.56 3.64 2.82 3.62
Buildings per acre 14.36 23.65 17.43 18.17 14.19 17.16
Machinery per acre* 11.36 13.31 11.65 11.44 11.56 12.02
Earnings
Per farm
Gross earnings 511 715 5 8 574 510 322 516 100 5 9 993 5 8 927
Gross expenses^ 4 364 4 789 4 540 7 851 3 991 4 155
Net earnings 5 7 351 5 3 785 5 5 782 5 8 249 5 6 002 5 4 772
Per acre
Gross earnings 5 43.84 5 43.67 5 45.15 5 50.57 5 43.80 5 41.72
Gross expenses^ 16.31 24.22 19.89 24.70 17.44 19.42
Net earnings 5 27.53 5 19.45 5 25.26 5 25.87 5 26.36 5 22.30
Rate earned on investment
(percent) 16.7 12.3 15.4 13.0 16.3 13.9
Labor and management earnings. . 5 6 181 5 3 352 5 4 927 5 6 128 5 5 214 5 4 091
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm 268.9 197.4 229.9 326 232 215
Percent of land area tillable 88.4 81.6 81.1 86.6 87.6 81.2
Percent tillable land in grain 78.0 61.9 69.7 66.5 72.8 68.2
Percent in hay and pasture 19.4 34.3 27.9 30.8 24.7 29.0
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s 512.02 5 24.44 5 31.50 5 40.98 5 18.03 5 24.87
Monthsof labor per 100 crop A 10.5 20.4 15.0 13.2 12.4 15.3
Total months of labor 21.8 25.3 22.6 28.9 21.2 21.7
War units per worker 22.2 19.4 21.5 21.2 21.3 20.9
Total war units 40.4 40.8 40.5 51.3 37.3 37.8
Crop Yields per Acre
Corn, bu 58.6 57.5 61.4 64.1 59.3 57.4
Livestock Returns
Per 5100 feed fed 5140 5158 5137 5118 5140 5144
Hog returns per litter 167 160 193 181 172 175
Dairy returns per cow 116 235 127 122 134 151
Expense Factors
Labor cost per crop acreb 5 9.46 5 18.25 5 13.78 5 12.37 5 11.44 5 13.99
Horse and machinery cost per crop
acre 7.16 10.98 9.16 9.32 7.42 9.32
Land improvements cost per acre.
.
.65 .74 .77 .86 .67 .74
Buildings cost per acre 1.07 1.63 1.39 1.55 1.06 1.34
Land tax per acre 1.30 1.17 1.20 1.23 1.27 1.20
"Machinery includes farm share of automobile. ''Expenses include operator's and family's labor.
crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery requirements, and
other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Each farmer, however, should be careful in interpreting the data in
Table 14. For example, the fact that grain farms showed the largest rate
earned on the investment for 1943 and that dairy farms showed the
smallest does not mean such a relationship will prevail over a long period
of years. The relative profitableness of these enterprises in 1943 was
influenced by conditions affecting price and production.
When comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100
worth of feed fed, one should consider the fact that the necessary returns
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Table 15.
—
Size of Farm Related to Farm Earnings and Other Factors for
1,375 Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Areas 2, 3, 4, and 5, 1943












Number of farms 144 503 386 170 172
Acres per farm 106 167 241 321 478
Acres in crops 76 121 173 232 321
Investments
Total per farm 519 103 529 293 539 816 552 079 572 885
Total per acre 181 175 165 162 153
Land per acre 98 99 97 98 90
Land improvements per acre 4.30 3.54 3.04 2.67 3.12
Buildings per acre 20.48 18.46 16.72 14.44 14.16
Machinery per acre» 15.90 13.14 11.57 10.79 9.86
Earnings
Per farm
Gross earnings 5 5 408 5 7 908 510 612 513 501 518 677
Gross expenses^ 2 839 3 564 4 293 5 259 7 026
Net earnings 5 2 569 5 4 344 5 6 319 5 8 242 511 651
Per acre
Gross earnings 5 51.30 5 47.34 5 44.04 5 42.00 5 39.29
Gross expenses^ 26.91 21.33 17.81 16.36 14.79
Net earnings 24.39' 26.01 26.23 25.64 24.50
Rate earned on investment (percent) 13.6 14.9 15.8 15.9 16.1
Labor and management earnings ? 2 627 5 3 915 5 5 381 5 6 666 5 9 037
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable 86.6 87.2 85.3 84.6 80.0
Percent tillable land in grain 70.8 70.7 72.8 74.4 73.1
Percent in hay and pasture 27.9 27.0 24.9 22.8 24.0
Feed fed per acre to productive livestock 5 29.92 5 26.13 $ 22.10 5 20.33 5 19.91
Percent of income from productive livestock . . 80.6 75.2 67.9 63.1 65.9
Percent of income from crops 9.7 16.0 24.0 28.9 26.5
Months of labor per 100 crop acres 20.9 15.9 12.9 11.4 10.7
Total months of labor 15.9 19.1 22.1 26.1 33.6
War units per worker 17.3 19.9 21.8 23.3 23.7
Total war units 22.9 31.8 40.1 50.8 66.4
Crop Yields per Acre
Corn, bu 61.8 61.1 59.1 59.0 59.0
Livestock Returns
Per 5100 feed fed 5148 5144 5141 5135 5132
Hog returns per litter 178 181 182 178 197
Dairy returns per cow 139 150 143 146 137
Expense Factors
Labor cost per crop acre 5 19.11 5 14.38 5 11.75 5 10.52 5 9.82
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 10.86 9.43 8.24 7.60 7.39
Land improvements cost per acre .88 .80 .65 .65 .73
Buildings cost per acre 1.72 1.48 1.22 1.07 1.15
Land tax per acre 1.35 1.33 1.28 1.25 1.13
"Machinery includes farm share of automobile. ^Expenses include operator's and family's labor.
per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture), labor,
equipment, buildings, and other costs vary widely. According to 5-year
averages of complete cost studies (1939-1943), the necessary returns
were: poultry, $186; dairy cattle, $185; hogs, $135; and feeder
cattle, $120.
Furthermore, when comparing crop yields for the various types of
farming, one should note the following items which indicate that the
grain farms were located on the better land: (1) High value of land per
acre; (2) larger percent of land area tillable; (3) large percent of land
in grain ; and (4) high land tax per acre.
Differences in expenses are highly significant for the 6 groups of
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farms. Labor input per 100 crop acres was highest on the dairy farms,
where 20.4 months of labor were used, and lowest on the grain farms,
where 10.5 months of labor were used. The dairy farmers evidently
utilized a large amount of labor to increase the size of their businesses
without increasing the size of their farms.
The labor cost per crop acre ranged from $18.25 on the dairy farms
to $9.46 on the grain farms ; the horse and machinery cost per crop acre
was highest on the dairy farms, where it averaged $10.98, and lowest on
the grain farms, where it averaged $7.16; the building cost per acre
averaged $1.63 on the dairy farms and $1.07 on the grain farms.
Labor, horse and machinery, and improvement costs were higher for
all sources of income groups in 1943 than in 1942; labor cost per crop
acre, for example, was 36 percent higher on the grain farms in 1943
than in 1942.
Size of farm. When the farm records in Farming-Type Areas 2, 3,
4, and 5 are sorted according to the total acres in the farm, they indicate
that the operators on the largest farms took in more money during the
year than did those on the smallest ones ; and after deductions were made
for farm business expenditures and interest on the investment, the 172
largest farms had labor and management earnings which averaged $9,037,
contrasted with $2,627 for the 144 smallest farms. The latter had higher
investments an acre for improvements, machinery, and total investment,
indicating a higher capital input. The rate earned on investment increased
moderately from the farms averaging less than 121 acres to those aver-
aging 241 acres and very slightly to those averaging 361 acres or more.
In 1943, the smallest farms were operated more intensively than
were the largest ones. This variation was indicated by the higher gross
earnings an acre, by the larger labor and capital input an acre, and by the
larger value of feed fed an acre to productive livestock.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farm. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of
their businesses by improving the quality and increasing the amount of
livestock; others, by growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop
yields, or by developing special markets ; still others, by increasing the
acreage operated or by applying combinations of the above methods.
Labor and horse and machinery expenses. The effect of the amount
of feed fed an acre to productive livestock on labor and horse and ma-
chinery costs per crop acre is shown graphically in Figures 5 and 6.
These charts show that as the size of farms increased the cost per
crop acre decreased more than twice as fast for labor as for horses and
machinery. For example, with farms feeding $20 worth of feed per
acre, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from about $18.70 to $10.20
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Fig. 5.
—
Labor Cost per Crop Acre for Farms of Varying Size and With Vary-
ing Amounts of Feed Fed to Productive Livestock, Farming-Type
Areas 2, 3, 4, and 5, 1943
and horse and machinery cost decreased from about $10.20 to $7.15 as
the size of farm increased from 120 acres to 361 acres or more. In the
former case the decrease was $8.50, but in the latter it was only $3.05.
If labor cost in relation to horse and machinery cost had been lower,
the difference would not have been so great. However, the comparison
focuses attention on the possibility that the adjustment to size of farm
business presents a bigger problem for labor than for machinery. In 1943,
cost per crop acre was higher for labor than for horses and machinery
for each farm size group.
Five other significant things are apparent in these charts: (1) The
costs per crop acre increased as the size of the farms decreased; (2) the
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Fig. 6.
—
Horse and Machinery Cost per Crop Acre for Farms of Varying Size
AND With Varying Amounts of Feed Fed to Productive Livestock,
Farming-Type Areas 2, 3, 4, and 5, 1943
costs increased as the amount of feed fed per acre increased; (3) the
costs (especially labor costs) decreased much more rapidly when the size
of farms increased from 120 acres or less to 201-360 acres than when
they increased from 201-360 to 360 acres, or more (this situation is
explained in part by the fact that dairy cattle and poultry predominate
on the smaller farms and that beef cattle predominate on the larger
farms)
; (4) the labor costs increased rapidly as the feed fed increased
from $10 to about $20 an acre; and (5) the labor costs increased less
rapidly but more uniformly from $20 to $40 an acre, especially for farms
in the larger size groups.
Farmers who know what their cost for labor and for horse and
machinery expense per crop acre was in 1943 will find that these data
contain a basis for comparing their expenses with averages for other
farms of the same size and with the same intensity of livestock.^
Data for Counties and Groups of Counties
Averages were calculated for each county with sufficient records to give
significant averages and for groups of counties with small numbers of
records. These averages are arranged in Table 18 according to farming-
type areas. The averages for counties or groups of counties for Area 1
come first in the list, and those for Area 9 at the end of it. For summaries
by farming-type areas see Tables 16 and 17.
'Data for other areas of Illinois are available in the area reports for 1943.
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Table 18.
—
Sximmary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by
Counties and by Groups of Counties, 1943
Accounting Item McHenry









Feed and grain 10
Machinery and equipment 11





Poultry and eggs 17
Farm products used in household IS
Feed and grain 19
AA.A. payment 20
Labor and miscellaneous 21
Expenses, net decreases, total 22
Land improvements 23
Farm buildings 24
Feed and grain 25
Machinery and equipment 26
Hired labor 27
Taxes 2S
Livestock and miscellaneous 29
Receipts less expenses 30
Unpaid labor 31
Xet farm earnings 32
Rate earned on investment, percent 33
Labor and management earnings 34
Excess of sales over expenses 35
Increase in inventory 36
Number of farms included 37
Size of farm, acres 3S
Gross earnings per acre 39
Total expenses i)er acre 40
Net earnings per acre 41
Value of land per acre 42
Value of improved land per acre 43
Value of buildings per acre 44
Total investment per acre 45
Percent of land area tillable 46





Soybeans for grain 50
Other cultivated crops 51
Legume hay and pasture 52
Xonlegume hay and pasture 53





Feed fed per acre 59
Returns for «100 feed fed 60
Poultry returns per hen 61
Number of litters farrowed 62
Returns per litter 63
Dairy returns per cow 64
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 65
Labor cost per crop acre 66
Land improvements cost per acre 67
Farm buildings cost per acre 68
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by











1 551 830 ?29 679 S49 926 537 290 S29 766 537 232 336 444 ?28 245
2 26 269 12 531 27 413 17 291 14 703 14 647 16 390 12 298
3 950 561 985 814 730 1 051 735 768
4 6 754 5 609 5 574 5 705 3 858 8 250 6 473 4 827
5 221 234 194 249 215 286 235 325
6 6 317 3 226 4 250 4 253 2 306 4 204 3 703 3 403
7 2 212 1 553 2 041 1 879 2 049 1 641 2 069 1 495
8 144 43 162 48 77 232 79 128
9 163 191 156 163 165 159 169 168
10 5 405 3 084 5 889 4 179 3 221 3 683 4 044 2 576
11 3 395 2 647 3 262 2 709 2 442 3 079 2 547 2 257
12 S13 533 $ 9 420 J13 018 ?10 619 $ 9 145 510 454 $\0 152 $ 8 791
13 4 064 1 390 2 768 2 748 1 276 1 844 2 160 I 540
14 1 173 2 870 1 316 1 471 1 117 3 489 1 528 2 145
15 4 819 3 572 4 813 3 984 4 577 3 327 4 660 3 729
16 123 43 126 58 66 80 74 105
17 586 694 585 619 622 620 551 602
18 398 412 393 393 481 420 440 460
19 1 882 2 535 855 532 85 343
20 439 ' 391 433 456 432 546 356 "l97
21 49 48 49 35 42 43 40 13
22 $ 3 645 $ 2 776 $ 3 303 $ 2 897 $ 2 471 $ 3 244 $ 3 027 $ 3 066
23 267 125 263 190 143 217 190 157
24 459 336 470 357 310 526 385 343
25 215 597
26 1 420 1 064 1342 i'i76 1124 1224 1228 923
27 923 610 742 689 428 769 736 633
28 341 223 302 320 319 295 285 230
29 235 203 184 165 147 213 203 183
30 $ 9 888 $ 6 644 $ 9 715 $ 7 722 ? 6 674 $ 7 210 $ 7 125 $ 5 725
31 1 573 1 648 1 497 1 516 1 676 1 525 1 488 1 607
32 $ 8 315 $ 4 996 $ 8 218 $ 6 206 $ 4 998 $ 5 685 $ 5 637 $ 4 118
33 16.0 16.8 16.5 16.6 16.8 15.3 15.5 14.6
34 $ 6 869 $ 4 652 S 6 838 S 5 504 $ 4 673 $ 4 914 $ 4 952 5 3 833
35 8 764 4 819 9 409 6 150 4 857 5 821 5 851 4 213
36 726 1 413 -87 1 179 1 336 969 834 1 052
37 121 86 48 53 54 47 45 47
38 214 176 240 208 189 237 210 234
39 $ 63.36 $ 53.49 $ 54.31 $ 51.18 $ 48.36 $ 44.15 $ 48.25 $ 37.65
40 24.43 25.12 20.03 21.27 21.93 20.14 21.46 20.01
41 $ 38.93 $ 28.37 $ 34.28 $ 29.91 $ 26.43 $ 24.01 $ 26.79 $ 17.64
42 S123 $ 71 S114 $ 83 J 78 $ 62 $ 78 $ S3
43 125 77 118 91 86 69 86 67
44 32 32 23 27 20 35 31 21
45 243 169 208 180 157 157 173 121
46 91.6 80.5 88.7 80.7 77.2 72.8 80.1 57.2
47 42.1 33.5 38.0 37.3 44.2 36.0 39.5 34.5
48 20.4 23.9 20.8 23.5 17.5 20.6 17.3 20.1
49 .4 .4 .9 .5 .3 . 7 3.7 .1
50 4.8 1.5 11.3 3.7 3.2 2.4 8.5
51 8.6 2.5 3.3 4.7 1.4 4.8 2.0 "\'.9
52 14.8 24.7 19.0 17.2 22.7 24.1 15.1 25.1
53 8.9 13.5 6.7 13.1 10.7 11.4 13.9 18.3
54 72.7 71.9 71.4 72.6 67.1 68.7 70.7 67.3
55 50.5 41.5 44.1 41.3 39.0 36.5 41.8 35.8
56 32.5 15.0 25.8 15.5 20.0 19.2 20.5 20.0
57 29.2 21.7 15.4 20,4 25.0 17.5
58 23.4 20.0 23^8' 21.3 2o!6' 18.5 19.3
59 $ 40.41 $ 32.70 $ 30.76 $ 32.16 $ 28.46 $ 27.49 ? 32.22 $ 22.59
60 128 154 134 137 149 149 137 160
61 5.46 5.11 5.49 5.71 5.13 5.73 5.18 5.18
62 25.7 20.5 25.3 21.3 24.6 20.4 27.7 18.4
63 S189 J182 «205 5194 ?190 ?177 5182 5194
64 190 180 179 186 141 209 168 155
65 $ 9.26 $ 10.85 $ 8.24 $ 9.65 $ 10.86 $ 10.01 $ 10.23 5 11.05
66 14.31 19.39 12.22 15.45 17.49 15.99 15.67 21.04
67 1.25 .71 1.10 .92 .76 .92 .90 .67
68 2.15 1.91 1.96 1.72 1.64 2.22 1 .83 1.47
69 1.60 1.27 1.26 1.54 1.69 1.25 1.35 .98
{Continued)
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by













Feed and grain 10
Machinery and equipment 11





Poultry and eggs 17
Farm products used in household 18
Feed and grain 19
AAA payment 20
Labor and miscellaneous 21
Expenses, net decreases, total 22
Land improvements 23
Farm buildings 24
Feed and grain 25
Machinery and equipment 26
Hired labor 27
Taxes 28
Livestock and miscellaneous 29
Receipts less expenses 30
Unpaid labor 31
Net farm earnings 32
Rate earned on investment, percent 33
Labor and management earnings 34
Excess of sales over expenses 35
Increase in inventory 36
Number of farms included 37
Size of farms, acres 38
Gross earnings per acre 39
Total expenses per acre 40
Net earnings per acre 41
Value of land per acre 42
Value of improved land per acre 43
Value of buildings per acre 44
Total investment per acre 45
Percent of land area tillable 46





Soybeans for grain 50
Other cultivated crops 51
Legume hay and pasture 52
Nonlegume hay and pasture 53





Feed fed per acre 59
Returns for SlOO feed fed 60
Poultry returns per hen 61
Number of litters farrowed 62
Returns per litter 63
Dairy returns per cow 64
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 65
Labor cost per crop acre 66
Land improvements cost per acre 67
Farm buildings cost per acre 68
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by
Counties and by Groups of Counties, 1943
—
Continued
Bureau Marshall-Putnam Peoria Fulton Hancock Mercer Warren Stark
1 S48 120 ?57 299 545 517 534 200 536 972 546 014 543 190 543 594
2 25 473 32 596 25 769 19 483 21 016 23 314 24 023 24 822
3 1 108 1 035 947 840 709 989 869 660
4 5 118 5 608 4 744 3 253 3 154 4 588 3 913 4 227
5 165 190 208 175 251 267 308 138
6 4 321 4 298 2 865 2 229 3 293 4 498 3 520 1 756
7 2 767 3 254 2 816 2 020 1 966 2 689 2 814 2 612
8 274 497 174 134 114 87 263 795
9 236 150 168 134 93 162 130 157
10 5 382 6 471 4 793 3 410 3 840 6 383 4 627 5 425
11 3 276 3 200 3 033 2 522 2 536 3 037 2 723 3 002
12 $13 077 315 348 512 450 5 9 678 510 314 513 459 510 929 512 258
13 2 942 3 142 1 906 1 520 2 328 3 687 2 601 982
14 971 727 610 688 552 615 297 582
15 6 616 8 748 6 390 5 468 5 894 6 546 6 571 5 410
16 159 231 116 90 112 76 118 345
17 739 429 626 540 413 560 467 524
18 439 396 441 417 367 393 406 384
19 766 1 153 1 750 416 120 1 119 3 620
20 389 471 502 483 483 413 "426 306
21 56 51 109 56 45 50 43 105
22 $ 3 337 $ 3 964 5 3 619 5 3 053 5 2 953 5 3 783 5 3 157 5 3 146
23 278 235 236 174 143 178 208 147
24 404 455 438 323 234 400 371 361
25 19
26 i'iii {'618 1458 1249 1 i53 i'448 1 338 i'357
27 779 977 932 750 925 982 666 751
28 313 439 361 397 331 504 341 356
29 249 240 194 160 167 271 214 174
30 $ 9 740 511 384 5 8 831 5 6 625 5 7 361 5 9 676 5 7 772 5 9 112
31 1 549 1 592 1 313 1 516 1 381 1 427 1 429 1 384
32 $ 8 191 $ 9 792 5 7 518 5 5 109 5 5 980 5 8 249 5 6 343 5 7 728
33 17.0 17.1 16.5 14.9 16.2 17.9 14.7 17.7
34 $ 6 847 $ 8 024 5 6 281 5 4 554 5 5 209 5 7 013 5 5 347 5 6 663
35 7 368 10 047 7 713 4 433 6 016 7 448 6 862 7 548
36 1 933 941 677 1 775 978 1 835 504 1 180
37 46 45 40 45 25 29 34 36
38 228 301 243 246 249 283 241 225
39 $ 57.36 $ 50.96 5 51.28 5 39.42 5 41.40 5 47.56 5 45.33 5 54.55
40 21.43 18.45 20.31 18.61 17.40 18.41 19.02 20.16
41 $ 35.93 $ 32.51 5 30.97 5 20.81 5 24.00 5 29.15 5 26.31 5 34.39
42 5112 5108 5106 5 79 5 84 5 82 5100 5110
43 119 123 117 97 93 97 110 115
44 22 19 20 13 13 16 16 19
45 211 190 187 139 148 163 179 194
46 85.4 79.5 83.2 70.8 79.4 73.6 80.0 87.4
47 43.8 41.4 40.4 36.9 34.4 44.5 44.1 42.7
48 19.1 17.5 17.7 15.5 12.7 17.7 17.3 17.9
49 .4 1.8 1.1 4.1 1.8 .1 .6
50 5.3 11.4 11.8 13.8 19.1 6.9 8.5 's.»
51 1.9 3.1 4.6 1.5 2.2 1.5 1.6 5.7
52 21.2 17.4 17.0 18.1 19.3 18.3 16.2 16.7
53 8.3 7.4 7.4 10.1 10.5 11.0 11.7 8.2
54 72.7 61.9 62.1 59.9 60.4 71.5 57.6 66.2
55 46.3 39.3 36.9 34.6 32.1 35.6 34.4 38.6
56 23.8 22.9 20.5 13.1 10.0 6.7 20.0
57 20.0 28.0
58 24'4' 24.3 23'.4 22^1' 24^2' 26'6' 23.1 24!8'
59 $ 38.71 $ 31.20 5 29.07 5 24.48 $ 28.05 5 28.98 5 31.65 5 24.67
60 133 145 142 144 137 144 136 147
61 4.95 5.12 5.67 5.84 5.32 5.44 5.88 5.14
62 34.7 47.9 33.8 32.6 26.4 35.3 38.5 28.1
63 J206 5190 5200 5181 5195 5171 5178 5196
64 155 145 144 127 117 155 112 141
65 $ 9.05 $ 8.66 5 9.30 5 9.72 5 8 . 35 5 9.92 5 9.72 5 8.77
66 14.09 12.27 12.15 15.51 13.95 14.39 12.86 12.50
67 1.22 .78 .97 .71 .57 .63 .86 .65
68 1.77 1.51 1.80 1.32 .94 1.41 1.54 1.61
69 1.37 1.46 1.49 1.62 1.33 1.78 1.41 1.58
(Conlinued)
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by













Feed and grain 10
Machinery and equipment 11





Poultry and eggs 17
Farm products used in household IS
Feed and grain 1<>
AAA payment 20
Labor and miscellaneous 21
Expenses, net decreases, total 22
Land improvements 23
Farm buildings 24
Feed and grain 25
Machinery and equipment 26
Hired labor 27
Taxes 2S
Livestock and miscellaneous 29
Receipts less expenses 30
Unpaid labor 31
Net farm earnings 32
Rate earned on investment, percent 33
Labor and management earnings 34
Excess of sales over expenses 35
Increase in inventory 36
Number of farms included 37
Size of farm, acres 3S
Gross earnings per acre 39
Total expenses per acre 40
Net earnings per acre 41
Value of land per acre 42
Value of improved land per acre 43
Value of buildings per acre 44
Total investment per acre 45
Percent of land area tillable 46





Soybeans for grain 50
Other cultivated crops 51
Legume hay and pasture 52
Nonlegume hay and pasture 53





Feed fed per acre 59
Returns for 3100 feed fed 60
Poultry returns per hen 61
Number of litters farrowed 62
Returns per litter 63
Dairy returns per cow 64
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 65
Labor cost per crop acre 66
Land improvements cost per acre 67
Farm buildings cost per acre 6S
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by





Woodford La Salle Cham-paign Iroquois Vermilion Macon Sangamon
1 553 246 ?52 400 560 723 549 931 541 242 544 030 552 069 549 347
2 32 929 32 266 33 893 iZ 848 24 495 27 344 35 852 30 768
3 1 172 1 068 1 171 569 1 077 1 136 572 1 106
4 4 962 4 927 7 068 3 726 3 995 4 005 3 797 3 755
5 231 219 154 182 259 187 248 217
6 2 532 3 018 4 394 1 647 1 728 1 960 2 072 4 692
7 1 231 1 950 1 989 875 1 021 1 272 993 1 847
8 297 328 209 99 479 99 46 72
9 319 275 198 154 167 122 155 135
10 6 219 5 293 8 091 5 547 5 414 4 624 5 282 3 811
11 3 354 3 056 3 556 3 284 2 607 3 281 3 052 2 944
12 512 500 512 431 514 467 512 656 510 734 512 636 512 577 511 005
13 1 353 1 870 2 828 806 1 003 892 1 191 3 159
14 773 668 1 106 674 529 933 592 485
15 2 513 4 535 4 896 2 214 2 316 3 170 2 315 4 656
16 62 220 114 51 170 82 29 47
17 1 541 981 620 592 672 535 620 501
18 414 406 413 369 373 341 389 403
19 5 365 3 296 3 901 7 271 5 034 5 927 6 928 1 126
20 406 386 529 609 605 693 488 539
21 73 69 60 70 32 63 25 89
22 $ 3 293 5 3 606 5 4 164 5 2 747 5 2 898 5 3 829 5 3 264 5 3 676




369 352 535 272 269 326 296 417
i'465 i"449 1603 i'378 i'227 1555 i-isi i 531
27 686 853 1 094 383 625 938 726 929
28 371 492 400 446 418 491 501 400
29 203 234 244 136 143 156 159 192
30 $ 9 207 $ 8 825 510 303 5 9 909 5 7 836 5 8 807 5 9 313 5 7 329
31 1 371 1 344 1 455 1 320 1 278 1 272 1 297 1 302
32 $ 7 836 $ 7 481 5 8 848 5 8 589 5 6 558 5 7 535 5 8 016 5 6 027
33 14.7 14.3 14.6 17.2 15.9 17.1 15.4 12.2
34 $ 6 233 $ 5 887 5 6 908 5 7 101 5 5 514 5 6 323 5 6 409 5 4 527
35 8 494 7 144 10 646 8 736 6 872 7 261 8 291 6 994
36 299 1 275 -756 804 591 1 205 633 -68
37 52 74 58 36 35 40 27 35
38 246 244 263 242 227 263 264 267














41 $ 31.86 5 22.61
42 S134 5132 5129 5140 5108 5104 5136 5115
43 136 139 135 141 110 107 137 120
44 20 20 27 15 18 15 14 14
45 217 215 231 207 182 167 199 185
46 92.4 89.1 87.5 93.5 92.9 92.7 95.2 87.4
47 43.8 41.9 45.4 35.1 38.6 31.4 33.0 31.8
48 21.0 19.2 19.2 11.4 17.0 9.9 9.1 10.3
49 .9 .3 .2 2.9 5.0 5.3 6.2
50 14.3 9.3 8.2 31.8 isls' 27.4 33.2 26.6
51 .9 6.5 3.0 .6 3.4 3.8 .8 1.1
52 13.8 15.1 17.1 11.1 13.9 12.2 8.4 11.9
53 5.3 7.7 6.9 7.1 8.6 10.3 10.2 12.1
54 60.5 62.6 62.3 63.7 58.7 61.1 58.8 54.2
55 34.3 39.2 38.3 33.3 31.6 32.3 32.4 32.1
56 20.5 21.4 28.0 21.7 10.0 20.8 18.8 13.4
57 12.5 31.2
58 ik'.S 25!6' 23.7 25.0 2i.Y 25!i' 23^2' 22'6'
59 $ 18.32 5 25.35 5 26.79 5 12.29 5 16.05 5 14.99 5 13.09 5 26.57
60 146 139 141 156 137 149 147 130
61 6.55 6.79 5.24 5.63 5.62 5.80 5.56 5.50
62 15.9 27.5 28.4 12.1 12.9 15.9 13.3 25.6
63 5193 5175 5185 5190 5186 5202 5203 5184
64 143 149 166 140 129 135 131 111
65 $ 8.20 5 8.67 5 8.73 5 7.48 5 7.61 5 7.93 5 7.23 5 8.59
66 10.16 11.46 12.64 8.27 10.44 10.29 9.01 10.94
67 .81 .93 1.10 .55 .95 1.38 .50 .78
68 1.50 1.44 2.04 1.13 1.19 1.24 1.12 1.56
69 1.51 2.02 1.52 1.85 1.84 1.86 1.90 1.50
(Continued)
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by













Feed and grain 10
Machinery and equipment 11





Poultry and eggs 17
Farm products used in household 18
Feed and grain 19
AAA payment 20
Labor and miscellaneous 21
Expenses, net decreases, total 22
Land improvements 23
Farm buildings 24
Feed and grain 25
Machinery and equipment 26
Hired labor 27
Taxes 28
Livestock and miscellaneous 29
Receipts less expenses 30
Unpaid labor 31
Net farm earnings 32
Rate earned on investment, percent 33
Labor and management earnings 34
Excess of sales over expenses 35
Increase in inventory 36
Number of farms included 37
Size of farm, acres 38
Gross earnings per acre 39
Total expenses per acre 40
Net earnings per acre 41
Value of land per acre 42
Value of improved land per acre 43
Value of buildings per acre 44
Total investment per acre 45
Percent of land area tillable 46





Soybeans for grain 50
Other cultivated crops 51
Legume hay and pasture 52
Nonlegume hay and pasture 53





Feed fed per acre 59
Returns for ?100 feed fed 60
Poultry returns per hen 61
Number of litters farrowed 62
Returns per litter 63
Dairy returns per cow 64
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 65
Labor cost per crop acre 66
Land improvements cost per acre 67
Farm buildings cost per acre 68
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by






Moultrie Logan Mason Cass Grundy Morgan
1 «55 207 ?51 608 $48 095 $46 594 $35 121 $36 321 $55 100 $40 680
2 27 173 34 022 ii 756 29 570 21 281 23 169 32 231 25 252
3 1 189 929 612 484 795 492 1 157 631
4 7 387 3 477 3 346 3 695 3 526 2 184 5 674 3 098
5 230 186 192 212 277 249 257 266
6 6 905 2 502 1 741 3 031 1 512 2 157 2 217 3 036
7 2 801 1 390 662 1 525 813 1 653 1 198 1 826
8 142 67 63 29 11 104 23 87
9 246 136 144 157 192 163 219 156
10 5 748 5 371 4 506 4 611 4 174 3 810 8 474 3 634
11 3 386 3 528 3 073 3 280 2 540 2 340 3 650 2 694
12 S14 402 S13 552 $11 967 $12 005 $ 9 411 $10 526 $13 468 $11 644
13 3 787 1 985 1 012 1 908 695 1 291 1 590 1 932
14 1 674 575 1 054 453 302 306 1 595 648
15 5 977 3 979 1 788 3 734 2 082 4 572 3 025 4 611
16 192 55 57 23 12 53 18 96
17 1 139 584 484 622 788 595 718 553
18 432 397 385 397 333 416 392 421
19 817 5 281 6 691 4 087 4 615 2 699 5 626 2 594
20 299 612 451 731 548 522 479 746
21 85 84 45 50 36 72 25 43
22 $ 3 723 $ 3 730 $ 3 367 $ 3 309 $ 3 145 $ 2 729 $ 3 636 $ 2 829




533 291 280 321 237 172 395 268
r377 1662 i 526 1 502 1239 i 169 1 684 i 190
27 900 962 776 847 971 719 658 719
28 358 458 508 404 357 387 359 372
29 273 162 153 136 162 170 239 158
30 ?10 679 $ 9 822 $ 8 600 $ 8 696 $ 6 266 $ 7 797 $ 9 832 $ 8 815
31 1 513 1 349 1 345 1 270 1 211 1 592 1 722 1 286
32 $ 9 166 $ 8 473 $ 7 255 $ 7 426 $ 5 055 $ 6 205 $ 8 110. $ 7 529
33 16.6 16.4 15.1 15.9 14.4 17.1 14.7 18.5
34 ? 7 576 $ 6 874 $ 5 855 $ 6 124 $ 4 196 $ 5 424 $ 6 505 $ 6 389
35 9 103 8 801 7 188 7 458 5 442 6 199 9 909 7 682
36 1 144 624 1 027 841 491 1 182 -469 712
37 3d, 48 38 29 30 23 21 30
38 228 285 299 242 315 285 307 251
39 $ 63.08 $ 47.48 $ 40.02 $ 49.53 $ 29.84 $ 36.88 $ 43.87 $ 46.45
40 22.93 17.79 15.76 18.89 13.81 15.14 17.45 16.42
41 $ 40.15 $ 29.69 $ 24.26 $ 30.64 $ 16.03 $ 21.74 $ 26.42 $ 30.03
42 5119 $119 $113 $122 $ 67 $ 81 $105 $101
43 124 124 120 125 71 97 112 110
44 32 12 11 15 11 8 18 12
45 242 181 161 192 111 127 179 162
46 88.3 89.0 87.7 92.9 89.2 74.6 84.6 83.6
47 44.0 35.5 32.7 35.9 29.9 31.1 44.3 33.8
48 23.7 12.0 9.5 11.4 9.7 9.8 17.6 9.8
49 .6 3.2 2.9 7.9 16.6 10.0 8.1
50 6.7 31.4 35.9 24.8 13.6 23.1 17^1 22.4
51 .9 .8 1.2 1.0 9.4 7.9 1.3 1.1
52 16.9 8.3 9.7 11.6 15.5 13.2 14.8 14.3
53 7.2 8.8 8.1 7.4 5.3 4.9 4.9 10.5
54 67.0 58.8 55.4 58.1 48.0 64.4 54.3 62.0




26.4 17.4 18.0 21.5 14.1 16.1 15.1
24^2' 22^8' 22^6' 2i'.\ 19^5' 25^7' 20.6' 24 .'i'
59 $ 39.97 $ 18.42 $ 10.45 $ 22.06 $ 9.50 $ 18.47 $ 16.13 $ 22.84
60 144 143 151 132 139 136 147 143
61 6.27 5.84 5.00 5.21 5.61 4.74 5 . 58 5.23
62 31.3 21.0 11.4 21.5 13.6 26.2 15.1 26.4
63 3194 J208 $200 $173 $166 $166 $182 $181
64 242 119 164 103 115 101 200 141
65 $ 8.80 $ 7.82 $ 7.09 $ 8.19 $ 6.45 $ 7 . 73 $ 8.20 $ 7.62
66 13.35 9.73 8.92 10.58 9.59 13.06 10.47 10.94
67 1.24 .68 .41 .41 .57 .39 .98 .49
68 2.33 1.02 .94 1.32 .75 .60 1.29 1.07
69 1.57 1.60 1.70 1.67 1.13 1.36 1.17 1.48
(Continued)
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by













Feed and grain 10
Machinery and equipment 11





Poultry and eggs 17
Farm products used in household IS
Feed and grain . . 19
AAA payments 20
Labor and miscellaneous 21
Expenses, net decreases, total 22
Land improvements 23
Farm buildings 24
Feed and grain 25
Machinery and equipment 26
Hired labor 27
Taxes 2S
Livestock and miscellaneous 29
Receipts less expenses 30
Unpaid labor 31
Net farm earnings 32
Rate earned on investment, percent 33
Labor and management earnings 34
Excess of sales over expenses 35
Increase in inventory 36
Number of farms included 37
Size of farm, acres 38
Gross earnings per acre 39
Total expenses per acre 40
Net earnings per acre 41
Value of land per acre 42
Value of improved land per acre 43
Value of buildings per acre 44
Total investments per acre 45
Percent of land area tillable 46





Soybeans for grain 50
Other cultivated crops 51
Legume hay and pasture 52
Nonlegume hay and pasture 53





Feed fed per acre 59
Returns for 3100 feed fed 60
Poultry returns per hen 61
Number of litters farrowed 62
Returns per litter 63
Dairy returns per cow 64
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 65
Labor cost per crop acre 66
Land improvements cost per acre 67
Farm buildings cost per acre 68
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by






Jersey Greene Pike Madison Randolph St. Clair
1 $31 311 529 554 S28 772 531 101 ?34 866 520 136 516 895 523 783
2 15 927 16 226 14 956 17 138 17 019 9 840 7 909 12 426
3 838 716 705 895 900 372 477 459
4 3 634 2 733 3 365 2 959 3 307 2 681 2 155 3 026
5 265 275 255 352 359 280 325 332
6 2 842 2 289 2 392 2 785 3 855 1 712 1 509 1 524
7 1 632 1 911 1 178 1 353 3 214 577 498 802
8 194 136 35 143 222 25 47 26
9 134 99 162 118 109 167 176 235
10 3 300 2 977 2 708 2 794 3 891 2 098 1 931 2 325
11 2 545 2 192 3 016 2 564 1 990 2 384 1 868 2 628
12 $ 8 808 $ 8 548 $ 8 592 $ 9 Oil ?12 698 5 6 498 5 5 496 5 6 567
13 1 974 1 061 1 272 1 043 2 747 662 713 523
14 547 480 2 378 1 809 216 2 551 1 256 1 869
15 4 911 4 590 3 455 3 435 8 336 1 710 1 414 2 067
16 114 110 8 54 174 19 63 14
17 476 375 646 408 345 690 708 931
18 353 352 385 404 431 374 394 469
19 78 1 106 77 1 284 509 290
20 302 451 326 531 ' 363 ' 445 395 383
21 53 23 45 43 86 47 44 21
22 $ 2 633 $ 2 605 $ 3 033 $ 3 025 $ 5 132 5 2 513 5 1 669 5 2 252
23 225 170 181 162 184 142 129 138
24 341 184 284 206 295 244 140 200
25 2 439 461
26 i 061 ' 997 1214 1 210 924 960 "797 i 066
27 515 738 879 926 734 383 355 446
28 313 383 296 383 352 182 166 243
29 178 133 179 138 204 141 82 159
30 $ 6 175 $ 5 943 $ 5 559 $ 5 986 $ 7 566 5 3 985 5 3 827 5 4 315
31 1 294 1 195 1 278 1 265 1 266 1 539 1 353 1 664
32 $ 4 881 $ 4 748 $ 4 281 $ 4 721 $ 6 300 5 2 446 5 2 474 5 2 651
33 15.6 16.1 14.9 15.2 18.1 12.1 14.6 11.2
34 $ 5 647 $ 4 174 $ 3 738 $ 4 002 $ 5 459 5 2 349 5 2 518 5 2 389
35 4 251 5 111 4 271 4 886 5 849 3 610 2 718 2 996
36 1 571 480 903 696 1 286 1 715 850
37 35 31 26 25 27 67 54 30
38 267 276 242 269 316 183 221 210
39 $ 32.96 $ 31.02 $ 35.49 $ 33.48 $ 40.12 5 35.53 5 24.89 $ 31.26
40 14.69 13.79 17.81 15.94 20.21 22.16 13.69 18.64
41 $ 18.27 $ 17.23 $ 17.68 $ 17.54 $ 19.91 S 13.37 5 11.20 5 12.62
42 $ 60 $ 59 $ 62 $ 64 $ 54 5 54 5 36 5 59
43 70 74 70 70 63 56 40 65
44 14 10 14 11 10 15 10 14
45 117 107 119 116 110 110 77 113
46 72.6 67.8 78.6 73.6 71.8 81.3 80.2 81.9
47 27.7 34.9 32.4 39.6 34.3 25.1 15.6 20.6
48 13.4 15.7 6.5 5.5 12.6 8.5 11.2 10.8
49 6.2 6.9 10.2 7.7 4.9 18.8 21.6 19.9
50 15.5 12.4 12.3 13.2 2.7 6.6 5.2 6.6
51 2.2 3.9 5.3 6.0 5.9 6.1 12.0 9.7
52 18.5 15.3 22.0 16.2 21.3 22.7 27.1 22.7
53 16.5 10.9 11.3 11.8 18.3 12.2 7.3 9.7
54 57.6 56.5 47.6 50.1 59.8 37.4 41.1 44.6
55 38.9 30.9 22.5 27.2 29.5 22.8 29.2 25.8
56 13.0 17.7 15.6 14.6 12.3 19.1 18.4 19.9
57 14.5 20.7 1.4 21.3 17.1 18.3
58 24!7' 23^8' 20.9 22.7 21.9 15.0 13.5 21.2
59 $ 21.93 $ 18.18 $ 22.69 $ 18.35 $ 21 Al 5 20.59 5 13.74 5 18.40
60 142 138 147 143 140 158 147 149
61 4.49 4.69 5.03 4.77 4.55 4.87 4.67 5.26
62 23.5 24.5 22.8 22.1 44.7 12.0 8.6 13.8
63 ?194 5184 5172 5160 5189 5172 5183 5188
64 109 110 185 189 91 211 152 181
65 $ 9.03 $ 8.06 $ 9.72 $ 9.38 $ 7.74 5 9.95 5 7.82 5 10.14
66 12.40 12.72 14.30 13.84 12.63 15.83 13.23 16.04
67 .84 .62 .75 .60 .58 .78 .58 .66
68 1.28 .67 1.17 .77 .93 1.33 .63 .95
69 1.17 1.39 1.22 1.42 1.11 1.00 .75 1.16
{Continued)
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Table 18.
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by













Feed and grain 10
Machinery and equipment 11





Poultry and eggs 17
Farm proQucts used in household 18
Feed and grain 19
AAA payment 20
Labor and miscellaneous 21
Expenses, net decreases, total 22
Land improvements 23
Farm buildings 24
Feed and grain 25
Machinery and equipment 26
Hired labor 27
Taxes 28
Livestock and miscellaneous 29
Receipts less expenses 30
Unpaid labor 31
Net farm earnings 32
Rate earned on investment, percent 33
Labor and management earnings 34
Excess of sales over expenses 35
Increase in inventory 36
Number of farms included 37
Size of farm, acres 38
Gross earnings per acre 39
Total expenses per acre 40
Net earnings per acre 41
Value of land per acre 42
Value of improved land per acre 43
Value of buildings per acre 44
Total investments per acre 45
Percent of land area tillable 46





Soybeans for grain 50
Other cultivated crops 51
Legume hay and pasture 52
Nonlegume hay and pasture 53





Feed fed per acre 59
Returns for SlOO feed fed 60
Poultry returns per hen 61
Number of litters farrowed 62
Returns per litter 63
Dairy returns per cow 64
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre 65
Labor cost per crop acre 66
Land improvements cost per acre 67
Farm buildings cost per acre 68
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Table 18.-
—
Summary of Business Records from 2,970 Illinois Farms by


















1 J16 649 ?17 320 «16 096 319 072 515 214 518 336 $23 705 $14 987
2 7 836 8 118 7 704 9 530 7 258 9 380 12 895 6 742
3 587 672 717 607 753 576 542 1 008
4 1 984 1 927 1 592 2 072 1 737 1 710 2 566 1 816
5 239 198 243 202 216 285 218 301
6 1 432 1 493 1 283 1 508 1 450 1 339 1 644 1 063
7 400 591 632 979 474 836 780 512
8 132 226 88 35 263 101 45 60
9 261 199 164 196 185 206 150 181
10 1 772 1 806 1 758 2 013 1 190 2 221 2 657 1 630
11 2 006 2 090 1 915 1 930 1 688 1 682 2 208 1 674
12 $ 5 533 $ 5 251 $ 5 210 $ 6 339 $ 3 916 $ 5 944 $ 6 810 $ 4 843
13 587 1 053 887 945 717 963 997 497
14 1 506 783 299 550 367 281 384 987
15 972 1 667 2 180 2 769 1 247 2 590 2 378 1 277
16 117 195 93 47 147 77 31 41
17 1 089 715 662 798 719 965 562 777
IS 371 378 452 398 364 366 393 404
19 476 358 323 298 1 576 372
20 390 "418 233 460 ' 316 376 457 431
21 25 42 46 49 39 28 32 57
22 $ 1 721 $ 2 173 $ 2 156 ? 1 896 $ 1 569 $ 1 766 $ 2 142 $ 1 806
23 224 177 309 193 248 299 234 175
24 161 200 169 166 135 139 198 160
25 32 48
26 "773 861 "997 910 627 "671 936 "754
27 282 599 450 305 251 381 454 447
28 179 183 161 197 183 204 250 187
29 102 121 70 125 77 72 70 83














32 $ 3 143 $ 1 914
33 14.4 10.8 12.1 16.5 8.2 16.6 14.8 12.8
34 $ 2 490 $ 1 870 $ 1 882 $ 3 054 $ 1 265 5 2 940 $ 3 153 $ 1 921
35 2 954 2 509 2 029 3 298 1 672 3 666 3 340 2 361
36 487 191 573 747 311 146 935 272
37 28 18 34 43 48 45 32 22
38 215 260 287 230 264 228 250 238
39 $ 25.78 $ 20.24 $ 18.18 $ 27.51 $ 14.80 $ 26.02 $ 27.21 $ 20.31
40 14.57 13.01 11.40 13.87 10.08 12.67 13.16 12.29
41 $ 11.21 $ 7.23 $ 6.78 $ 13.64 $ 4.72 $ 13.35 $ 14.05 $ 8.02
42 $ 37 $ 31 $ 27 $ 41 $ 27 $ 41 $ 52 $ 28
43 39 35 28 45 29 43 54 32
44 9 7 6 9 7 7 10 8
45 78 67 56 83 57 80 95 63
46 83.6 73.9 86.7 82.6 82.5 83.2 87.2 75.7
47 20.9 21.1 16.2 28.9 21.3 26.7 32.0 17.2
48 10.9 8.1 5.3 7.2 8.3 7.5 3.0 6.9
49 6.9 5.8 10.7 7.2 6.6 10.7 12.0 11.0
50 17.8 19.6 6.5 13.5 7.1 8.1 11.9 6.8
51 3.8 10.4 12.9 9.4 7.1 12.0 13.8 22.7
52 18.2 16.7 27.2 17.4 19.0 21.1 17.8 25.6
53 21.5 18.3 21.2 16.4 30.6 13.9 9.5 9.8
54 35.2 30.8 31.5 41.7 20.9 37.6 37.4 36.7
55 18.9 17.2 21.5 17.4 17.4 25.9 18.9 24.6
56 13.8 18.4 18.7 10.1 13.0 18.9 18.2 17.6
57 13.3 13.8 12.1 14.6 14.7 16.5
58 14.0 ii'.j' 9.6 14'9 8.8 14.9 10.5 14.4
59 $ 12.88 $ 11.65 $ 9.45 $ 16.39 $ 8.50 $ 15.22 $ 12.70 $ 9.50
60 165 155 165 144 155 149 147 172
61 5.27 4.00 5.03 4.96 4.80 4.88 4.64 4.93
62 6.8 13.6 10.2 15.8 8.0 14.8 13.5 8.0
63 8208 J188 ?196 J187 J171 $193 $175 $178
64 166 160 102 135 91 106 106 134
65 $ 7.05 ? 7.16 $ 7.38 $ 7.31 $ 5.04 $ 6.39 $ 6.71 $ 8.11
66 12.28 12.45 10.25 10.99 8.68 11.43 9.81 13.76
67 1.04 .68 1.08 .84 .94 1.31 .93 .73
68 .75 .77 .59 .72 .51 .61 .79 .67
69 .83 .71 .56 .86 .69 .89 1.00 .78

Footnotes for the last page:
•-^^The first source is for annual data; the second is for current data from which tables
may be brought to date.
'Survey of Current Business, 1936 supplement, U. S. Department of Commerce; Subsequent
monthly issues. ^Same as footnote 1. ^Illinois Crop and Livestock Statistics, Circular 438 (1937);
monthly mimeographs of Statistical Tables for Illinois Crop Report, converted from 1910-1914 =
100 to 1924-1929 = 100 by multiplying by .7151. "iMonthly Local Market Price Report, Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. ^Calculated from data furnished by Bureau of Agricultural
Economics; Survey of Current Business, seasonally adjusted. ^Calculated by Department of Agri-
cultural Economics, University of Illinois, seasonally adjusted. Data on receipts from sale of
principal farm products (government payments not included) from Farm Income Situation, Bureau
of Agricultural Economics monthly mimeograph. 'Obtained by dividing Index of Illinois Farm
Income (column 6) by Index of Prices Paid by Farmers (column 4). *For 1929-1942 inclusive,
from special mimeographed release by Bureau of Agricultural Economics; currently, not adjusted
for seasonal variation from Poultry and Egg Situation, beginning with March, 1943, issue. 'Survey
of Current Business, December, 1942 and subsequent monthly issues, unadjusted for seasonal
variation. Prior to 1939, "factory payroll" index, with 1923-1925 base, multiplied by 1.087 to
obtain the "Weekly Wages" index with 1939 base. '"Federal Reserve Bulletin of Federal Reserve
Board, September, 1933, and subsequent issues; Survey of Current Business, seasonally adjusted.
"Preliminary estimate. '^Illinois Crop and Livestock Statistics, Circular 438; Monthly price
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'"'-For sources of data in tables see previous page.
Cooperative Extension Work in .\griculture and Home Economics; University of IlUncis, College of Agriculture, and the Unit
Stat€3 Department of Agriculture cooperating. H. P. Rusk, Director. Acta approved by Congress May 8 and June 30, 191
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FARM BUSINESS
REPORT . . . 1943
.«!
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
FARMING -TYPE AREA ONE
Chicago Dairy Area
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS




Annual Fr.rni Business Report
OK OKE HUKDEED FIFTY-SEVT.N FARMS IN FAEMING-TYPE AREA 1, 19^5
By J. B. Cunningham, B. D. Parrlsh, and E. N. Searls^'
Production. Included in the group of 157 accounting farmers in Farming-
Type Area 1, were 102 farmers who operated the same farms in 19^5 o.p in 19'-i-2. These
102 cooperators attempted to step-up production in 19^3 over that of 19^2 by in-
creasing grain acreage, numbers of pigs, and numbers of hens. They decreased the
number of cows milked.
TABLE 1. --PRODUCTION CEAircES ON THE SAME 102 R-^lRMS, 19^-2 AND 19i!-3, ARE.\ 1
Item




Acres of grain crops
Number of cows milked
Number of pigs weaned
Number of hens
Total months of labor
Value of raachinery (beginning of year)
Tons of grain produced
Value of production of livestock and












$2 836 $2 885 $ U9
135 136 1
$9 897 $9 271 $-626
2 917 2 i^73 -khk
3 788 3 718 -10













a/ 19^1-3 values adji:.sted to 19^2 price level.
In 19^3 as in 19^+2, the cooperators
used 25 months of labor which was h'; percent
hii'ed and 55 percent operators' and family
labor.
Increased machinery and equipment
investments at the beginning of 19^3 reflect
19^2 purchases of livestock equipment rather
than large purchases of tillage tools.
Total tons of grain produced per
farm increased from 135 to I36 tons - an in-
crease of 1 ton. Livestock production for
19^5? as mea,sured by receipts and net in-
creases adjusted to 19^2 prices, showed de-
creases for all classes except poultry and




1/ J. A. Snyder supervised the closing of the farm accounts and the preparation of
the tables used in this report. The farm advisera who supervised the project,
cooperating county farm bureaus, and number of recPords by counties follow:
A. C. Johjison, Kane, 52; John H. Brock, McHenry, kh; D. M. Chalcraft, Boone, 27;
H. S. Wright, DiiPage, 21; Ray T. Nicholas, Lake, 6; C. A. Hughes, Cook, 5.
TABLE 2.--llWmfrORY CHANGES, CASH INCOME, AIvD CASH EXPEI^'SES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1, 191^-0-19^5
Your 1 Averaf-e of all farm£-. '^n a.rea






























180ricres per larm ----------
Inventory Changes




Productive livestock ------ 1+21+
Feed, grain, and seeds ----- 552
Machinery and equipment- - - - - .1+2
Automobile (farm share)- - - - - 1
Total -------- $ S 672
Cash Receipts


















































Productive livestock: Cattle - - 2 079
Dairy sales 2 586
Hogs - - - 69a
Sheep- - - 51
Poultry- - 91+
Egg sales- 205
Total productive livestock - - -
Feed, grain, and seeds -----
( ) (5 695)
552
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 181
Automobile (farm share)- - - - - 28
282
Labor off farm --------- 62
7





















































Productive livestock: Cattle - - 1 255
Hogs - - - 1+6
Sheep- - - 3h
Poultry- - 57
Total productive livestock - - - ( ), (1 572)
677
Crop and sealing expense - - - - 190
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 810
Automobile (farm share)- - - - - 125
Livestock expense- ------- 79
525
Taxes - 276
M"! cir»p"|"lonPrMlC3- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 28
Total $ s 1+ 551
Summary











Farm products used in household- 255
Receipts less e.ri 'eases - - - - - $ ;; 6 995 I;; 5 120 $ 3 1+26
TABLE 5.--IWVE£TI^ffim'S AND EARNINGS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1, 19^0-19^5
Your
farta.
Average of all farms in area












































Productive livestock: Cattle- - 5 h2Q
Hogs- - - 319
Sheep - - !+l
Poultry - 151
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - -
( ) (5 979)
2 260
2 085
Automobile (farm share) - - - - 156
Total $ $i;3 907 S58 020 $29 258
Earninf^s
Receipts less expenses- - - - -
Family labor- ---------















Returns for labor, capital, mgt.
Operator's labor- -------






Net earnings per farm - - - -
Net Earnings per Acre ------












Rate Earned on Investment - - - - i 9.2^
Interest on investment- - - - -
Labor and Management Earnings - -
$ $ 1 !+65
1 76I1
Net earnings . The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis were
higher in 19ij-5 than in 19^2] the average was $5,ii5ii- in I9U5 compared with $5,0^4-9
in 19^2. The figure representiiv; net earnings per farm is the sum remaining as
compensation for the use of the capital invested in the business and for the
managerial ability of the operator. It is calculated by adding to the cash bal-
ance the value of farm products used in the household and the inventory increases
and by subtracting from the resulting total the value of unpaid labor. The average
net earnings per aci-e were $26.1^6 in 19^5, $26.19 in 19^2, $23,89 in 19^1, and
$1U.91 in 19^+0
.
Inventory change s. The year 19^5 was the eleventh consecutive year in
which inventories increased. The largest increase d^aring the past four years was
$2,lH5 in 19^1, and the smallest was $872 in 19i<-0 (Table 2). In 19^5 the largest
money increases were for livestock and feed, grain, and seeds. The average amounts



















Cash receipts and cash expenses . In 19^+3 cash receipts exceeded cash
expenses by $i4-,70it-, the largest margin for any year during the past four. The cash
balance--the difference between cash receipts and expense3--ia the amount of money
which was available for fajnily living expenses, interest, debt payment, and savings.
TABLE U. --FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE THE FARM BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1, 19'^-5
It era
Rate earned on investment-
Acres in farm-
Acres in crops
Gross earnings per acre-


















Value of land per acre - - - - -
Value of improved land per acre-
Value of buildings per acre- - -











Percent of land area tillable-






Legume hay and pasture - - -




















Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- -
Ret-orns per $100 worth of feed fed
Poultry returns per hen- - - - - -
Ni.uiiber of litters farroved - - - -
Number of pigs weaned per litter -
Returns per litter farrowed- - - -
Average number of cows milked- - -

















Labor cost per crop acre
Labor units on crops - -
Labor ujiits on livestock
Total labor units- - -
Total months of labor- -
Labor units per worker -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land Improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------
Land tax per acre-
i/
1.36
a/ Table 5, value of improved land
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land












d/ Table 9> size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre
e/ Table 8, size of farm
CHART FOS STUDYING THE, EFPICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSIFilSS
Accounting Farms m Farming-Type Area 1, 19^5
The numbers above the double line are the averages for the farms similar in or-
ganization to your fai-m. By di'awing a line across each column at the place whicl
measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare your effi-
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^* ko $6 9i 5 bu. I5 bu. ^- bu.i $^ ^ISJl^l^ tl- $10 \ $4 T$2 1 $2 i$.50
*Each space between the horizontal lines represents the value indicated at bottcim
of each column.
TA3LE 5. --USE OF TILLABLE JAITD AND OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF IMPRCWED LAND
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1, 19^5
Item
Average value of improved land-
Number of farms
Acres per far-m-
Percent of land area tillable






Legume hay and pasture- - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture -
1/Gross earnings per acre~ , - -
Cross expenses per acre-' - -
Net earnings per acre - - - -
Land tax per acre -
1/ Used in Table h.
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rn,, [ 1 1 . 1 > , r M 'I '!...<
$60 $'i0 $80 ^90 $100 $110
Per Acre Value of Improved Land
$120 $130
Fig. 1.
--Average yields of corn, cats, barley and soybeans
with var3'in£' values of improved land
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Unpald family labor . The total valuation of unpaid labor vas bip;her
for I9U3 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted
principally from the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other mem-
bers of the family was valued at prevailing farm wages in Area 1, which were ap-
proximately $110 per month in 19^3/ $70 per month in 19't-2, $55 per month in 19^1,
and $50 per month in 19^+0.
Variation in farm earnings. A wide variation was found in earnings on
the farms in Area 1. For example, 30 farms earned less than eight percent on
their investment but 22 farms earned 20 percent or more (Table 6). After deduct-
ing all farm expenses and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital in-
vested in the business, the former group of operators had $630 for their labor
and management earnings contrasted with $7,68l for the latter group.
Table 6. --Variation in 19^3 Earnings, 157 Accounting Farms in Area 1
Eate Number Average Acres Capital Gross Wet Labor and.
earned on of rate per invested earnings earnings managemert
investment farms earned farm per farm per farm per farm e^rnin^s
(percent) (percent)
Less than 8.00 30 ^.3 220 $49 522 $11 25" $2 II+5 $ 630
8.00 to 11.99 kh 10.1 208 kh 6h6 11 557 1+ 506 5 358
12.00 to 15.99 32 13.9, 213 kk 835 12 9^6 6 228 5 201
16.00 to 19.99 29 17.9 199 1+1 7B9 1^ 157 7 k93 6 663
20.00 or more 22 22.8 190 36 216 1)+ 031 8 265 7 681
Explanation of Tables
Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table k)
,
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land affects
the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock influences
the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (5) that the
size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost items; and
(4) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced affect the re-
lative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular year.
The terms used in the tables are the same as the terms used In the Illi-
nois farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on page 1 of
the farm account book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied by
farmstead, roads, and lanes. Likev^ise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of the
farm account book. They Include all the tillable land on which a large amount of
work has been done in preparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a crop.
(Note: A labor unit is explained on page 12.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for Improved land increased (Table 5) • Likewise, the earnings per acre and
the land tax per acre increased ae the value of improved land increased. On the
other hand, the percent of tillable land in other crops and legume a,nd nonlegume
hay and Dasture decreased as the value of the land increased.
Yields per acx"e for cox'n, oats, barley and soybeans tended to Increase
as the land value increased (Fig. l). By using Table 5 and Figui^e 1, the account
keeper may find out whether hie acreage in Various crops, crop yields, and earnings
per acre were high or low in comparison with the average of other fanns in his area
having about the eamo value of improved land.
-8-
TABLE 7.--S0UECE OF INCOME RELATED TO FAPM EAENIIIGS AKD OTHEE FACTORS
















Number of farms --------









































































Percent of income from crops- - 20.5
Investments
Total per farm- ------- $4o 970
Total per acre- ------- 194
Land per acre --------
Land improvements per acre- -
89
I+.99
Buildings per acre- - - - - - 57.1+5
Machinery per acre- ----- 15.55
Earnings
Per farm
Gross earnings- ------ $ $10 556
Gross expenses- ------ 5 084





























































Net earnings per acre - - - - 24.97
Rate earned on investment - - % 12.9fo
Labor and management earnings
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm- -------
$ $ 4 4o5
211
Percent of land area tillable 81.6
Percent tillable land in grain
Percent in hay and pasture- .- ,
Feed fed per acre to prod.le.^






Number of cows milked - - - - 11.6
Months of labor per 100 crop A. 15.2
Total months of labor - - - - 22.8




Per $100 feed fed-/ -
Hog returns per litteri'- - -





Labor cost per crop acre- - -
Labor 'onits on crops- - - - -
$ $ 15.46
18.4
Labor units on livestock- - - 16. 9l 35.4 20.0




















Labor units per worker- - - - 20.2
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost
per crop acre - - $ $ 10.27
Land improvements cost per acre 1.22
Buildings cost per acre - - - 2.59
Land tax per acre ------ 1.41
1/ Used in Table 4
-9-
Soui-ce of Income
The grouping of accounting farms according to source of income gives
each farmer an opportunity to compare his farm vith the average of other farms
having similar sources of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery re-
quirements, and other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Interpretation of table . Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 7- For example, the fact that grain farms earned
13.5 percent on the investment for 19^5 and hog farms earned 11.0 percent does
not mean that such a relationship will prevail over a long period of years. The
relative profitableness of enterprises is due largely to conditions affecting
price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including past^jre),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of
complete cost studies (1955-1957)^ the necessary returns were: poultry, $195;
dairy cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117.
Furthermore, as one studies the livestock returns and notes that hog
returns per litter were largest on the hog farms and dairy returns per cow were
largest on the dairy farms, he should keep in mind the fact that intensified
enterprises are usually associated with increased expenses, and larger retirrns
per unit of production from the main enterprise ai-e usually necessary if the fam
is to be as profitable as other farms.
Labor . Labor cost per crop acre varied from $1^.08 on the gi-ain farms
to $22.26 on the dairy farmj3. In general, farms with the smallest number of crop
acres and the largest dairy herds had the highest labor cost per crop acre . Total
labor units varied from 58.^ on the general farms to 55.1 on the cattle farms.
There was no significant difference in labor units per worker for the various
groups.
Other expense factprs . Horse and machinery cost per crop acre was
smallest on the grain farms, where it averaged $10.16 and largest on the dairy
farms, where it averaged ^lk.2^; land improvements cost per acre varied from $1.08
on the cattle farms to $1.76 on the hog farms; and buildings cost per acre ranged
from $2.11 on the grain farms to $4.01 on the cattle farms.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used), large farms usually show higher labor and. management
earnings than small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the
capitalization rate, large farms show a greater loss. In 19^5^ with farm earnings
averaging 12.5 percent in Az-ea 1, the labor and management earnings on the 33
largest farms averaged $6,26it contrasted with $2,655 on the 25 smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not show any consistent variation due
to size of the farm.
-10-
TABLE 8.—SIZE OF FAEM RELATED TO FAM EARNINGS AND OTHER FACTORS
Accoimting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1, 19'+3
Item
Number of farms ---------
Acres in farm ----------
Acres in crops- ---------
Investments
Total per farm- --------
Total per acre- --------
Land improvements per acre- - -
Buildings per acrei/- - - - - -






Net earnings per acre ------
Rate earned on investment - - -
Labor and management earnings - •
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable -
Percent tillable land in grain- •
Percent in hay and pasture- - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod. l.a. •
Percent of income from prod, l.s,
Percent of income from crops- - •
Months of labor per lOQ crop A.
Total months of labori/ - - - - .




Per $100 feed fed
Hog returns per litter- - - - - -
Dairy returns per cow ------
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - - - -
Labor units on crop&i' - -.----
Labor units on livestock^' - - - -
Total labor unlts-l' ---__.
Labor units per worker^'- - - - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ------_____
Land improvements cost per acre -
Buildings cost per acrei/ - - - -
Land tax per acre - - - - - _ _ _





























































































































































Intenslty . The smaller farms were operated more intensively than vere
the larger ones. This variation was indicated by the larger amount of feed fed
per acre to productive livestock, and by more months of labor per 100 crop acres.
Labor . As the size of the farms increased from less than 121 acres to
2^4-1 acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $26.02 to 4)11. 05.
On the other hand, labor units on crops increased from 9.1 to 30. 9j labor units
on livestock increased from 19.0 to 39.0; total labor units increased from 23.1
to 69.9; and labor units per worker increased from I8.9 to 25.9'
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $l6.57 to $11.35; and
for taxes from $1.51 to $1.32. Land improvements cost per crop acre and building
cost per acre were smallest for the largest size group, but showed no significant
variation according to size for the other groups.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the in-
dividual farmer. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality and increasing the amount of livestock; others,
by growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop yields, or by developing
special markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods.
Labor and horse and machinery expenses . Labor and horse and machinery
expenses per crop acre increase as the amount of livestock per acre increases,
but decrease as the size of farm increases. Therefore the efficiency of a farm in
using labor and machinery should be determined by comparing the expanses on the
individual farm with those of fajrms of the same size having similar amounts of
livestock per acre. The average labor cost per crop acre and the average horse
and machinery cost per crop acre a2*e shown for farms grouped according to acres
per farm and the number of milk cows per 100 acres (Table 9)
•
TABLE 9.--LABOE COST PER CHOP ACRE AM) HORSE AKD MACHINERY COST PEE
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM AND NUMBER OF
MILK COWS PEE 100 ACRES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1, 19^5
Mnv nnwn ppr 1 Df) ffl.rrp A Milk cows per 100 acrea
Acres Less 11 16 Less j 11 16
per than to or than to or
11 15
.
9 morefH.-nn 11 15.9 more
(labor cost per cro
1
p acre) (horse and machinery
cost per crop acre)
Less than 121 $23.31 $27. C3 $28.59 $15.00 $16.00 $17.63
121 to 180 16.22 22.80 27.19 12. 9^^ lU.OO 16. k6
181 to 2U0 15.61 21.68 2U.7O 12.08 13.82 15. in
2i<-l or more 1^.70 17.i+5 18.00 10.75 13.17 ll+.OO
-12-
Supplcraentary La"bor /jialysis
Labor units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a war unit. It is the approximate
amount of time under average conditions that in required to talie care of a dairy
cow for one year or to do an equivalent araount of work with other livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of com, 8.3 acres of soybeans foir grain, ik.'^ acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 5 littei-s of pigs, 55 sheep,
l60 feeder Ismbs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other comifiutation of work units for the Individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Savinp References
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of Agricultural Economics
"Making Your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor]' AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," AE-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of A^^lcultyjral Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^
In addition, the Department of Agricultural Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, cjid structures may be selected.
Producing for War Needs
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers. He should then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the vexr. Thus he will have more products to put on
the nation's markets and so will be making the greatest possible contribution to
the war effort.
FARM BUSINESS
REPORT . . . 1943
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
FARMING -TYPE AREA TWO
Northwestern Mixed Livestock Area
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS




Annual Farm Business Report
ON TWO HT.INDRED THIETY-FI"VE FAEMS IN FAI^'lIMG-TYPE AREA 2, 19!+5
By J. B. Cunningham, S. L. Saner, and F, N. Searls^'
Prodaction . Included in the group of 235 accounting farmers in Farming-
Type Area 2, were 173 farmers who operated the same farms in 19^+5 as in 19^2. These
173 cooperators attempted to step-up production in 19't-3 over that of 19^2 by in-
creasing numbers of pigs and numbera of hens.




(Avera,??e per farm) Actual Per cent
Acres 198 198
Acres of grain cropa 105 105
Number of cows milked 9 Q
Number of pigs weaned 115 131 16 Ik
Number of hens 126 151 s 1+
Total months of labor 20.9 21.3 A 1.9
Value of machinery (beginning of year) $2 168 $2 kSk $316 IU.6
Tons of grain produced 152 150 -2 -1.3
Value of production of livestock and
livestock oroductsS:/- total $8 38)+ $7 791 -593 -7.1
Cattle 2 721 2 271 -1+50 -16.5
Dairy sales 1 20lf 1 2^5 51 2.6
Hogs 3 878 3 686 -192 '5.0
Sheep 105 97 -6 -5.9
Poultry and e^^gs JjS 502 2U 5.0
a/ 19^5 values adjusted to 19^2 price level
Slightly more labor was used in 19^3
than in 19^2 and, as usual, about 76 percent of
tlic labor was operator's and family labor. The
cooperators also used more machinery and equip-
ment but the increase was in livestock equipment
rather than in heavy machinery.
Total tons of grain produced per farm de-
creased from 152 in 19^2 to 150 in I943 because
of decreased yields per acre for corn and oats.
Livestock pi'oduction for 19^3, as measured by
receipts and net increases adjusted to 19^2
prices, showed decreases for all classes except
poultry and eggs and dairy products, with the
majoi' money decrease in cattle.
s^,/ <^/ 1/ J. A. Snyder supervised the closing of the
Farming-Type Area 2 farm accounts and the preparation of the
Mixed Livestock: tables used in this report. The farm advisers
who supervised the pi'oject, cooperating county farm bureaus, and number of recoiTls
by counties follow: D. G. McAllister (W. G. M:.\mmert since March 1, 19U)+), DeKalb,
86; W. R. Taylor, Rock Island, 3^1-; V. J. Banter, Stevenson, 50; 0. E. Yale, Lee, 22;
M. P. Roske, Ca^-roll, 20; D. E. VJarren, Ogle, 20; H. E. Kearnaghan, Jo Daviess, ]j8;
H. R. Brunnemeyer, Winnebago, 1^^ ; F. H. Shuraan, Whiteside, 11.
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TABLE 2. --INVENTORY CHANGES, CASH INCOME, AND CASH EXPENSES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 2, 191+0-191+5
Youj-
farm
Average of all farms in <area































I^umber ot larms- ---------
iicrea yar ii-irui ---------
Inventory Changes
Land improvements- ------- $ « 7^i^anu DullalngG --------- ;
-3U
552Productive livestock ------
Feed, grain, and seeds ----- 112
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 65
Automobile (farm share)- - - - - 1+
Total- ------------ $ $ 2 359 V, 771
Cash Eeceipts




















































Productive livestock: Cattle - - 3 1+61+
Oairy sales 822
Hog- - - - 1 1+59
Sheep- - - 195
Poultry- - 95
Egg sales- 171
Total productive livestock - - -
Feed, grain, and seeds -----
( ) ( 6 201+)
927
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 199




Total - $ $12 085 ;; 9 310 ;; 7 857
Cash Expenses





















































Productive livestock: Cattle - - 1 938
Hogs - - - 96
Sheep- - - 107
Poultry- - 31
Total productive livestock - - -
Feed and grain purchases - - - -
( 2 172)
827
Crop and sealing expense - - - - 180
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 798
Automobile (farm share) 11+6
Livestock expense- ------- 63
W-^ y»p(^ Tr^T^r^y** » — — _ _ 367
Trypc;- -*-_«« 277
Miscellaneous- --------- 35
Total $ ;> 8 299 $ 7 533 ;j 5 980 $ '^ 277
Summary













Farm products used in household- 21+7
Receipts less expenses - - - - - $ ;i 7 285 $ 7 236 ;; 5 880 n 3 598
^Includes Farm Bureau Farm Management Service records.
TABLE 3.--IIfV'ESTMElWS AND EAPJTIKGS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 2, 19^0-19^3
Your
farm
A.verage of all farms in area













































Productive livestock: Cattle- - 2 8U7
Hogs- - - 721
Sheep - - 150
Poultry - 100
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - -
( ) ( 3 818)
2 738
Machinery and equipment - - - - 2 099
AutomoDile (farm share) - - - - 185
Total i'35 U52 !>33 72i^ Ji3i^ 575
Earnings
Receipts less expenses- - - - -
Family labor- ---------



























Returns for labor, capital, mgt. S $ 5 ^22
560
Net earnings per farm - - - -
Net Eai-ninga per Acre ------







Rate Earned on Investment - - - - ^0 8.5^
Interest on investment- - - - -
Labor and Management Earnings - - -
$ $ 1 789
1 693
*Includes Farm Bureau Farm Management Service records,
Net earnings
. The net eai^nings per farm on an inventory basis were lower
in 19^3 than in 19'^2; the average was $5)688 in 19^3 compared with $6,l62 in 19^2.
This comparison, as well as other comparisons between years should consider the
fact that Farm Bureau Farm Management Service records were not included in the 19^3
averages and the fact that the fanus averaged 10 acres larger in 19i+3 than in 19'^.
The figure representing net earnings per farm is the sum remaining as compensation
for the use of the capital invested in the business and for the managerial ability
of the operator. The average net earnings per acre were $29.0!+ in I9U3, $29.86 in
I9U2, $2^4.. 35 in 19^+1, and $13-51 in I9U0.
Inventory changes . The year 19'+3 was the eleventh consecutive year in
which inventories increased. The largest increase diuring the past four years was
$2,559 in 19^2, and the smallest was $771 in 19^^-0 (Table 2). In 19!+3 the largest
money increases were for feed, grain, and seeds. The average amounts of grain on



















Cash receipts and cash expenses . — -^
-^ - - ^^^^ >.^„>,^_^_ .. ^.
penses by $6,072, the largest margin for any year during the past four. The cash
balance--the difference between cash receipts and expenses--is the amount of money
which was available for family living expenses, interest, debt payments, and savings.
In 19^3 cash receipts exceeded cash ex-
TABLE 1+. --FACTORS HELPING TO AMLYZE THE FAKM BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 2, 19^3
Item
Rate earned on investment- -------
Acres in farm- -------------
Acres in crops -------------
Gross earnings per acre- --------
Gross expenses ver acre- --------
Investments
Value of land per acre --------
Value of improved land per acre- - - -
Value of buildings per acre- -----
Total investment per acre- ------
Land Use
Percent of land area tillable- - - - -






Legume and pasture ---------







Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- - - -
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed - -
Poultry returns per hen- -------
Number of litters farroved ------
Number of pigs weaned per litter - - -
Returns per litter farrowed- -----
Average number of cov;s milked- - - - -
Dairy returns per cow milked -----
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre -------
Labor units on crops ---------
,
Labor units on livestock -------
Total labor units- ---------
Total months of labor- --------
Labor units -per worker --------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------
Land tax per acre- ----------
a/ Table ^, value of improved land
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land














































































d/ Table 9) size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre
e/ Table 8, size of farm
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CHAET FOR STTJDYIWG THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Accoijnting Farms in Faniij.ng-Type Area 2, 19^+3
The numbers above the double line are the averages for the farms similar in or-
ganization to your farm. By dj'awing a line across each column at the place which
measures the efficiency of yoiar farm in that factor, you can compare your effi-
ciency with that of other farmers in your locality.
Factors that
Factors that affect the gross earnings iffect expenses
Crop yi ?lds !
1
+J 0) r^
c iH !^ 0)
0) ^ dj 0) ?-i
o tsJ u o a o
?H r-t CJ o o CO U rXi •H cd





ft > m 01 01 O ft 01 m
!h •P 3 -P i U O o C ^ CQ cd O ^1 o
id - 03 •H bO CO ^ o • U p CO U U r-\ d B ^ o o
ai -p tH C tiH dj 03 ft rH dJ dj
^^^
^
-d dl u p cd
gc^ Jh O
rH P • • .s Pi !-( p' a
M o>
'Ci CO ffl
C flj D ;3 ps CO nd • rzS 3 tH d; C ?H O ft t3D d)
cd S tH (U ?-< -P C tS .Q rO C OJ -rl m 0) >j G p ^ > d; U cd Qj O O G S^
dj -p o a -M c cd Cw O Cl+H Jh d; 0) fn o o P^ !h H CJ
CO CO CO eJ OJ e3 •v »y (U U U -P .C ^H d; >j o m cd 01 Ih O -d Cd
0) <b a> m o t:! C CD .o n ft pTd H -P u 03 CO P o rH
-p > !^ o ^ ^ C >; !-( -P f>» <D P 0) ;3 ^ i3DP> •H U o f^ J-l CQ ^ u •H ^
cd C o ^ (It dj n3 c3 o c(3 o dJ o dJ dJ O dJ O .H «j d; ^ d; O O cd oi 3 01


















5^ 20 $5 2^ 5 ba|5 bu 3 bu. $5 $10 $.50 1 $15 $10 $2 $1 $1 $.50
*Each space between the horizontal lines represents the value indicated at bottom
of each column.
TABLE 5, --USE OF TILLABLE LAND AKD OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF I^ffROVED LAND
Accounting Farms in Fanaing-T.ype Area 2, 19^3
Item
Average value of improved land-
Number of farms --------
Acres per farm- --------
Percent of land area tillable -






Legume hay and pasture- - - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture - -
Gross earnings per acre-' - - -
Gross expenses per acrel/ - - -
Net earnings per acre - - - - -
Land tax per acre -------












































































































































l1? ^ 1 1 1 , \ , , 1 . . 1 . , 1 ,1
$40 $60 $80 $100 $120
Per Acre Value of Improved Land
$l40
Fig. 1. --Average Yields of Com, Oats, and Soybeans with
Varvinff Values of Improved Land
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Unpaid family labor
. The total valuation of unpaid lahor was higher for
19^3 than foi' any other year in the past fovir. This increase resulted principally
from the fact that the physical lahor of the operator and other members of the
family was valued at prevailing farm wages in Area 2, which were approximately $100
per month in 19i!-3, $70 per month in 19lf2, $55 per month in 19^1, and $50 per month
in 19ij-0.
Variation in farm earnings . A wide variation was found in earnings on
the farms in Area 2. For example, k'J farms earned less than ten percent on their
investment but 28 farms earned 22 percent or more (Table 6). After deducting all
farm expenses and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the
business, the former group of operators had $1,952 for their labor and management
earnings contrasted with $7, 7^+9 for the latter group.




































































Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table k)
.
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land affects
the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock influ-
ences the ajnoujit of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3) that
the size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost items;
and {k) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced affect
the relative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular year.
The terms used in the tables are the same as the terms used in the
Illinois farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on Page 1
of the farm account book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied
by fannstead, roads, and lanes. Likewise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of
the farm account book. They include all the tillable land on which a large amount
of work has been done in preparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a crop.
(Note: A labor unit is explained on page 12.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for improved land increased (Table 5). Likewise, the earnings per acre and
the land tax per acre increased as the value of improved land increased. On the
other hand, the trend in percent of tillable land in legume and nonlegume hay and
pasture went downward as the value of the land increased*
Yields per acre for corn, oats, and soybeans tended to increase as the
land value increased (Fig. l) . By using Table 5 and Figui-e 1, the account keeper
may find out whether his acreage in various crops, crop yields, and earnings per
acre were high or low in comparison with the average of other farms in his area
having about the same value of improved land.
-8-
TABLE 7. --SOURCE OF INCOME RELATED TO FAEI4 EARNINGS AITO OTHER FACTORS














Percent of income from prod. l.s.
Percent of income from crops- -
Investments
Total per farm- -------
Total per acre- -------
Land per acre --------
Land improvements per acre- -
Buildings per acre- -----






Net earnings per acre - - - -
Rate earned on investment - -
Labor and management earnings
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm- -------
Percent of land area tillable
Percent tillable land in grain
Percent in hay and pasture- - /
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.-'
IJumher of litters farrowed-'- ,
Average number of cows milked-'
Months of labor per 100 crop A.
"Total months of labor - - - -




Per $100 feed fedl/ - - ,
Hog returns per litter^' - - -
Dairy returns per cow-1/ - - -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - -
Labor units on crops- - - - -
Labor units on livestock- - -
Total labor units - - - - -
Labor units per worker- - - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ---------
Land Improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre - - -
Land tax per acre ------











































































































































































































The grouping of accounting farms according to source of income gives
each farmer an opportunity to compare his farm with the average of other farms
having similar sources of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery re-
quirements, and other factors that are associated vith various types of farming.
Interpretation of table . Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 6. For example, the fact that grain farms earned
17 .k percent on the investment for 19^5 and general livestock farms earned lU.'i
percent does not mean that such a relationship will prevail over a long period
of years. The relative profitableness of enterprises is due largely to conditions
affecting price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of
complete cost studies (1955-1957), the necessary returns were: poultry, $195;
dairy cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117.
Furthermore, as one studies the livestock returns and notes that hog
returns per litter were largest on the hog farms and dairy returns per cow were
largest on the dairy farms, ho should keep in mind the fact that intensified
enterprises are usually associated with increased expenses, and larger returns
per unit of production from the specialized enterprise are usually necessary if
the farm is to be as profitable as other farms.
Labor
. Labor cost per crop acre varied from $11.55 on the grain farms
iio $17.81 on the general farms with the most livestock, and to $17-55 on the dairy
farms. In general, farms with the smallest number of crop acres and the most
livestock had the highest labor cost per crop aero. Total labor units varied
Ivom 55.1 on the general farms with the least livestock to ^7.7 on the cattle
farms. There was no significant difference in labor units per worker for the
various groups.
Other expense factors . Horse and machinery cost per crop acre was
fimalleet on the grain farms, where it averaged $7.02 and largest on the dairy
farms, where it averaged $10.25; land improvements cost per acre varied from $,65
on the general farms with the least livestock to $1.25 on the cattle farms; and
buildings cost per acre ranged from $1.19 on the general farms with the least Uve-
Btock to $2.20 on the dairy and cattle farms.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
Is the usual rate used), large farms usually show higher labor and management
earnings than small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the
capitalization rate, large farms' show a greater loss. In 19*^-5, with farm earnings
averaging 15.5 percent in Area 2, the labor and management earnings on the 10
largest farms averaged $10,i^.J+5 contrasted with $5,1^1 on the UO smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not show any consistent variation due
to size of the farm.
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TABLE 8. --SIZE OF FAEM REIATED TO FAEI.l EABNINGS AIJD OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 2, 19^3
Item
Number of farms ---------
Acres in famii/ ---------
Acres in crops—'- --------
Investments
Total per farm- --------
Total per acre- --------
Land improvements ner acre- - -
Buildings per acre^' - -----






Net earnings per acre -----
Rate earned on investment - - -
Labor and management earnings -
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable -
Percent tillable land in grain-
Percent in hay and pasture- - -
Feed fed per acre to prod. l,s.
Percent of Income from prod, l.s,
Percent of income from crops- -
Months of labor per lOQ crop A.
Total months of labori/ - - - -




Per $100 feed fed ------ -
Hog returns per litter- - - - -
Dairy returns per cow -----
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - - -
Labor units on crops-/-
^
/- - -
Labor units on livestock-'
-
- -
Total labor lonit&i/ - - - - -
Labor units per workeri' - - - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ----------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre-' - - -
Land tax ver acre -------
1/ Used in Table ii.


































































































































































































. The smaller farms were operated more intensively thatt were
the larger ones. This variation was indicated ty the larger amount of feed fed
per acre to productive livestock, and "by more months of labor per 100 crop acres.
Labor . • As the size of the farms increased from less than 121 acres to
561 acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $22.25 to $10.77.
On the other hand, labor units on crops increased from 9.1 to '4-2.U; labor units
on livestock Increased from 16.I to 29.8; total labor units increased from 25.2
to 72.2; and labor units per worker increased from I8.I to 25.2.
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $11.55 to $7.^6; and
for taxes from $1.32 to $1.05. Land improvements cost per crop acre and building
cost per acre also decreased consistently from the smallest size group to farms
ranging in size from 28l to 36O acres, then increased for the largest size group.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farmer. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality and Increasing the amount of livestock; others,
by growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop yields, or by developing spe-
cial markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods.
Labor and Horse and ^fechinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease as the size of farm increases.
Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and machinery should be deter-
mined by comparing the expenses on the individual farm with those of other farms
of the same size having similar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor
cost per crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are
shown for farms grouped according to acres per farm and value of feed fed per acre
to productive livestock (Table 9)
.
TABLE 9. --LABOR COST PER CROP ACRE AlTD HORSE AM) MACHINERY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM AND AMOUNT OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK
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Labor units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same aa a war unit. It is the approximat
amount of time under average conditions that is required to take care of a dairy
cow for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work vith other livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of com, 8.3 acres of soybeans for grain, lU.J acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 3 litters of pigs, 53 sheep,
l60 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other computation of work units for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Saving References
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of Agricultural Economics
"Making your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle Vith Less Laborj' AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," AE-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of Agricultural Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^4-
In addition, the Department of Agricultural Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, and structures may be selected.
Producing for V/ar Needs
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers. He should then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on
the nation's markets and so will be making the greatest possible contribution to
the war effort.
FARM BUSINESS
REPORT . . . 1943
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
FARMING -TYPE AREA THREE
Western Livestock and Grain Area
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS




Annual Farm Business Report
ON THREE HUNDRED ELEVEN FARMS IN FAmflNG-TYPE AREA 5, 19^3
By J, B. Cunningham, L. F. Stice, and E. N. Se&rl^/
Production . Included in the group of 511 accounting farmers in Farming-
Type Area 3, were 210 farmers who operated the same farms in 19^5 as in 19^2. These
210 farmers attempted to step-up production in 19^5 over that of 19^2 "by increas-
ing griin acreage, number of pigs, and number of hens.




Acres of grain crops
Number of cows milked
Number of pigs weaned
Number of hens
Total months of labor
Value of machinery (beginning of year)
Tons of grain produced
Value of production of livestock and
































































Accounting farmers used the same
amount of labor but more machinery and equip-
ment in 19^5 than in 19^+2. The Increase, how-
ever, was in livestock equipment rather than
in heavy farm machinery.
Grain production decreased from I66
tons in 19^2 to I63 tons in 19^3 due to smaller
yields per acre of corn and oats. Livestock
production in 19^3) as measured by receipts
and net increases adjusted to 19^2 prices,
showed decreases for beef cattle, hogs, and





1/ J. A. Snyder supervised the closing of the
farm accounts and the preparation of the
tables used in the report. The farm ad-
visers who supervised the project, the co-
operating county farm bureaus, and the
number of records by counties follow:
H. K. Danforth, Henry, 1+5; E. G. Benbow, McDonough, kh; A. J. Rehling, Hender-
son, 55; L. L. Norton, Hancock, 31; A. R. Kemp, Knox, 50; J. E. Watt, Fulton,
30; E. H. Walworth, Warren, 25; Paul V. Dean, Bureau, 2U; W. A, Gilbert, Stark,
21; I, F. Green, Peoria, I8; L. J. Eager, Marshall-Putnam, 15; and E. M. Edwards,
Mercer, I3.
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TABLE 2.--IIA^'NT0EY CHANGES, CASH INCOME, AND CASH EXPENSES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 3, 19^0-19^5
Item
Numter of faj:Tiis-
Acres per farm -
Inventory Changes
Land improvements- - - -
Farm buildings - - - - -
Horses ---------
Productive livestock - -
Feed, grain, and seeds -
Machinery and equipment-

















































Farm buildings - - -
Horses -------






Total productive livestock - - •
Feed, grain, and seeds ^ - - - •
Machinery and equipment- - - -
Automobile (farm share)- - - -
AAA receipts ----------













































































Total productive livestock - -
Feed and grain purchases - - -
Crop and sealing expense - - -
Machinery and equipment- - - -











































































Total inventory change - - - - -
Cash balance ----------
Farm products used in household-















$ 6 763 $ 5 598
^Includes Farm Bureau Farm Management Service records
TABLE 3. --INVESTMENTS AND EARNINGS




Average of all farms in area











Total., productive livestock- -
Feed, grain, and seeds- -
Machinery and equipment -























































^t+1 697 p37 650 38 1+93
Receipts less expenses- - - - -
Family labor- ---------
Returns for labor, capital, mgt.
Operator's labor- -------
Net earnings per farm - - - -
















Rate Earned on Investment - - -
Interest on investment- - - -























*Includes Farm Bureau Farm Management Service records.
Net earninga . The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis were lower
in 19^3 than in 19^+2; the average was $5,855 in I9I+3 compared with $7,825 in 19^+2
.
This decrease was due, in part, to smaller farms in I9I+3 when Farm Bureau Farm
Management Service farms were not included. The figure representing net earnings
per farm is the sun remaining as compensation for the use of the capital invested
in the business and for the managerial ability of the operator. It is calculated
by adding to the cash balance the value of farm products used in the household and
the inventory increases and by subtracting from the resulting total the value of
unpaid labor. Therefore this figure indicates the earning power of the business
and determines the real value of the farm and its equipment. The average net earn-
ings per acre were $26.15 in 191^-3, $51.59 in I9I+2, $2l+.91 in I9I+I, and $11.67 in
I9I+O.
Inventory changes . The year I9I+5 was the eleventh consecutive year in
which inventories were increased. The largest increase for the past four years
was $2,698 in I9I+I and the smallest was $660 in 19^+0. In I9I+3 the largest money
increase was for feed, grain, and seeds. The average amounts of grain on hand in


















TABLE U. --FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE THE FARM BUSINESS









'Rd.te earned on Investment- -------
Acres in farm- -------------
Acres in crops -------------
Gross earnings per acre- --------
Grogs expenses per acre- --------
Investments
Value of land per acre --------
Value of improved land per acre- - - -
Value of buildings per acre- - - - - -
Total Investment per acre- ------
Land Use
Percent of land area tillable-* - - - -






Legume hay and pasture -------







Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- - - -
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed - -
Poultry returns per hen- -------
Number of litters farrowed ------
Number of pigs weaned per litter - - -
Returns per litter farrowed- -----
Average number of cows milked- - - - -
Dairy returns per cow milked - - - - -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre -------
Labor units on crops ---------
Labor units on livestock -------
Total labor units- ---------
Total months of labor- --------
Labor units per worker --------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------
Land tax per acre- ----------
a/ Table 5> value of improved land
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land.

































































d/ Table 9, size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre.
ig,/ Table 8, size of farm.
CHART FOR STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 5, 19^+5
The numbers above the double line across the middle of the page are the averages
for the farms similar in organization to your farm. By drawing a line across each
column at the place which measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you
can compare your efficiency with that of other farmers in your locality.
Factors that
•p
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r/o 20 $t^ 2i 5 bu. 5 bu. 3 bu. $i^ $15 $.50 $15 $10 $2 1 $1 $1 $.30
*Each space between the horizontal lines represents the value indicated at bottom
of each column.
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TABLE 5. --USE OF TII.LABLE LAND AM) OTHER FACTORS
KELAIED TO THE VALUE OF IMPROVED LAMD
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 3, I9I+3
Item
Average value of improved land-
Numter of farms --------
Acres per farm- --------
Percent of land area tillable -






Legume hay and pastui'e- - - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture - -
Gross earnings per acre—', - - -
Gross expenses per acre^' - - -
Net earnings per acre - - - - -
Land tax per acre -------













































































































































--,P,,,, , 1 ,
, 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 '
, / , ,1,1
$^0 $60 $80
. $100 $120 $11+0
Per acre value of Improved land
Fig. 1. --Average Yield of Com, Oats, and Soybeans with
Varying Values of Improved Land
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Untiald family labor . The total valuation of unpaid labor was higher
for 1914-5 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted princi-
pally from the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other members of
the fapilly was valued at prevailing farm wages in Area 5, which were approximately
$100 per month in 19^+5; $70 per month in 19^+2, $55 per month in 19*^1, and $50 per
month in I9U0.
Variation in farm earnings . A wide variation was found in earnings on
the farms in Area 5. For example, 57 farms earned less than ten percent on their
investment; but 2k farms earned 25 percent or more (Table 6) . After deducting all
farm expenses and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the
business, the former group of operators had $1,5^^ for their labor and management
earnings contrasted with $8,713 for the latter group.
Table 6. --Variation in 19^+3 Earnings, 311 Accounting Farms in Area 5
Rate Number Average Acres Capital Gross Net Labor and
earned on of rate per invested earnings earnings management
investment farms earned faiTn per farm per farm •per fana earnings
(percent) (Dercent)
Less than 10.00 57 6.3 201 $31 985 $ 7 7^9 $2 025 $1 5kk
10.00 to IU.99 85 12.8 230 38 689 10 632 k 950 k 129
15.00 to 19.99 95 ll.k 225 38 717 11 519 6 725 5 897
20.00 to 2U,99 50 22.0 243 38 782 13 523 8 528 7 718
25.00 or more 2k 28,5 213 32 069 13 653 9 lUl 8 713
Explanation of Tables
Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table k)
.
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land af-
fects the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock in-
fluences the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3)
that the size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost
items; and {k) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced
affect the relative profitableness of various types of fanning for any particular
year.
The terms used in tables are the same as the terras used in the Illinois
farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on page 1 of the
farm account book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied by
farmstead, roads, and lanes. Likewise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of the
farm account book. They include all the tillable land on which a large amount of
work has been done in preparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a crop.
(Note: A labor unit is explained on page 12.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for improved land increased (Table 5)» Likewise, the earnings per acre and
the land tax per acre increased as the value of improved land increased. On the
other hand, the percent of tillable land in legume and nonlegume hay and pasture
decreased as the value of the land increased.
Yields per acre for corn, oats, and soybeans tended to increase as the
land value increased (Fig. l) . By using Table 5 and Figure 1, the account keeper
may find out whether his acreage in various crops, crop yields, and earnings per
acre were high or low in comparison with the average of other farms in his area
having about the same value of improved land
,
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TABLE 7. --SOURCE OF INCOME RELATED TO FARM EARNINGS AND OTHER FACTORS









Grain Hogs Cattle General farms
Item 1^0^ + 1+0'/.+ L.S.60^ L.S. eo'U-
Number of farms















































Percent of income from crops- - --
Investments
Total per farm- -------
Total per acre- -------
$ $59 761
162
Land per acre -------- 88
Land improvements par acre - -
Buildings per acre^'- - - - -
5.37
15.71








Net earnings per acre - - - -

































































Rate earned on investment - - io 13.8^
Labor and management earnings
Size and Intensity
,
Acres per farm- -------
$ $ 1+ 627
2I+5
Percent of land area tillable 75.1
Percent tillable land in grain 69.9
Percent in hay and pa3ti.ire- - ,
Feed fed per acre to prod, lys.-'




Months of labor per 100 crop A. 15.1
Total months of labor - - - - 23.1
Crop Yields per Acre
62.9 69.0
38.7 '+5.7





Per $100 feed fed^-/ -
Hog returns per litterV- - -


















Labor cost per crop acre- - -
Labor units on crops- - - - -
$ $ 11+. 51+
20.2
Labor units on livestock- - - 21.6

















Labor units per worker- - - - 21.8
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost
per crop acre -------
Land improvements cost per acre
$ $ 9.61+
.59
Buildings cost per acre - - - 1.1+5 1 1.21+ 1.59
Land tax per acre ------ 1.19 1.1+2 1.17...^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^v^.^-
1/ Used in Table 1+.
Source of Income
The grouping of accounting farms according to source of Income gives
each farmer an opportunity to compare his farm with the average of other farms
having similar sources of income . It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery re-
quirements, and other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Interpretation of table . Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 7. For example, the fact that grain farms earned
17.6 percent on the investment for 19^1-5 and cattle farms earned 12.5 percent does
not mean that such a relationship will prevail over a long period of years. The
relative profitableness of enterprises is due largely to conditions affecting
price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of
complete cost studies (1953-1957) > the necessary returns were: poultry, $195;
dairy cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117-
Labor . Labor cost per crop acre varied from $10.15 on the grain farms
to $16.75 on the cattle farms; whereas, labor units per worker varied from 22.7
units on the grain farms to 19-7 on the cattle farms.
Labor input per 100 crop acres was lowest on the grain farms, where 10.8
months of labor per 100 acres were used, and highest on the cattle farms where
16.5 months of labor were used. There was little difference among the five groups
in the total months of labor used.
Other expense factors . The combined horse and machinery cost per crop
acre, land improvements cost per acre, buildingp cost per acre, and land tax per acre
was lowest on the grain farms where there was the least amount of feed fed per
acre to productive livestock. These expense items showed no consistent variation
among the other groups of farms.
Size of Farm
l-'^en average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used), large farms usually show higher labor and management
earnings than small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the
capitalization rate, large farms show a greater loss. In 19^3 r with farm earnings
averaging 15. 8 percent in Area 3, the labor and management earnings on the 51
largest farms averaged $8,5l6 contrasted with $5,Oil-9 on the 58 smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not show any consistent variation due
to s^i ze of the farm.
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TABLE 8. --SIZE OP FAM RELATED TO FABM EAENINGS AND OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 3, 19^5
Item
Number of farms -------------
Acres per farm^^- ------------
Acres in crops - ------------
Investments
Total per farm- ------------
Total per acre- ------------
Land improvementB per acre -------
Buildings per acrel/- ---------






Net earnings per acre ---------
Rate earned on investment -------
Labor and management earnings - - - - -
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable - - - - -
Percent of tillable land in grain - - -
Percent in hay and pasture- ------
Feed fed per acre to prod. l.s. - - - -
Percent of income from prod. l.s. - -
Percent of income from crops- - - - - •
Months of labor per IQQ crop A.
Total months of laborl/ --------




Per $100 feed fed
Hogs returns per litter --------
Dairy returns per cov ---------
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- -------
Labor units on cropsl/- --------
Labor units on livestock'^' - ------
Total labor units-/ ---------
Labor units per workeri/- -------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre-
Land improvementB cost per acre
Buildings cost per acrel/ -------
Land tax per acre -----------




































































































































































































Intenslty . The smaller farma were operated more intensively than were
the larger ones. This variation was indicated by the higher proportion of land
area tillable, larger amount of feed fed per acre to productive livestock, and by
more months of labor per 100 crop acres.
Labor . As the size of the farms increased from less than 121 acres to
361 acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $22.02 to $11.25.
On the other hand, labor imits on crops increased from 9.2 to 37.1; labor units
on livestock increased from 1^.1 to 26.6; total labor units increased from 2ij-.5
to 65.7; and labor units per worker increased from I8.9 to 2'^.k.
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $11.79 to $8.07; for
buildings from $1.70 to $1.0i4- and for land taxes from $1.32 to $1.07.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farm. Some farm operators apparently Increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality and increasing the amount of livestock; others,
by growing more Intensive crops, by increasing crop yields, or by developing
special markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods.
Labor and Horse and Machinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decreases as the size of farm increases,
Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and machinery should be deter-
mined by comparing the expenses on the individual farm with those of farms of the
same size having similar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor cost
per crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are shown
for farms grouped according to acres per farm and value of feed fed per acre to
productive livestock (Table 9)
•
TABLE 9. --LABOR COST PER CROP ACRE AND HORSE AND MACHXifffiRY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM AIID AM0U1^FT OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK



















































































Labor units are i:tsed in t/ils report to suppleinent the foregoing meastires
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the saiae as a war unit. It is the approximate
amount of time imder average conditions that in required to taj:e cexe of a dairy ',
cow for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work with ot]ier livestock or
crops. For exainple, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of corn, 8.J5 acres of soybeans for grain, ik-.'^i acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 3 litters of pigs, 55 sheep,
l60 feeder Ismba, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other computation of work imits for the individual farmer-
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Savinp Rcfc-rencc-s
Labor simplification is suggested by the pictare on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of Agricultural Economic s
"Making Your Labor Go Fu_rther," mimeograph /i-2l82
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor" AE-2l69^
"Making the Most of Available Labor," i\E-2001
Emerp:ency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
DepaxtiTient of A^'i cultural Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^
In addition, the Department of Agri cultvu'al Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, trnd stin.ictures may be selected.
Producing for War Ueeds
The account keeper should use the staxidards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other accoimt keepers. He shou.ld then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan fuid the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he 'will have more products to piit on
the nation's markets and so will be making the greatest possible contribution to
the war effort.
FARM BUSINESS
REPORT . . . 1943
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
FARMING -TYPE AREA FOUR
East Central Gash Grain Area
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS





Annual Farm Business Report
ON FIVE HUrroRED THIRTY-EIGBT FARMS IN FARMING-TYPE AREA k, 19^5
By J. B, Cunningham, E.N. Searls, and J. A. Snyder^'
Production
.
Amon^r the 558 accounting farmers in Farming-Type Area k
^ere 599 farmers who operated the same farms in 19lj-5 as in 19^2. These 599 farmers
ittempted to step-up production in 19^5 over that of 19^2 by increasing grain acreage,
lumber of pigs, and number of hens.





teres of grain crops
Fijmber of cows milked
fumber of pigs weaned
lumber of hens
'otal months of labor
alue of machinery (beginning of year)
'ons of grain produced














$2 501 $2 651 $530
200 192 -8
$5 682 $5 505 -$577
1 I4.76 1 196 -280
587 561 -26

















Slightly more labor was used in 19^3
than in 19^4-2. About two- thirds of the total
months of labor was operator's and family labor
and one -third was hired labor.
Increased machinery and equipment invest-
ments a-o the beginning of 19^+5 reflect 19^4-2 pur-
chases of livestock equipment rather than large
purchases of tillage tools.
The decreased grain production was the
result of smaller yields per acre of corn, soy-
beans, and oats. Livestock production for 19'<-5^
as measured by receipts and net increases adjusted
to 19^2 prices, showed decreases for all classes




/ The farm account project was conducted in cooperation with the county farm bureaus
and was supervised by the following farm advisers: J. E. Harris, Champaign; H. D.
Trlplett, Ford; H. D. VanMatre, Iroquois; Edwin Bay, Sangamon; I. E. Parett,
Vermilion; G. T. Swaim, Kankakee; L. V. Braham, Will; Paul M. Krows, Moultrie;
J. R. Gilkey, Macon; R. V. Watson, Mason; N. H. Anderson, Logan, H. N. Myers,
DeWitt; W. P. Miller, Kendall; L. W. Chalcraft, Menard; G. H. Husted, Cass; L. E.
McKinzie, Edgar; J. Q. Scott, Douglas; E. 0. Johnston, Piatt; and W. S. Myers, Coles.
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TABLE 2. --INVENTORY CHANGES, CASH INCOME, AND CASH EXPENSES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area h, I9I+O-I9I+3
Your Average of all fai-ms in area
Item farm 191+3 19I+2 I9I+I I9I+O
Nvuaber of farms- ---------

































Land improvements- ------- $ *' 6,
/
-51+
Productive livestock ------ 321+
Feed, grain, and seeds -101+
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 101+
Automobile (farm share)- - - - - 15
T^-l-al^ --.-._--_-.--_ $ $ 368
Cash Receipts















































Productive livestock: Cattle - - 1 621+
Dairy sales 1+18
Hogs - - - 1 012
Sheep- - - 88
Poultry- - 111
Egg sales- 156
Tptal productive livestock - - -
Peed, grain, and seeds -----
( ) (3 ^09)
2 801
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 291





Labor off farm --------- 1+0
Mi op pi 1 3 7^Pf^Tl CI— _ — ______ 9
Total- $ i>li+ 276 $12 019 $ 7 21+3
Cash Expenses





















































Productive livestock: Cattle - - 873
Hogs - - - 87
Sheep- - - 56
Poultry- - 50
Total productive livestock - - - ( ) (1 0I+6)
530
Crop and sealing expense - - - - 172
Machinery and equipment- - - - - 1 122
Automobile (farm share)- - - - - 189
Livestock expense- ------- 52
Hired labor- ---------- 1+36
397
Miscellaneous- -__ 50
Total $ $ 7 071 $ 6 488 $ 1+ 379
S-omnary













Farm products used in household- 225
Receipts less expenses ----- $ $ 7 600 $ 3 ^r^
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TABLE 3. --INVESTMENTS AND EARNINGS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 1+, 191^-0-19^3
Your
farm
Average of all farms in area















































Productive livestock: Cattle- - 1 561
Hogs- - - 1+63
Sheep - - 77
Poultry - 99
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - -
( ) (2 200)
3 776
Machinery and equipment - - - - 2 21+9
Automobile (farm share) - - - - 205
Total $ $1+2 156
Earnings
Receipts less expenses- - - - -
Family labor- ---------




























Retxims for labor, capital, mgt
.
Operator's labor- -------
$ $ 3 301+
51+3
Net earnings per farm - - - -
Net Earnings per Acre ------
$ $ 2 761
10.19
Rate Earned on Investment - - - -
Interest on investment- - - - -





Net earnings . The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis were higher
in I9I+3 than in 19i)-2; the average was $6,905 in I9I+3 compared with $6,577 in I9I+2.
The figure representing net earnings per farm is the sum remaining as compensation
for the use of the capital invested in the business and for the managerial ability
of the operator. It is calculated by adding to the cash balance the value of farm
products used in the household and the inventory increases and by subtracting from
the resulting total the value of unpaid labor. The average net earnings per acre
were $26.72 in 19l<-3, $25.39 in 19^2, $22.69 in I9I+I, and $10.19 in I9I+O.
Inventory changes . The year 19^3 was the eleventh consecutive year in
which inventories increased. The largest increase during the past four years was
$2,579 in 19^1, and the smallest was $368 in I9I+O (Table 2). In 19^3 the largest
money increases were for livestock and feed, grain, and seeds. The average amounts


















Cash receipts and cash expenses . In 19lf-3 cash receipts exceeded cash ex-
penses by $7,205, the largest margin for any year during the past four. The cash
balance--the difference between cash receipts and expenses--is the amount of money
which was available for family living expenses, interest, debt payments, and sav-
ings .
TABLE U. --FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE TIIE FARM BUSINESS









Rate earned on investment- -------
Acres in farm- -------------
Acres in crops -------------
Gross earnings per acre- --------
Gross expenses per acre- --------
Investments
Value of land per acre --------
Value of improved land per acre- - - -
Value of "buildings per acre- - - - - -
Total investment per acre- ------
Land Use
Percent of land area tillable- - - - -






Legiome hay and pasture -------







Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- - - -
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed - -
Poultry returns per hen- -------
Number of litters farrowed ------
N'omber of pigs weaned per litter - - -
Ret-iorns per litter farrowed- - - - - -
Average number of cows milked- - - - -
Dairy returns per cov milked -----
labor Factorcj
Labor cost per crop acre -------
Labor ijnits on crops ---------
Labor units on livestock -------
Total labor units- ---------
Total months of labor- --------
Labor units per worker --------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------
Ldjid tax per acre- ----------
i,/ Table ^, value of improved land
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land

























































d/ Table 9, size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre
e/ Table 8, size of farm
CHAI^T FOR STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area k, 19'+3
The numbers above the double line are the averages for the farms similar m or-
ganization to your falTn. By drawing a line across each column at the place which
measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare your effi-
ciency with that of other farmers in your locality.
Factors that
t
Factors that affect the gross earnings affect expenses
Crop yields
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- 2% 20 ^h 2^. 5 bu - bu . 5 bu $2 $15 $.50 $1" $10 $2 $1 $1 i$.30
*Each space between lines represents the value indicated at bottom of each column,
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TABLE 5, --USE OF TILLABLE LAND AND OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF IMPROVED LAND




















Average value of improved land- -
Number of farms
Acres per farm-
Percent of land area tillable






Legiuae hay and pasture- - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture -
Gross earnings per acre-1/, - -
Gross expenses per acre—' - -
Net earnings per acre - - - -












































































$ 1.1+3 $ 1.1+7
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'
'. I 'MT'" r 1 .III
>1 '''' >l" 'I ' i ) I I I I I n tl I , . I I I
$60 $80 $100 $120
Per Acre Value of Improved Land
1 1 1 i I , I i 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,.i I . I
$11+0 $160
»
Fig. 1. --Average Yields of Com, Oats, '^eat and Soybeans with
Varying Values of Improved Land
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Unpaid family labor . The total valuation of unpaid labor was higher for
19^5 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted principally
from the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other members of the
family was valued at prevailing farm wages in Area k, which were approximately $90
per month in 19^3, $70 per month in 19^+2, $55 per month in 19^1, and $50 per month
in 19^0.
Variation in farm earnings . A wide variation was foimd in earnings on
the farms in Area k. For example, 69 farms earned less than nine percent on their
investment but 72 farms earned 21 percent or more (Table 6). After deducting all
farm expenses and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the
business, the former group of operators had $l,it29 for their labor and management
earnings contrasted with $9>323 for the latter group.
Table 6. --Variation in 19^+5 Earnings
, 538 Accounting Farms in Area h
Bate Number Average Acres Capital Gross Net Labor and
earned on of rate per invested earnings earnings management
investment farms earned farm per farm per farm per farm earnings
(percent) (percent
Less than 9.00 69 6.1 233 $i^l,725 $ 7,885 $2,537 $1,1+29
9.00 to 12.99 125 11.1 237 1+1^,338 10,019 i+,933 3,730
13.00 to 16.99 11^7 15.0 268 i^7,126 12,0^3 7,072 5,758
17.00 to 20.99 125 18.9 270 1^7,722 15,569 9,035 7,61i.0
21.00 or more 72 23.9 280 113,851 15,103 io,i+79 9,323
Explanation of Tables
Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table k) .
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land affects
the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock influ-
ences the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (5) that
the size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost items;
and {k) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced affect
the relative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular year.
The terms used in the tables are the same as the terms used in the
Illinois farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on Page 1
of the farm account book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied
by farmstead, roads, and lanes. Likewise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of
the farm account book. They include all the tillable land on which a large amount
of work has been done in preparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a crop.
(Note: A labor unit is explained on page 12.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for improved land increased (Table 5) • Likewise, the earnings per acre and
the land tax per acre increased as the value of improved land increased. On the
other hand, the percent of tillable land in other crops and legume and nonlegume
hay and pasture decreased as the value of the land increased.
Yields per acre for corn, oats, wheat and soybeans tended to increase as
the land value increased (Fig. l) . By using Table 5 and Figure 1, the account
keeper may find out whether his acreage in various crops, crop yields, and earnings
per acre were high or low in comparison with the average of other farnis in his area
having about the same value of improved land.
3. OF ILL Ub.
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table 7. --SOURCE OF INCOME RELATED TO FARM EARNINGS AND OTHER FACTORS













Percent of income from prod, l.s,
Percent of income from crops- -
Investments
Total per farm- ------
Total per acre- ------
Land per acre -------
Land improvements per acre-
Buildings per acre- - - - -






Net earnings per acre - - - -
Rate earned on investment - -
Labor and management earnings
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm- -------
Percent of land area tillable
Percent tillable land in grain
Percent in hay and pasture- -
Feed fed per acre to prod. Ls.y
Months of labor per 100 crop A.
Total months of labor - - - -
































Per $100 feed fedi/ -
Hog returns per litteri/- - -
Dairy returns per cov-i' - - -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - -
Labor units on crops- - - - -
Labor lanits on livestock- - -
Total labor units -----
Labor units per worker- - - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ---------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre - - -


































































































































































































The grouping of accoiinting farms according to source of income gives
each farmer an opportunity to compare his farm with the average of other farms
having similar sources of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery re-
quirements, and other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Interpretation of tahle . Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Tahle 7. For example, the fact that grain farms earned
15.9 percent on the investment for 19^5 and dairy farms earned 10.5 percent does
not mean that such a relationship will prevail over a long period of years. The
relative profitableness of enterprises is due largely to conditions affecting
price and production.
In comparing the returns on the vai-ious groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide varation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of
complete cost studies (l9U0-19i<-2) , the necessary returns were: poultry, $l8l;
dairy cattle, $l88; hogs, $135 and feeder cattle $119.
Furthermore, in a comparison of crop yields for the various tj'pes of
farming, the following items, which indicate that the grain farms were located on
the better land, should be noted: (l) high value of land per acre; (2) large per-
cent of land area tillable; (3) large percent of land in grain; and (4) high land
tax per acre.
Labor . Labor cost per crop acre varied from $8.9^+ on the grain farms
to $18.72 on the dairy farms; whereas, labor units per worker varied from 22.2
units on the grain farms to I8.3 on the dairy farms. Variation between groups
was greated in labor units on crops than in labor imits on livestock.
Labor input per 100 crop acres was lowest on the grain farms, where 10.0
months of labor per 100 acres were used, and highest on the dairy farms were 20.1
months of labor were used. Two-man size farms predominated in the various groups,
total months of labor varjrLng from 20.2 on the general farms with the least live-
stock to 51 '^ months on the beef cattle farms.
Other expense factors . Horse and machinery cost per crop acre was
highest on the dairy farms where it averaged $11.17; land improvement cost per acre
was highest on the general farms with the most livestock where it averaged $.85;
and buildings cost per acre was highest on the beef cattle farms where it averaged
$1.5^. Ail of the foregoing expense items were lowest on the grain farms.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used), large farms usually show higher labor and management
earnings than small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings eire below the
capitalization rate, large farms show a greater loss. In 19^3> with farm earnings
averaging 15.2 percent in Area k, the labor and management eai^nings on the kk
largest farms averaged $10,626 contrasted with $2,370 on the kk smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not differ significantly for the size
groups averaging more than 200 acres.
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TABLE 8. --SIZE OF FARM RELATED TO FAEM EAENINGS AMD OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area h, 19U3
Item
Number of farms --------
Acres in farm-/ ---------
Acres in crops—'- -------
Investments
Total per farm- -------
Total per acre- -------
Land improvements per acre- -
Buildings per acrei' - - - - -






Net earnings per acre - - - -
Rate earned on investment - -
Labor and management earnings
Size and Intensit.y
Percent of land area tillable
Percent tillable land in grain
Percent in hay and pasture- -
Feed fed per acre to prod. l.s.
Percent of income from prod. Ls.
Percent of income from crops-
Months of labor per lOQ crop A.
Total months of labor—' - - -




Per $100 feed fed
Hog returns per litter- - - -
Dairy returns per cow - - - -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acjre- - -
Labor units on crops—/ - ~ r -
Labor units on livestock-'- -
Total labor units-' t /- - -
Labor units per worker*-'- - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ---------
Land improvements cost par acre
Buildings cost per acre^' - -
Land tax per acre ------
1/ Used in Table h.















































































































$ 6 523 $ 8 891
27.09
15.^^





















































































































Intenslty . The smaller farms were operated more intensively than were
the larger ones. This variation was indicated by the larger amount of feed fed
per acre to productive livestock, and by more months of labor per 100 crop acres.
Labor
.
As the size of the farms increased from less than 121 acres to
kkl acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $17.78 to $8A8.
On the other hand, labor ^onits on crops increased from 10.5 to 53 .6; labor units
on livestock increased from 11.5 to 25.8; total labor units increased from 22.0 to
17.^; and labor units per worker increased from l6,3 to 2k.'^.
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $10.55 to $6.63; for
buildings from $1.65 to $1.08 and for land taxes from $1.^+6 to $1.28.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farm. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality ajid increasing the amount of livestock; others,
by growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop yields, or by developing
special markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods
.
Labor and Horse and Machinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease as the size of farm Increases.
Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and machinery should be deter-
mined by comparing the expenses on the individual farm with those of other farms
of the same size having similar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor
cost per crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are
shown for farms grouped according to acres per farm and value of feed fed per acre
to productive livestock (Table 9)«
TABLE 9,--LAB0E COST PER CROP ACRE AND HORSE AND MACELIIERY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM AND AMOUNT OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK
Accounting Fanns in Farming-Tjrpe Area h, 19^3
Feed fed per acre Feed fed per acre
Acres Less $11.00 $18.00 $25.00 Less $11.00 $18.00 $25.00
per than to to or than to to or
farm $11.00 $17.99 i2!+.9Q more $11.00 $17.99 i$2i+.99 more
(labor cost per crop acre) (horse and' machinery
cost per crop acre)
Less than 121 $11.85 $16,09 $17.1^1 $22.09 $ 9.19 $10.27 $10.47 $11.35
121 to 200 10.50 11.36 15.51 l6.f+5 7.95 8.59 9. 41 10.90
201 to 280 9.26 9.77 10.72 13.50 6.98 7.69 8.10 9.36
281 to 360 8,38 9.29 10.58 11.00 6.62 6.9k 7.95 9.00
361 to kko 8.00 8.U9 9.1+9 10.59 6.87 7.00 7.23 8.11
kkl or more 6.79 8.00 9.00 10. U^ 5.36 6.2i^ 7.00 7.27
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SupplcTaenteiry Labor /jialysia
Labor units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a war unit. It is the approximate
amount of time under average conditions that is required to talce care of a dairy
cow for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work with other livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5-5 acres of corn, 8.3 acres of soybeans for grain, lU.5 acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 3 litters of pigs, 53 sheep,
160 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other computation of work units for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Saving References
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of A^icultural Economics
"Mailing Your Labor Go Further," mir-ieograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Laborj' AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," AE-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of A^-i cultural Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular ^"^h
In addition, the Department of Agricultural Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, eq^upment, and structures may be selected.
Producing for V'ar Meeds
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers . He should then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on
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Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
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hard way.
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Annual Farm Business Report
ON TWO HUra)RED NINETY-ONE FARMS IN FARMING-TYPE AREA 5, I9U5
By J. B. Cunningham, E. N. Searls and R, J. Muttii'
5y
Production changes . Of the 291 accounting farmers in Farming-type Area %
256 operated the same farms in 1914-2. These 256 identical farmers stepped-up pro-
duction in I9I+5 over that of 19^+2 by increasing acres operated, acres of grain and
tons of grain produced, and numbers of pigs and hens.





Acres of grain crops
Number of cows milked
Number of pigs veaned
Number of hens
Total months of labor
Value of machinery (beginning of year)
Tons of grain produced







a/ I9I+3 values adjusted to 191+2 price
191+2 191+3 Actual Per Cent
251 255 + ^ + 1.6
123 136
-f 13 + 10.5
7 7
131 133 -f 2 + 1.5
nil 126 + 12 + 10.5
23.3 23.7 + M + 1.7
$2 065 $2 257 +$192 + 9.3
122.1 133.0 -- 10.9 + S.9
$7 55^1 $7 083 -$1+71 - 6.2
1 851 1 560 - 291 -15.7
818 805 - 13 - 1.6
h 367 k 219 - II+8 - J>.h
108 80 - 28 -26.0
UlO 1+19 + 9 + 2.2
level.
« Farming-Type Area 5
'^^ General Farming
The increased grain production came
from larger acreages of soybeans, com and
wheat. Oats production was decreased by ih per
cent. Livestock production for 19^+5 > -as meas-
ured by receipts and net increases adjusted to
191*2 price levels, showed decreases for all
classes except poultry, with the major decrease
in beef cattle.
Increased machinery and equipment in-
vestments at the beginning of I9I+3 reflect 191+2
purchases of movable hog houses, brooder houses,
and other livestock equipment rather than large
purchases of tillage tools.
The slight increase in labor was in
operator's and fam.ily labor, which averaged 67
per cent of the total months of labor used on
the accounting farms in Area 5 in 191+3 •
l/-j. A. Snyder supervised the closing of the fana accounts and the prepara-
tion of the tables used in the report. The project was conducted in cooperation
with the county farm bureaus and was supervised by the following farm advisers:
G. B. Whitman (S. E. Meyers since March 1, I9I+IO > Adams; C. S. Love, Christian;
W. S, Batson, Shelby; W. F, Coolidge, Morgan; 0. 0. Mowery, Macoupin; W. B, Bunn,
Pike; C. T. Kibler, Jersey; A. C, Snyder, Montgomery; Ray H. Roll, Greene;





CASH RECEIPTS, CASH EXPENSES, AND SIM^IARY




Average of all farms in area
191+5 19I+2 19I+I 19l^0
Inventory Change
a























' Productive livestock- ------
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - - -
Machinery and equipment - - - - -






;; $ 2 2I+I $ 370
Cash Receipts


















































Productive llvestoclc: Cattle- - -
Dairy sales
Hogs
Sheep - - -
Poultry - -
Egg sales -
Total productive livestock- - - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- ------
Machinery and equipment -----












Labor off fann- --- k3
15
TritnT _____________ $ $15 60l+ $ 6 176
Cash Expenses









































Productive livestock: Cattle- - - 978
Hogs- - - -
Poultry - -
Total productive livestock- - - -
Feed and grain pmxhases- - - - -
Crop and sealing expense- - - - -
Machinery and equipment - - - - -

















$ 8 127 .-> 6 9I+1+
0^
Total V, '0 h 211
Summary

























Faxm products used in household - 21+1+
Receipts less expenses- - - - - -
Total unpaid labor- -------
$ $ 5 079
770
Net earnings per farm ------








TABLE 2 (cont'd). --INVESTMENTS AND EARNINGS















Total productive livestock- -





































































Receipts less expenses- - - - -
Family labor- ---------
Returns for labor, capital, mgt.
Operator's labor- -------
Net earnings per farm - - - -
Rate Earned on Investment - - - -
Interest on investment- - -



































Net earnings . The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis were
slightly higher in 19'+5 than in 19^2; the average was $5>295 in 19'+3 compared with
$i|-,885 in 19^2. The figure representing net earnings per farm is the sum remain-
ing as compensation for the use of the capital invested in the business and for
the managerial ability of the operator. It is calculated by adding to the cash
balance the value of farm products used in the household and the net inventory
changes and by subtracting from the resulting total the value of unpaid labor.
Therefore this figure Indicates the earning power of the business and determines
the real value of the farm and its equipment. The net earnings per acre averaged
$20.1+0 in 19i<-3, $19-^'+ in 19^+2, $18.39 in I9I+I, and $9.0i+ in 19^+0.
Inventory changes . The year 19^3 was the eleventh consecutive year in
which inventories were increased. The increases for the past four years ranged
from $2,2l<-l in 19^1 to $730 in 19^3 (Table 2). In 19'j-3 the largest value increases
were for feed, grain and seeds even though there was an actual decrease in quanti-
ties. The average araounts of grain on hand per accounting farm in Area 5 at the
two inventory periods were:
Beginning of End of




Corn 2 U78 2 537 +59
Oats iv37 396 -kl
VTlieat 121 63 -58




TABLE 5. --FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE THE FARM BUSINESS









Sate earned on investment-
fumber of farms-
Lcree in farm-
Lcres in crops -
rross earnings per acre-












Value of land per acre - - - - .
Value of improved land per acre-
Value of buildings per acre- - -









Percent of land area tillable-






Legume hay and pasture - -









Corn - - -











Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- -
Eeturns per $100 worth of feed fed
Poultry returns per hen- - - - - -
Number of litters farrowed - - - -
Number of pigs weaned per litter -
Returns per litter farrowed- - - -
Average number of cows milked- - -



















Labor cost per crop acre
Labor units on crops - -
Labor units on livestock
Total labor units- - -
Total months of labor- -





Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------














1/ Table \, value of improved land.
\l Fig. 1, value of improved land.
-J Table 5> source of income.
d/ Table 8, size of farm and value
of feed fed per acre,
e/ Table 7, size of farm.
II
CHART FOR STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 5, 19it-3
The numbers above the double line are the averages for the farms similar in or-
ganization to your farm. By drawing a line across each column at the place v/hich
measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare your effi-
ciency with that of other farmers in your locality.
Factors that
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36.0 =10 7.22 257
32.0 U60 6.72 2U2
28.0 1^10 6.22 227
2i+.0 560 5.72 212
20.0 310 5.22 197
16.0 260 U.72 182
12.0 210 if. 22 167
8.0 160 5.72 152
il.O 110 5.22 15?
- « 60 2.72 122
2.22 107
i^f. 50 $3 3fo U bu if bu. 2 bu, $2 $20 $.50 $15 ...llP_ $2 $1 $1 i..20_
*Each space between lines represents the value indicated at bottom of each column.
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TABLE t|.--USE OF TILLABLE LAND AND OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF IMPROVED LAND
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 5, 19^5
Item



















Average value of improved land-
Number of farms --------
Acres per farm- --------
Percent of land area tillable -






Legume hay and pasture- - - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture - -
Gross earnings per acre - - - -
Grose expenses per acre - - - -
Net earnings per acre- - - - -

































































































\'^'-m ^r d^^.i..^A.^i^ ...,^:
Per Acre Value of Improved Land
Fig. 1. --Average yields of corn, oats, and soybeans with








Unpaid family labor . The total valuation of unpaid labor was higher
for 19U3 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted princi-
pally from the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other members of
the family was valued at prevailing farm wages in Area 5, which were approximately
$80 per month in 19U3, $70 per month in 19^2, $55 per month in 19^1, and $50 per
month in 19*4-0.
Variation in farm earnings . A wide variation was found in earnings on
the farms in Area 5. For example , Uj farms earned less than nine percent on their
investment; but 52 farms earned 2k percent or more (Table 5). After deducting all
farm expenses and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the
business, the former group of operators had $1,029 for their labor and management
earnings contrasted with |7>915 for the latter group.
Table 5. --Variation in I9I+5 Earnings, 291 Accounting Farms in Area 5
Rate Number Average Acres Capital Gross Net Labor and
earned on of rate per Invested earnings earnings management
investment farms earned farm per farm per farm per farm earnings
(percent) (percent!
Less than 9-00 k3 5.7 252 $25 985 $ 6 755 $ 1 1+81 $1 029
9.00 to 15.99 85 11.7 266 3k 260 9 109 k 008 5 209
li^.OO to 18.99 Ih 16.6 257 35 6»+7 11 286 5 910 5 058
19.00 to 25.99 59 21.5 282 3k 580 12 195 7 366 6 558
2l|-.00 or more ^2 28.2 256 30 176 13 kQl 8 511 7 915
Explanation of Tables
Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table 3).
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land af-
fects the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock in-
fluences the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3)
that the size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost
items; and {k) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced
affect the relative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular
year
.
The terms used in the tables are in the same as the terms used in the
Illinois farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on Page 1
of the fami account book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied
by farmstead, roads, and lanes. Likewise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of
the farm accoiant book. They include all the tillable land on which a large amount
of work has been done in preparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a
crop.
(Note: A labor unit is explained on page 12.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for improved land increased (Table k) . Likewise, the earnings per acre and
the land tax per acre increased as the value of improved land increased.' On the
other hand, the percent of tillable land in legume and nonlegume hay and pasture
decreased as the value of the land increased.
Yields per acre for corn, oats, and soybeans tended to increase as the
land value increased (Fig. l). By using Table k and Figure 1, the account keeper
may find out whether his acreage in various crops, crop yields, and earnings per
acre were high or low in comparison with the average of other farms in his area




TABLE 6. --SOURCE OF INCOME RELATED TO FARM EAENINGS AND OTHER FACTORS











umber of feirms ---------
=rcent of income from prod. l.s.
srcent of income from crops- - -
ivestments
Total per farm- --------
Total per acre- --------
Land per acre ---------
Land improvements per acre- - -
Buildings per acre- ------






Net earnings per acre - - - - -
Rate earned on investment - - -
Labor and management earnings -
2e and Intensity
Acres per farm- --------
Percent of land area tillable -
Percent tillable land in grain-
Percent in hay and pasture- - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s J/
Months of labor per 100 crop A.
Total months of labor - - - - -
•op Yields Per Acre
Corn, bu. -----------
Wheat, bu.-----------
ve stock Retigrns ,
Per $100 feed fed^-/
Hog returns per litter^ - - - -
Dairy returns per cow^' - - _ -
bor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - - -
Labor units on crops- - - - - -
Labor units on livestock- - - -
Total labor units ------
Labor units per worker- - - - -
her Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ----------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre - - - -
Land tax per acre -------
















































































































































































The grouping of accounting farms according to source of income gives
each farmer an opportunity to compare his farm vith the average of other farms
having similar sources of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, lahor requirements, horse and machinery re-
quirements, and other factors that are associated with various types of farmi.ng.
Interpretation of tahle . Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 6. For example, the fact that grain farms earned
17.1 percent on the investment for 19^3 and dairy farms earned 15.I percent does
not mean that such a relationship will prevail over a long period of years. The
relative profitableness of enterprises is due largely to conditions affecting
price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of
complete cost studies (1933-1957) > the necessary returns were: poultry, $195;
dairy cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117.
Labor . Labor cost per crop acre varied from $8. '+6 on the grain farms
to $17.83 on the dairy farms; vrhereas, labor units per worker varied from 21. l(-
units on the grain farms to I8.8 on the dairy farms. Variation between groups
was greater in labor units on crops than in labor units on livestock.
Labor input per 100 crop acres was lowest on the grain farms, where 10.6
months of labor per 100 acres were used, and highest on the dairy farms where 22.8
months of labor were used. Except for the dairy and beef cattle farmjs, there was
little difference among the five groups in the total months of labor.
Other expense factors . Horse and machinery cost per crop acre averaged
$7.15 on the grain farms and $11. lit on the dairy farms; land improvements cost per
acre and buildings cost per acre' were lowest on the grain farms where they averaged
$.62 and $.80 respectively, and highest on the dairy farms, where they averaged
$.90 and $l.i|-2 respectively.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used) , large farriis usually show higher labor and management
earnings than small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the
capitalization rate, large farms show a greater loss. In 19'+5> with farm earnings
averaging 16.O percent in Area 5, the labor and management earnings on the 26
largest farms averaged $8,822 contrasted with $2,5U5 on the 22 smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not show any consistent variation due
to size of the farm.
H.:-.
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TABLE 7. --SIZE OF FARM RELATED TO FAEM EAEMNGS AND OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 5, 19^3
Item
















imber of farms ---------
;res per farm- ---------
ivestments
Total per farm- --------
Total per acre- --------
Land improvements per acre- - -
Buildings per acrel/- - - - - -






Net earnings per acre - - - - -
Rate earned on investment - - -
Labor and management earnings
ze and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable -
Percent tillable land in grain
Percent in hay and pasture- - -
Feed fed per acre to prod. l.s.
Percent of income from prod. l.s.
Percent of income from crops- -
Months of labor per IQQ crop A.
Total months of labori/ - - - -




Per $100 feed fed - -
Hog retioms per litter- - - - -
Dairy returns per cov - - - - -
Lbor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - - -
Labor units on crops-='- T /- - -
Labor units on livestock-'- - -
Total labor units-' - - - - -
Labor units per vorlceri/- - - -
^her Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ----------
Lajid improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acrei/ - - -
Land tax per acre -------




















































































































































































































Intensity . The sinaller farms were operated more intensively than were
the larger ones. This variation was indicated by the higher proportion of land
area tillable, larger amount of feed fed per acre to productive livestock, and
by more months of labor per 100 crop acres.
Labor . As the size of the faorms increased from less than 121 acres to
kkl acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $16.62 to $9.02.
On the other hand, labor units on crops increased from 9.8 to hh.l; labor units
on livestock increased from 11.8 to 28.1; total labor units increased from 21.6
to 72.2; and labor units per worker increased from l6.9 to 25.it-.
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $10.07 to $6.86; for
buildings from $1.58 to $.78 and for land taxes from $1.19 to $.98.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farm. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality and increasing the amount of livestock; others,
by growing more intensive crops, by increasing; crop yields, or by developing
special markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods.
Labor and Horse and Machinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease as the size of farm increases.
Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and machinery should be deter-
mined by comparing the expenses on the individual farm with those of other farms
of the same size having similar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor
cost per crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are
shown for farms grouped according to acres per farm and value of feed fed per acre
to productive livestock (Table 8)
.
TABLE 8. --LABOR COST PEE CROP ACRE AM) HORSE AND MACHIKERY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM AMD AMOUOT OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 5, 19^5
Feed fed ver acre [ Feed fed per acre
Acres Less • $12.00 $22.00
|
$32.00 i Less ! $12.00 $22.00 $52.00
per than 1 to to 1 or 1 than i to to or
farm $12.00
i
$21.99 $31.99 i more j $12.00 $21.99 $^l.Qg more




Less than 121 $15.?5 $16.26 $16.1+8 $17.72 $ 8.72 $ 8.91+ $ 9.62 $11.62
121 to 200 12.15 13.02 ii+.l+l 16.25 8.00 8.60 9.31 10.70
201 to 280 9.1+2 12.16 12.91 15.58 7.50 8.50 9.06 10.26
281 to 360 8.60 10.59 11.30 12.00 6.U3 l.h& 8.50 8.80
361 to 1^-ii-O 8.73 11.00 11.23 11.52 6.91 7.89 8.12 9.10
i+^t-l or more 7.82 9.03
i




Labor units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a var unit. It is the approximate
amount of time under average conditions that is required to taJce care of a dairy
cow for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work with other livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of com, 8.3 acres of soybeans for grain, Ik. 3 acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 3 litters of pigs, 35 sheep,
l60 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other comj-mtation of work units for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Savins References
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front coVer of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of A^icultural Economics
"Making Your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor" AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," AE-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of A^ri cultivral Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^
In addition, the Department of Agricultural Siigineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, and structures may be selected.
Producing for War Needs
The account keepwr slMUld use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers . Se should then odopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on




REPORT . . . 1943
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
FARMING -TYPE AREA SIX
St. Louis Dairy and Wheat Area
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS






Annual Farm Business Report
ON TWO HUNDRED NINETY-SEVETJ FARMS IN FAK'IING-TYPE AJ^iLA 6, 19i^5
By J. B. Cunninghaia, E. L. Sauer, and J. A. Snyderi/
Production
. Accounting farmers in Farming^Type Area 6 attempted to
'
step-Up production in 19^3 over that of 19^2 "by increasing grain acreage, nujnbers
of pigs, and hens.
,
Item 19i^2 19^3 Change
Acres per farm 2l6 217
Acres of grain crops 9^ 98
Number of dairy cows 10 10
Number of pigs weaned 63 6?
Number of hens 179 I87
Total months of labor 23 23
Value of machinery (beginning of year) $1 893 $2 OI8
Tons of grain produced 6I 60
Measure of volume of production for
dairy products, hogs, and poultry and
















The f.3jrms used the same amount of
labor in 19^3 as in 19^2 and, as usual, about
80 percent of the labor vras operator's and
family labor, including women, children and
older men.
Increased machinery investments re-
flect 19^2 purchases of movable hog houses,
brooder houses, and other livestock equipment
rather than laj^ge purchases of tillage tools.
Total grain produced per farm de-
creased from 61 tons in 19^2 to 60 tons in
19^i-3 because spring floods and unfavorable
weather decreased corn yield per acre from
U2.9 bushels to 35.6 bushels and oat yield
from 30.2 bushels to 23.6 bushels. On the
other hand, production of dairy products,
hogs, and poultry end eggs, as measured by ad-
justed receipts and net increases, showed a
small increase.
1/ The project was conducted in cooperation
with the CQimty farm bureaus and was super-
vised by the following faxm advisers: T. W. May, Madison; E. C. Secor, Randolph;
W, H. Tammeus, Bond; B. W. Tillman, St. Clair; C. S. Outright, Effingham; A. B.
Rowand, Washington; C. E. Twigg, Clinton; E. S. Amrine, Monroe; and J. B. Turner,
Fayette
.
2/ Receipts and net increases in 19^3 were adjusted to the 19^2 price level by di-
viding the 1943 receipts and net increases by the ratio of I9U3 to 19it-2 Illinois




TABLE 1, --INVENTORY CHANGES, CASH INCOME) AND CASH EXPENSES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type /irea 6, 191+0-1943
Your
farm
Average of all f;arms in area
Item I9I+3 19^2 1 19^+1 1 19l^0
Inventory Changes
















Productive livestock- ------ 31+9 586 1U3









Machinery and equipment - - - - - 119
Automobile (farm share) ----- 9
T/^tQl ..-----_------ $ $ 5U
Cash Receipts




















































Productive livestock: Cattle- - - 605
Dairy sales 915
Hogs- - - - 551
Sheep - - - k9
Poultry - - 102
Egg sales - 256
Total productive livestock- - - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- -----
( ) (21+56)
855
Machinery and equipment - - - - - 208




Total - --..-. $ S 59i^7
Cash Expenses






















































Productive livestock: Cattle- - - 261
Hogs- - - - 1+0
7
Poultry - - 27
Total productive livestock- - - -
Feed and grain purchases- - - - -
( ) ( 555)
599
Crop and sealing expense- - - - - 85
Machinery and equipment ----.. . 715
Automobile (farm share) ----- 116
Livestock expense -------- 59
K 1*7^*31-1 1 c^'hnv* — .. — — — — _-.__ — 256
ToYfSO — — —
-.• — •_______ 167
Miscellaneous -----^---- 2?
Total -- ;> $ 2590
Summary
























Farm products used in household - 250
Receipts less expenses- -----
Total unpaid labor- -------
$ $ 2521
689
Net earnings per farm
Net earnings per acre ------
$ 1652
$ 8.15
TABLE 2.--INVESTI'IENTS AND EARNINGS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 6, 19^0-19^3
Item
Average of all farms In area
i2h2. 19^2 19^1 19^0
Number of farms --------













































































Receipts less expenses- - - - - -
Family labor- ----------
Retujms for labor, capital, mgt
Operator's labor- --------
Net earnings per fann - - - - -
Hate Earned on Investment - - - - -
Interest on investment- - -


































Net earnings . The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis vere about
the same in I9U5 as in 19^2; the average was $2,550 in 19^4-3 compared vith $2,209 in
I9U2. The figure representing net earnings per farm is the svim remaining as com-
pensation for the use of the capital invested in the business and for the manage-
rial ability of the operator. The average net earnings per acre vere $10.82 in
1943, $10.21 in 19i+2, $10.27 in 19^1 j and $8.15 in 19^0.
Inventory changes
. The 5;ear I9U5 was the eighth consecutive year in
which inventories were increased. The largest increase for the past four years
was $879 in 19^+1 and the smallest, $271 in I9U5 (Table l) . In 19i^5 the largest
value increase was for feed and grain, even though quantities decreased. The av-










Cash receipts and cash expenses. In 19^+5 cash receipts
expenses by $5,13^, the largest margin for any year in the past four. The cash
balance--the difference between cash receipts and expenses--is the amount of money
which was available for family living expenses, interest, debt payments, and sav-
ings.
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TABLE 5.—FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE THE FARM BUSINESS













Gross earnings per aero-











Value of land per acre - - - - -
Value of improved land per acre-
Value of buildings per acre- - -








Percent of land area tillable-






Legume hay and pasture - -




















Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- -
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed
Poultry returns per hen- - - - - -
Number of litters farrowed - - - -
Number of pigs weaned per litter -
Returns per litter farrowed- - - -
Average number of cows miJJced- - -




















Labor cost per crop acre
Labor units on crops - -
Labor units on livestock
Total labor units- - -
Total months of labor- -










Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land in^rovements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------
Land tax per acre-
a/ Table it, value of in?)roved land. d/
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land.





Table 7> size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre.
Table 6, size of farm.
CHART FOE. STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VAEIOUG PABTS OF YOIIR BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 6, 19^5
The niimbers above the double line are the averages for the farms similar in organ-
ization to your farm. By drawing a line across each column at the place which
measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare your effi-












Fact ors that affect the gross earnings affect exx)onses
0) Crop yi(2lds. i U (D
c .Q 0) 1 0) U
•H ^ u O 1 1 ^ 9H <D 1 o o Ira u •n •H cd
c m H (D ^ I cd rH 1 d <D Q)
•eiO- 1 S P^ >
•d 1 ^ -p
o -P W •H S :3 1 • m (u (1) PL, (D m
c tj c +J 3 -|J 1 7i ?H CO 1 pi o d M to cd ?H
'd o ' CO •H U) CO .Q (D ' fn -p ro ^ H f-l d S ?H
o o ^ 'm d Cj 1 P;H (DO d Jh P -H <D +J cd
G in
c cS 0)
O H Ph A 3 m tJ • P. ^
Jh fj kI





CO Pk •H <D 5s -P C -c! ^ .Q d 0) Ti 03 0) >s d +=> U > (0 u d fn
o O c! -H d oJ tH O ' Ph ;^ •H
•\ TO M cd 0) CO •\ .\ 0) ?M !>j 1 -H cj <D u -d cd
G 4J DO o 1:1 d 03 ,Q "d P; ;i 'd H -P !h cd , m 4^ iH
+J C U O f-i 5h d >^ U 1 +' >s Q> •P (D 1 S Jh U) +^ •H Jh 1 -P ^ ^^ tn
-s ^
.H 5-1
d o O fs U) 3 oj o cd o (D O <D (D O (U O -H (d <D 1 © cd Q pS 0)K S <; O ft Ps H ^ o O CO rx( -p K f(H Ph p, IXl H p PM H p< tn vA Pk m pk
26.9 367 l6\l7 256
25.9 557 5.87 2^1
20.9 507 5.57 226
17.9 277 5.27 211
li^.9 21^7 J+.97 196




5.9 1^7 U.07 151
2.9 127 3.77 156
97 3.i^7 121
67 5.17 106
5?^ 30 $3 3fo ^bu. i+bu 2bu. $2 $20 $.50i$i5 $10 $1 $1 $1 1^20
* Each space between lines represents the value indicated at bottom of each
column.
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TABLE 1+.--USE OF TILLABLE LAND AND OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF IMPROVED LAJID
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 6, 19^3
Item












Average value of improved land- - - $29
Number of farms
Acres per farm-
Percent of land area tillable






Legume hay and pasture- - -
Nonlegurae hay and pasture -
Gross earnings per acre—' - -
Gross expenses per acrei/ - -
Net earnings per acre - - - -




























































































































$i+o $50 $60 $70 $8o
Per acre value of improved land
-Average yields of corn, oats, and soybeans




Unpald fajnily labor . Although there was no appreciable change in the
amount of family labor available, the total valuation of unpaid labor was higher
for 19^5 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted from
the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other members of the family
was valued at prevailing farm wages which were approximately $80 per month in 19^5
>
$65 per month in 19ii2, $U5 per month in 19kl, and $U0 per month in I9U0.
Variation in farm earnings . A wide variation was found in earnings on
the farms in Area 6. For example, 39 farms earned less than 5 percent on their in-
vestment, with an average of l.U percent; but hi farms earned 20 percent or more,
with an average of 21+.0 percent. After deducting all farm expenses and a charge
of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the business, the former group












Number Average Acres Capital Gross Ilet Labor and
of rate per invested earnings earnings management






































Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table 5)
.
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land affects
the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock influences
the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3) that the
size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost items; and
(1+) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced affect the
relative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular year.
(Note --Labor Units are explained on page ll)
.
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable lan.d in grain crops and "other crops" increased
as the value per acre for improved land increased (Table k) . Likewise the percent
of land area tillable, the earnings per acre, and the land tax per acre increased
as the value of Improved land increased. On the other hand, the percent of till-
able land in legume and nonlegume hay and pasture decreased as the value of the
land increased.
Yields per acre for com, oats, and soybeans increased as the value of
improved land increased (Fig. l) . By using Table 1+ and Figure 1, the account
keeper may find out whether his acreage in various crops, his crop yields, and his
net earnings per acre were high or low for I9I+5 in comparison with the average of
other farms in his area having about the same value for Improved land.
-c -
TABLE 5. --SOURCE OF INCOME RELATED TO FAEy^l E-^U^INGS AND OTHER FACTORS




Percent of income from prod. l.s.
Percent of income from crops- - -
Investments
Total per farm- --------
Total per acre- --------
Land per acre ---------
Land improvements per acre- - -
Buildings per acre- ------






Net earnings per acre - - - - -
Rate earned on Investment - - -
Labor and management earnings -
Size ajid Intensity
Acres per farm- --------
Percent of land area tillable -
Percent tillable land in grain
-
Percent in hay and pasture- - -
Feed fed per acre to prod.l.s.i/
Months of labor per 100 crop A.
Total months of labor - - - - -




Per $100 feed fedi/
Hog returns per litter- - - - -
Dairy returns per cowl/ . _ _ .
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - - -
Labor units on crops- -----
Labor units on livestock- - - -
Total labor units ------
Labor units per worker- - - - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost
per crop acre --------
Land Improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre - - - -
Land tax per acre .------







































$ 6 571 i$ 7 859






































































































The grouping of accounting farms according to source of income gives each
farmer an opportunity to compare his farm with the avera-se of other fai'-ms having
similar sources of income. It also gives him an opportiinity to study investments,
land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery requirements, and
other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Interpretation of table
.
Each farmer should, hovrever, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 5. For ezample, the fact that grain farms earned
16.6 percent on the investment for 19^3 a^d. that hog farms earned 10.5 percent
does not mean that such a relationship vill prevail over a long period of years.
In 19^2^ the hog farms had the highest earnings and the dairy farms the lowest.
The relative profitableness of enterprises is due largeJ-y to conditions affecting
price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 vorth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pa;/ for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to '^-yeax averages of com-
plete cost studies (1953-1957) > the necessary retujrna were: poultry, $195; dairy
cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and. feeder cattle, $117.
Labor
.
Although the labor cost per crop acre was highest on the dairy
farms, where it averaged $15.^5 and. lowest on the general farms with the least
livestock, where it averaged $10.65, tine labor units per worker were not signifi-
cantly different for the various groups. Labor units on crops, however, varied
from 17.2 on the grain farms to I3.I on the dairy farms; whereas, labor units on
livestock ranged from 21.5 on the dairy farms to 8.9 on the grain farms.
Labor input per 100 crop acres was highest on the dairy farms, where I9.6
months of labor per 100 crop acres were used, and lowest on the general farms with
the least livestock,where 13. 8 months of labor were used. Two-man size farms pre-
dominated in the various groups, total months of labor varying from 20.9 on the
grain fai^ms to 2U.8 on the hog farms.
Other expense factors . Horse and machinery cost per crop acre averaged
$9.59 on the dairy farms and $6.l8 on the general farms with the least livestock;
land improvement cost per crop acre and building cost per crop acre were lowest on
the grain farms where they averaged $0^ and $.55 respectively, and highest on the
hog and dairy farms, where they averaged $.8U ;jxid $1.09 respectively. There was
little variation in average land tax per acre.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used), large fsirms show higher labor and management earnings than
small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the capitalization
rate, large farms show a greater loss. In 19*^5 > with farm earnings averaging 11,9
percent, the labor and management earnings on the 25 largest farms averaged $2886
contrasted with $1750 on the 51 smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not differ significantly for the vari-
ous size groups.
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TABLE 6. --SIZE OF FAEM EELATED TO FARM EARNINGS AND OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming -Type Area 6, 19^5
Item



















Total per farm- ------
Total per acre- ------
Land inqirovements per acre-
Buildings per acrelf - - - .






Net earnings per acre ------
Rate earned on investment - - - -
Labor and management earnings - -
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable - -
Percent tillable land in grain-
Percent in hay and pasture- - -
Feed fed per acre to prod. l.s. -
Percent of income from prod, l.s,
Percent of income from crops- -
Months of labor per 100 crop A. -
Total months of labor ------
Crop Yields per Acre
Corn, bu. - - - - -
Wheat, bu.- - - - -
Livestock Returns
Per $100 feed fed - - -
Hog returns per litter-
Dairy retxirns per cow -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- •
Labor units on cropsl/- -,-
Labor units on livestock-i/
-
Total labor unitsi/ - - .
Labor units per workerl/- .
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ----------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acrel/ - - -
Land tax per acre -------
















































































































































































. The smaller farms were operated more intensively than were
the larger ones. This variation was indicated by the larger proportion of total
land tillable, by the higher land values, by the larger amount of feed ft.-d per
acre to productive livestock, and by higher corn and. wheat yields.
Labor . As the size of the farms increased from less than 121 acres to
561 acres or more the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $20.98 to $10.58.
On the other hand, labor units on crops increased more than 500 percent, from 7.6
to 25.9; labor units on livestock increased from 15,2 to 21.9; total labor units
increased from 20.8 to ^7.7; a^id labor units per worker increased from 15.I to
17.6.
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $11.56 to $7.12; for
land improvements from $.75 to $.5^i-; for buildings from $1.50 to $.62; and for
land taxes from $1.01 to $.59.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended, upon the in-
dividual farm. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their busi-
ness by improving the quality and increasing the amount of livestock; others, by
growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop yields, or by developing special
markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying combina-
tions of the above methods.
Labor and Horse atid Machinery Ext)enses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease as the size of farm increases.
Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and machinery should be determined
by comparing the expenses on the individual farm with those of other farms of the
same size having similar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor cost per
crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are shown for
farms grouped according to acres per farm and valiie of feed fed per acre to pro-
ductive livestock (Table 7)
.
TABLE 7. --LABOR COST PER CROP ACRE AITO HORSE AI>JD mCKINERY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOE V/iRIATTONS IH SIZE OF FARM AI^TD MAOIMT OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK




































































Labor units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a war unit. It is the approximate
amount of time under average conditions that is required to tal:e care of a dairy
GOV for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work with other livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of corn, 8.5 acres of soybeans for grain, lU.5 acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 5 litters of pigs, 55 sheep,
l60 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other computation of work vinits for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Savinp Referonccs
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of Agricultural Economics
"Making Your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor," AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," AE-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of A^-i cultural Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular '^^h
In addition, the Department of Agricultural Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equ.ipment, aaid structures may be selected.
Producing for V.'ai' Meeds
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers. He should then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on




REPORT . . . 1943
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
FARMING -TYPE AREA SEVEN
South Central Mixed Farming Area
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS





Annual Farm Business Eeport
ON ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIVE FAmiS IN FAKMING-TYPE AEEA 7, 19^5
By J. B. Cunningham, J. E. Wills, and J. A. Snyderl/
Production
. Accounting farmers in Farming-Type Area 7 attempted to
step-up production in 19^3 over that of 19^2 by increasing grain acreage, pigs,
Eind hens
.
Item 19i^2 19^3 Change
Acres per farm
Acres of grain crops
N-umber of dairy cows
Number of pigs weaned
Number of hens
Total months of labor
Value of machinery (beginning of year)
Tons of grain produced
Measure of volume of production for




























Although more labor was used in 19^5
than in 19^2, all the increase was in operator's
and family labor which averaged I6 months in
19^3 and 15.3 months in 19it-2. The same amount
of hired labor (U.l months) was used each year.
Increased machinery and equipment in-
vestments at the beginning of 19^3 reflect 19^2
purchases of movable hog houses, brooder houses,
and other livestock equipment rather than large
purchases of tillage tools.
Although there was an increase in
grain acreage, grain produced per farm decreased
from 60 tons in 19^2 to 59 tons in I9U5 . This
decrease was due to unfavorable weather which
resulted in a reduction in yield per acre for
corn, oats, and soybeans. Livestock production,
as measiured by receipts and net increases for
livestock and livestock products which were
valued at the same price for 19^3 as for 19^2,
showed a slight decrease.
1/ The project was conducted in cooperation with the county farm bureaus and was
supervised by the following farm advisers: D. 0. Lee, Jefferson; T. E. Myers,
Clark; L. B. Kimmel, Wayne; F. J. Blackburn, Marion; W. C. Anderson, Franklin-
Hamilton; R. E. Apple, Jasper; Halsey L. Miles, Crawford; E. J. Barnes, Richland;
R, K. Wise, Clay; and L. B. Broom, Williamson.
2/ For 19^2 actual receipts and net increases are used; for 19^3 receipts and net
increases are adjusted to the 19^2 price level by dividing the I9U3 receipts and
net increases by the ratio of I9I+3 to I9U2 Illinois farm price for each class of
livestock and livestock product.
TABLE l.--llTrmTOm CHANGES, CASH INCOME, AND CASH EXPENSES
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 7, I9I+O-I9I+5
Your
farm
Average of all farms in area



























Productive livestock- ------ 71
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - - - 157
Machinery and equipment - - - - - 72
Automobile (farm share) - - - - - 15
Total -..-_ $ 881+ $ 865 581+
Cash Receipts
























































Productive livestock: Cattle- - - ^9k
Dairy sales 290
Hogs- - - - 692
Sheep - - - 110
Poultry - - 101+
Egg sales - 250
Total productive livestock- - - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- -----
( ) 2 020)
550
Machinery and equipment ----- 127
Automobile (farm share) ----- 1+1
AAA v»0(^0TT^ + a— — _.. — _ — — __ 226
Labor off farm- -----.--- 1+5
11+
Total $ 5 092
Cash Expenses
























































Productive livestock: Cattle- - - 178
Hogs- - - - 59
Sheep - - - 11+
Poultry - - 21+
Total -oroductive livestock- - - -
Feed and grain purchases- - - - -
( ) 255)
552
Crop and sealing expense- - - - - 102
Machinery and equipment ----- 1+98
Automobile (farm share) ----- 125
Livestock expense -------- 21+
Hired labor ----------- 161
Tpivocj • — _.____ ___ II+8
lf>
Total -_---_ $ 2 025
Summary


























Farm products used in household - 21+1+
Receipts less expenses- -----
Total unpaid labor- -------






Net earnings per farm ------




TABLE 2. --INVESTMENTS AND EARNINGS









Number of farms - - -




Farm buildings- - -
Horses- ------
Productive livestock Cattle - -
Hogs - - -
Sheep - - -
Poultry- -
Total productive livestock - - - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - - -
Machinery and equipment - - - - -






























































Ik 129 ^Ik 035
Receipts less expenses- ------
Family labor- ----------
Returns for labor, capital, mgt.
Operator's labor- --------
Net earnings per farm - - - - -
Rate Earned on Investment - - - - -
Interest on investment- - - - -

































. The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis were about
the same in I9U3 as in 19^2; the average was $2 O88 in I9U5 compared with $2,072 in
19^2. The figure representing net earnings per farm is the sum remaining as com-
pensation for the use of the capital invested in the business and for the manageri-
al ability of the operator. It is calculated by adding to the cash balance the
value of farm products used in the household and the inventory increases and by
subtracting from the resulting total the value of unpaid labor. Therefore this
figure indicates the earning power of the business and determines the real value of
the farm and its equipment. The net earnings per acre averaged $8.07 in 19h3,
$8.2U in 19i+2, $7.68 in 19J+I, and $l+.35 in 19i^0.
Inventory changes
. The year 19^5 vas the eleventh consecutive year in
which inventories were increased. The increases for the past years ranged from
$88U in 191+2 to $381+ in I9U0 (Table l) . In I9I+3 the largest value increases were
for feed, grain, and seeds even though there was no significant increase In quanti-
















TABLE 5. --FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE THE FARM BUSINESS







for ! Average of





Eate earned on investment-
Number of farms-
Acres in farm- •
Acres in crops -
Gross earnings per acre-






Value of land per aci^e - - - - -
Value of iiaproved land per acre-
Value of buildings per acre- - -









Percent of land area tillable
-






Legume hay and paatiu^e - -























Value of feed fed to prod, l.s,
Feed fed per acre to prod. 1,
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed
Poultry returns per hen- -----
Number of litters farrowed - - - -
Number of pigs weaned per litter -
Returns per litter farrowed- - - -
Average number of cows milked- - -





















Labor cost per crop acre
Labor units on crops - -
Labor units on livestock
Total labcT ujiits- - -
Total months of labor- -








Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -->----
Land tag per acre-
a/ Table k, value of improved l<md.
b/ Fig. 1, value of in^roved land,





d/ Table 7> size of farm and value
of feed fed per acre,
e/ Table 6, size of farm.
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CHAKT FOR STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 7, 19^5
The numbers above the double line are the averages for the farms similar in organ-
ization to your farm. By drawing a line across each column at the place which
measiures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare your effi-
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27.1+ 509 7.1+2 231
2k.k 1+59 6.92 221
21.1+ 1+09 6.1+2 211
18.1+ 559 5.92 201
15.1+ 309 5.1+2 191
1
12.1+ 259 1+.92 181
9.1+ 209 k.hP JJJU
6.U 159 3.92 161





5^ 50 $3 3* 1+bu. l+bu. 2bu. $5 $20 $.50 $10 $10 $1 $1 $1 $.20
*Each space between lines represents the value indicated at bottom of each column.
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TABLE 1^.--USE OF TILLABLE LAND MD OTHER FACTOES
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF IMPROVED LAJID
Accounting Farms in Fanaing-Type Area 7> 19^3
Average value of Improved land-
Numter of farms
Acres per farm-
Percent of land area tillable






Legume hay and pastiire- - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture -
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expenses per acre
Net earnings per acre -
Land tax ner acre








































































Per Acre Value of Iniproved Land
1. --Average yields of com, oats, and soybeans vith
varying values of improved land.
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Unpaid family labor
. The total valuation of impaid lator was higher
for 19^5 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted princi-
pally from the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other members of
the family was valued at prevailing farm wages which were approximately $70 per
month in 19^5, $55 per month in I9U2, $^5 per month in 19^1 r ani $^0 per month in
19'+0.
Variation in farm earnings . A wide variation was found in earnings on
the farms in Area 7. For example, 25 farms earned less than five percent on their
investment; but 20 farms earned 20 percent or more. After deducting all farm ex-
penses and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the busi-
ness, the former group of operators had $339 for their labor and management earn-
ings contrasted with $1|,05^ for the latter group. The variation in earnings for
all the records in the area was as follows:
Rate Number Average Acres Capital Gross Net Labor and
earned on of rate per invested earnings earnings management
investment farms earned farm per farm per farm per farm earnings
(percent) (percent)
Less than 5.00 25 2.1 257 $15 319 $1+ 035 $ 318 $ 339
5.00 to 9.99 51 7.1+ 281 17 81^9 1+ 010 1 328 1 237
10.00 to 11^.99 27 12.5 21+6 16 358 5 360 2 OkG 1 990
15.00 to 19.99 20 18.0 262 18 752 7 159 3 585 3 316
20.00 or more 20 25.8 2U5 15 666 6 993 k 0U8 k 05^+
Explanation of Tables
Variable standards are used in einalyzing the farm business (Table 2) .
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land af-
fects the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock in-
fluences the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3)
that the size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost
items; and {k) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced
affect the relative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular
year.
The terms used in the tables are the same as the terms used in the Illi-
nois farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on Page 1 of
the farm account book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied by
farmstead, roads, and lanes. Likewise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of the
farm account book. Thty Includt; all the tillable land on which a large amount of
work has been done in preparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a crop.
(Note: A labor unit is explained on page ll)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for improved land increased (Table k) . Likewise, the earnings per acre and
the land tax per acre increased as the value of improved land increased. On the
other hand, the percent of tillable land in legume and nonlegume hay and pasture
decreased as the value of the land increased.
Yields per acre for corn, oats, and soybeans increased as the land value
increased (Fig. l)
. By using Table k and Figure 1, the account keeper may find
out whether his acreage in various crops, crop yields, and earnings per acre were
high or low in comparison with the average of other farms in his area having about
the same value of improved land.
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TABLE 5.--S0UECE OF INCOME RELATED TO FARM EARNINGS AND OTEER FACTORS








Percent of income from prod, l.s,
Percent of income from crops- -
Investments
Total per farm- ------
Total per acre- ------
Land per acre -------
Land improvements per acre-
Buildings per acre- - - - -






Net earnings per acre ------
Rate earned on investment - - - -
Labor and management earnings - -
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm- ---------
Percent of land area tillable - -
Percent tillable land in grain- -
Percent in hay and pasture- - - j
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.i/
Months of labor per 100 crop A. -
Total months of labor ------
Crop Yields Per Acre
Corn, bu. - - - -
Wheat, bu.- - - - -
Livestock Returns
Per $100 feed fedi/ - - -
Hog returns per litter- -
Dairy retixms per cowi/ -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre-
Labor units on crops- - -
Labor units on livestock
-
Total labor units - - -



































Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ----------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre - -





















































































































































The grouping of kccoimting farms according to source of income gives
each farmer an opport^mity to compare his farm with the average of other farms
having similar sources of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery require-
ments, and other factors that are associated with various types of far-ming.
Interpretation of table . Each farmer should, however, use caution in
.interpreting the data in Table 5. For example, the fact that grain farms earned
18.6 percent on the investment for 19^3 and cattle farms earned 8.9 percent does
not mean that siich a relationship will prevail over a long period of years. The
relative profitableness of enterprises is due largely to conditions affecting
price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide vsjriation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to '^-year averages of
complete cost studies (1955-1937) > the necessary returns were: poultry, $195;
dairy cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117.
Labor
.
Labor cost per crop acre vaa'ied from $6.15 on the grain farms
to $10.85 on the hog farms; whereas, labor units per worker varied oppositely from
16.9 units on the hog farms to 20.5 on the grain fai-Tns. Variation between groups
was far greater in labor units on crops than in labor units on livestock.
Labor input per 100 crop acres was lowest on the grain farms, where 9
months of labor per 100 acres were used, and highest on the hog and general farms
with the most livestock, where Ik. 6 months of labor were used. Except for the
general farms with the least livestock, there was little difference among the five
groups in the total months of labor.
Other expense factors
.
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre averaged
$4.22 on the cattle farms and ^7-66 on the hog farms; land improvements cost per acre
and buildings cost per acre were lowest on the grain farms where they averaged $.51
and $.5^ respectively, and Mghest on the hog farms, where they averaged $1.10 and
$.68 respectively.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used) , large farms usually show higher labor and management
earnings than small farms . Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the
capitalization rate, large farms show a greater loss. In 1945> with farm earnings
averaging 12. U percent, the labor and management earnings on the 55 largest farms
Averaged $25U6 contrasted with $ll+27 on the 17 smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not show any consistent variation due
to size of the farm.
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TABLE 6. --SIZE OF FAEM RELATED TO FABM EARNINGS AND OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 7> 19^3
Item












Total per farm- ------
Total per acre- ------
Land improvements per acre-
Builiings per acrei/- - - -






Net earnings per acre ------
Rate earned on investment - - - -
Labor and management earnings -
Size and Intensity
Percent of land ai'ea tillable - -
Percent tillable land in grain- -
Percent in hay and pastxire- - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s. -
Percent of income from prod, l.s,
Percent of income from crops- - -
Months of labor per 100 crop A. -
Total months of laborl/ - - - - -
Crop Yields per Acre
Corn, bu. - - - - -
Wheat, bu.- - - - -
Livestock Returns
Per $100 feed fed - - -
Hog returns per litter-
Dairy returns per cow -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre-
Labor units on crop&i/- - -
Labor units on livestocki/-
Total labor unitsi/ - - -
Labor units per workeri/- -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ----------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acrel/ - - -






































































































































1/ Used in Table 3.
M\jy
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Intenslty . The smaller farms were operated more intensively than vere
the larger oneo. This variation was indicated by the larger amount of feed fed
per acre to productive livestock, and by more months of labor per 100 crop acres.
Labor . As the size of the farms increased from less than ll+l acres to
501 acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $15.11 to $8.52.
On the other hand, labor units on crops increased from 7-1 to 2U.5; labor units
on livestock increased from 9.1 to 15.2; total labor units increased from l6.2 to
59.5; and labor units per worker increased from 15.O to I8.6.
Other expense items
. Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
lai'gest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $8.52 to $5.85; for
buildings from $.78 to $.51 and for land taxes from $.75 to $.55.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farm. Some farm operators appai^ently increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality and increasing the amoujit of livestock; others,
by growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop yields, or by developing
special markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods.
Labor and Horse and Machinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease as the size of farm increases,
Therefore the efficiency of a faxm in using labor and machinery should be deter-
mined by compai'ing the expenses on the individual farm with those of other fsxms
of the same size having similar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor
cost per crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are
shown for farms grouped according to acres per farm and value of feed fed per acre
to productive livestock (Table 7)
.
TABLE 7. --LABOR COST PER CROP ACRE AND HORSE AND MCHII'JERY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM AND /iI«Ul^T OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK
Accovmting Farms in Farming-Type Area "{ , 19^5
Feed fed per acre
i
Feed fed per acre
Acres Less $7.00 $12.00 $17.00
i
Less !$7.00 $12.00 $17.00
per than to to or ! than ; to to j or
farm ;)7.00
! $11.99 1 $16.99 more $7. CO ! $11.99 $16.99 1 siore
(labor cost per croplacre) (horse and machinery
! cost per crop acre)
Less than lUl $12.57 $15.93 $16.52 $17.59 $7.05 $8.00 $9.59 $10.50
li)-l to 220 10.79 10.92 11.1+2 13. 5U 6.00 6. 21+ 8.69 9.20
221 to 500 7.51 9M 10.89 11.98 U.75 3.6k 8.00 8.21
501 or more 5.67 9.00 9.33 11.00 u.oo 6.00 6.21 IM
Supplementary La"bor -/-nalysis
Labor units are used in tills report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a wsr unit. It is the approximate
amount of time under average conditions that is required to tajce cej^e of a dairy
cow for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work wj.th other livestock or
crops. For exaiaple, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of corn, 8.5 acres of soybeans for grain, li^•.5 acres of
small grain or ha.y, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 5 littei's of pigs, 53 sheep,
l60 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other ccjmputation of work imits for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres ajid classification
of crops as well as the nmnbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor Saving Eeferoncc-s
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of Agricultural Economics
"Making Your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor," AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," i\E-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of Agricultural Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^1-
In addition, the Department of Agri cultm'al Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, raid structures may be selected.
Producing for 'V'ar Heeds
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers. He shovild then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on
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Annual Farm Business Report
OK SEVENTY-SEVEN FARMS IN FARMING-TYPE AREA 8, 19^3
By J. B. Cunningham, J. E. Wills, B. D. Parrish^/
Production . Accounting farmers in Farming-Type Area 8 attempted to step-up
production in 19^3 over that of 19'<-2 "by increasing grain acreage and numbers of covs,
pigs and hens.
Item 19^2 19^3 Change
Acres per farm
Acres of grain crops
Number of dairy cows
Number of pigs weaned
Number of hens
Total months of labor
Value of machinery (beginning of year) $1 390
Tons of grain produced
Measure of volume of production for






















90 85 7 tons decrease
772 $U 197 $U25 increase
Although the cooperators used
slightly more labor in 19^3 than in 19^2,
they hired less help but had more operator's
and family labor.
Increased machinery investments re-
flect 19^2 purchases of movable hog houses,
brooder houses, and other livestock equipment
rather than large purchases of tillage tools.
Grain produced per farm decreased
from 90 tons in 19!+2 to 85 tons in I9U3 be-
cause spring floods and unfavorable weather
decreased yields per acre for corn, soybeans,
and oats. On the other hand, production of
livestock increased as measured by receipts
and net increases for livestock and livestock




.l/jJ. A. Snyder supervised the closing of the farm accounts and the preparation of the
•tables used in this report. The project was conducted in cooperation with the
county faiTii bureaus and was supervised by the following farm advisers: J. L. Diamond,
Edwards, A, L. Oxford, Gallatin; H. C. Wheeler, Lawrence; Thurman Wright, White; and
H. H. Lett, Wabash.
;2/ The 19t^2 actual receipts and net increases were used; for 19^3, receipts and net in-
cifeases were adjusted to the 19^2 price level by dividing the I9U5 receipts and net
increases by the ratio of I9U3 to 19^2 Illinois farm prices for each class of live-
stock or livestock product.
TABLE 1. --INVENTORY CHANGES, CASH INCOME, AND CASH EXPENSES




Average of all faiTns in area
Item 1945 19J^2 1941 1940
Inventory Changes

























Productive livestock- ----- 59
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - - 560
Machinery and equipment - - - - 64
Automobile (fann share) - - - - 21
Total -- ;; ;; 475 $ 1 106 ;; 1 241 477
Cash rieceipts


















































Productive livestock: Cattle- - 646
161
Hogs- - - 686
Sheep - - 67
Poultry - 74
Egg sales 206
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - -
( ) 1 840)
1 062
Machinery and equipment - - - - 166
Automobile (farm share) - - - - 21
559
T ci'K'-\>» -"^-P-f* -PavnTi— _ — — « — * — . 51
14
Total ? $ 7 709 $ 4 556 5 520
Cash Expenses



















































Productive livestock: Cattle- - 275
Hogs- - - 47
Sheep - - 10
Poultry - 25
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed and grain purchases- - - -
( ) : 555)
371
Crop and sealin/? expense- - - - 116
Machinery and equipment - - - - 625
Automobile (farm share) - - - - 124
Livestock expense ------- 18
,
187
Tavna .-.•--.-. — .--. 204
22
Total ----- $ ;; 3 611 5; 2 844 ^ 2 240
Summary

























Farm products used in household 211
Receipts less expenses- - - - -
Total unpaid labor- ------
$ 1 963
-7^
Net earnings per farm - - - - -







TABLE 2. --INVESTMENTS AND EARNINGS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 8, 19lj-0-19'+5
1 L 1 i'
Youi-
farm
Average of all farms in area
















































Land improvements ------- 2 087
Horses- ------------ 5^9
Productive livestock: Cattle- - 772
Hogs- - - 276
Sheep - - 80
Poultry - 150
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - -
^ i (1 258)
1 217
Machinery and equipment - - - - 1 285
Automobile (farm share) - - - - 1I+1+
Total - $ $20 567 $16 716















Ret-orns for labor, capital, mgt.
Operator's labor- t ----- -




Net earnings per fa:rm - - - -
Rate Eajrned on Investment - - - -















Net earnings . The net earnings per farm on an inventory basis were
slightly higher in 191^-5 than in I9I+2; the average was $5^21+5 in 19l*-5 compared with
$5*058 in I9I+2. The figure representing net earnings per farm is the sum remain-
ing as compensation for the use of the capital invested in the business and for
the managerial ability of the operator. The average net earnings per acre were
$15.65 in I9I+5, $ll+.05 in I9I+2, $10.65 in I9I+I, and $6.15 in 191^-0.
Inventory changes . The year 19l<-5 was the eighth consecutive year in
which inventories increased. The largest increase fcr the past four years was
$1,21+1 in I9I+I and the smallest was $1+75 in 191+5 (Table l). In I9I+5 the largest
value increases were for livestock and feed, grain, and seeds even though quanti-
ties of grain decreased. The average amounts of grain on hand in Area 8 at the





















Cash receipts and cash expenses . In I9I+5 cash receipts exceeded cash ex-
penses by $5>550, the largest margin for any year in the past four. The cash
balance--the difference between cash receipts and expense3--is the amount of money
which was available for family living expenses. Interest, debt payments, and sav-
ings.
TABLE 5. --FACTORS HELPING TO ANALYZE THE FAEM BUSINESS









Eate earned on investment- -------
Acres in farm- -------------
Acres in crops -------------
Gross earnings per acre- --------
Gross expenses per acre- --------
Investments
Value of land per acre --------
Value of improved land per aci-e- - - -
Value of buildings per acre- - - - - -
Total investment per acre- --- ---
Land Use
Percent of land area tillable- - - - -






Legu^ne hay and pasture -------







Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- - - -
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed - -
Poultry returns per hen- -------
Number of litters farrowed ------
Nuiflber of pigs weaned per litter - - -
Returns per litter farrowed- - - - - -
Average number of cows milked- - - - -
Dairy returns per cow milked - - - - -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre -------
Labor units on crops ---------
Labor units on livestock -------
Total labor units- ---------
Total months of labor- --------
Labor 'onits per worker --------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Puildings cost per acre- -------
Land tax per acre- ----------
a/ Table k, value of improved land.
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land.























































d/ Table 7j size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre
.
e/ Table 6, size of farm.
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CHAET FOR STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 8, 19^+3
The numbers above the double line of the page are the averages for the farms simi-
lar in organization to your farm. By drawing a line across each column at the
place which measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare
your efficiency with that of other farmers in your locality.
Factors that
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p xi U (U >4 CO c3 0) u -d aj
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ta a •d ft H -p ^1 m ffi +J rH
-p > u U fH C >; •p Qi dJ +^ 0) 3 U 60 -P ..H U u u n .n U •H U
a c o U 0) CJ o3 eS 05 Xi <u C; 0; 0) -H a 0) U <u (53 OJ 3 0)




P4 ft W rH Q ft ft W h3 ft m ft
50.8 U58 6.80 242
27.8 398 6.U0 252
21^.8 35s 6.00 222
21.8 518 5.60 212
18.8 278 5.20 202
15.8 253 U.80 192
12.8 198 i+.l|0 182
9.8 158 1^.00 172
6.6 118 3.60 162
3.8 78 3.20 152
^ _ .. 2.80 IU2
3^ i^O $3 ^i> k ba i^ bu^ 2 bui $2 $1": $.Uo $10 $10 $2 $1 $1 $.30
*Each space between lines represents the value indicated at bottom of each column.
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TABLE 1+.--USE OF TILLABLE LAND AKD OTHER FACTORS
RELATED TO THE VALUE OF IMPROVED LAND













Average value of improved land-
Number of farms
Acres per farm-
Percent of land area tillable






Leg-'jme hay and pasture- - -
Nonlegume hay and pasture -
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expenses per acre
Net earnings per acre -




























































Per Acre Value of Improved Land
Fig. 1. --Average yields of corn, oats, and wheat
with varying values of improved land.
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Unpaid family labor . Although the amount of operator's and fa.mily labor
per faim increased only 1.2 months, the total valuation of unpaid labor was much
higher for 19^5 than for any other year in the past four. This increase resulted
from the fact that the physical labor of the operator and other members of the
family was valued at $70 to $80 per month in I9U5, at $55 per month in 19^2, at
$!+5 per .month in 19*4-1, and at $it-0 per month in 19^0.
Variation in farm earnina;s . A wide variation was found In earnin^^s on
the farms in Area 8. For example, I8 farms earned less than nine percent on their
investments, with an average of 5.0 percent; and I8 farms earned 21 percent or
more, with an arerage of 26.6 percent. After deducting all farm expenses and a
charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the business, the former
group of operators had $858 for labor and management earnings contrasted with
^5>91^ for the latter group. The variation in earnings for all the records in the
area was as follows:
Rate Number Average Acres Capital Gross Net Labor and
earned on of rate oer invested earnings earnings management
investment farms earned farm per farm per farm per farm earnings
(percent) (percent)
Less than 9-00 18 5.0 2kk 18 889 h 880 9^+0 858
9.00 to llv.99 22 12.1 227 20 226 5 637 2 hk7 2 205
15.00 to 20.99 19 17.7 231 19 821 6 582 3 512 5 304
21.00 or more 18 26.6 251 25 H50 9 857 6 23i+ 5 914
Explanation of Tables
Variable standards are used in analyzing the farm business (Table 3).
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land affects
the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock influences
the amount of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3) that the
size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost items; and
(1+) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced affect the re-
lative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular year.
(Note--Labor Units are explained on page 11.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops increased as the value per
acre for improved land increased (Table h) . Likewise earnings per acre, and land
tax per acre increased as the value of improved land increased. On the other hand,
the percent of tillable land in legume and nonlegume hay and pasture decreased as
the value of the land increased.
Yields per acre for corn, oats, and wheat increased as the value of im-
proved land increased (Fig. l). By using Table k and Figure 1, the account keeper
may find out whether his acreage in various crops, his crop yields, and his net
earnings per acre were high or low fox- 19^3 in comparison with the average of other
farms in his area having about the same value for improved land.
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TABLE 5 --SOURCE OF INCOME RELATED TO FAEM EAMINCtS AITD OTHEE FACTORS








Percent of income from prod. l.s.
Percent of income from crops- -
Investments
Total per farm- -------
Total per acre- -------
Land per acre --------
Land improvements per acre- -
Buildings per acre- - - - - -






Net earnings per acre - - - -
Rate earned on investment - -
Labor and management earnings
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm- -------
j
Percent of land area tillable
]
Percent tillable land in grain
Percent in hay and pasture- - '
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.i/
Months of labor per 100 crop A.
Total months of labor - - - -




Per $100 feed fedi/
Hog returns per litter-^ - - -
Dairy returns per cow-^' _ - -
Labors Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - -
Labor units on crops- - - - -
Labor units on livestock- - -
Total labor units - - - - -
Labor units per worker- - - -
Other Expense Factors
Korse and machinery cost
per crop acre -------
Land improvements cost per acre
Buildings cost per acre - - -
Land tax per acre ------









































































The grouping of accounting farms according to source of income gives each
farmer an opportunity to compare his farm with the average of other farms having
similar soixrces of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study investments,
land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery requirements, and
other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Interpretation of table. Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 5. For example, the fact that grain farms earned
18.0 percent on the investment for 19^5 vhile general fanns with the most livestock
earned 12.7 percent for the same period, does not mean that such a relationship
will prevail over a long period of years. The relative profitableness of enter-
prises is due largely to conditions affecting price and production.
In comparing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth of
feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the needed
returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pastiure), labor,
equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of complete
cost studies (1953-1957) j the necessary retm-ns were: poultry, $195; dairy cattle,
$157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117.
Apparently the grain farms were located on the highest quality land and
the general farms with the most livestock were located on the lowest quality land.
This is indicated in the analysis by the following variations: land value per
acre, $64 to $U0; percent of tillable land in grain, 70.3 to 51-0; corn yield per
acre, hh.6 \m. to 35-S bu.; and land tax per acre $1.02 to $.67, respectively.
Labor . Altho^ogh the labor cost per acre varied from $8.12 on the grain
farms to $12.56 on the general farms with the most livestock, the variation in
labor units per worker was not particularly significant. Labor units on crops,
however, varied from 2J+.2 on the grain farms to 1^4-. 2 on the general farms with the
most livestock; whereas, labor units on livestock varied from 10.6 to 15-5 for the
same two groups of farms.
Other expense factors . The horse and machinery cost per crop acre was
lowest on the general farms with the least livestock, but the variation between the
other groups was not significant. Land improvements cost was highest on the grain
farms, where it averaged $l.it-3 per acre and lowest on the general farms with the
least livestock, where it averaged $.96 per acre.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalisation rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used), large farms show higher labor and management earnings than
small farms. Conversely, when average faiTn earnings are below the capitalization
rate, lai-ge farms show a greater loss. In 19^5 > with farm earnings averaging I5.0
percent, the labor and management earnings on the I8 largest farms averaged $i4-,959
contrasted with ^2,06k on the I8 smallest farms.
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TABLE 6 --SIZE OF FARM RELATED TO FARM EARNINGS AND OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Fsirms in Farming-Type Area 8, 19^3
Item













Number of farms -----------
Acres per farm- -----------
Investments
Total per farm- ----------
Total per acre- ---------.
Land improvements per acre- - - -
Buildings per acrel'- -------






Net earnings per acre -------
Rate earned on investment - - - - -
Labor and management earnings - - -
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable - -
Percent of tillable land in grain •
Percent in hay and pasture- - - - -
Feed fed per acre to prod. l.s. - •
Percent of income from prod. l.s. -
Percent of income from crops- - - -
Months of labor per 100 crop acres-
Total months of labor^' ------




Per $100 feed fed
Hog returns per litter- ------
Dairy returns per cow -------
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- - - - - -
Labor units on crops-1/- -.-----
Labor units on livestock-i' - - - - -
Total labor units-' -------
Labor units per workeri/- - - - - -
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per
crop acre ---------_..
Land improvements cost per acre - -
Buildings cost per acre=' - - - . .
Land tax per acre ---------
















































































































































Intenslty . The smaller farms were operated more intensively than were
the larger ones. This variation is indicated ty the higher investments per acre,
by the larger amount of feed fed per acre to productive livestock, and by the
higher percent of income from productive livestock.
Labor. As the size of the farms increased from less than 1^1 acres to
301 acres or more the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $15. 7^1- to $8.95. On
the other hand, labor units on crops increased from 8.5 to 27.9; labor units on
livestock increased from 10.6 to 17-6; total labor units increased from 19-1 to
ij-5.5; and labor units per worker increased from 11+.7 to 19-1.
Other expense items . Expense per crop acre from the smallest to the
largest size group decreased for horses and machinery from $8.^3 to $5.^7; and for
land improvements from $1.30 to $.85.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended \).pon the in-
dividual farm. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their busi-
ness by improving the quality and increasing the amount of livestock; others, by
growing more intensive crops, by increasing crop yields j or by developing special
markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying combina-
tions of the above methods.
Labor and Horse and Machinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinerj' expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease, for the most part, as the
size of the farm increases. Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and
machinery should be determined by comparing the expenses on the individual farm
with those of other farms of the same size having similar amounts of livestock per
acre. The average labor cost per crop acre and the average horse and machinery
cost per crop acre are shown for farms grouped according to acres per farm and
value of feed fed per acre to productive livestock (Table 7).
TABLE 7. --LABOR COST PER CROP ACRE AIID HORSE AND MACHINERY COST PER
CROP ACRE FOR VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF FARM MD AMOUNT OF
FEED FED PER ACRE TO PRODUCTIVE LIVESTOCK
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 8, 19^+3
Feed fed per acre Feed fed -per acre
Acres Less $12.00 $18.00 Less $12.00 $18.00
per than to or than to or
farm $12.00 $17.99 more :;i2.oo $17.99 more
( labor cost per crop acre) (horse and machinery
cost per crop acre)
Less than 1^1 $12.55 $15.61 $16.37 $7.59 $3.iO $9.09
li+1 to 220 11.17 12.11 13.27 6.5*+ 6.70 7.88
221 to.300 10.21 10.60 11.80 6.61 7.00 8.38
3^01 or more 7.7^;
,
8.91 9.60 h.gk 5.95 6.20
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Supploii&ntc"ir.y Labor /jialysis
Labor units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a war unit. It is the approximate?
amount of time under average conditions that is required to talze care of a dairy
cow for one year or to do an equivalent amount of work with other livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of com, 8.^ acres of soybeans for grain, lU.J acres of
small grain or hay, 10 beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 3 litters of pigs, 55 sheep,
l60 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other comp>utation of work units for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-
corded in the farm account book.
Labor simplification is suggested by the picture on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your farm adviser
or write directly to the University of Illlncis, for the following publications:
Denar-cment of Agricultural Economics
"Making Your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor," AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," i\E-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of Agi^i cultural Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^
In addition, the Department of Agricultiiral Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, emd stin.ictures may be selected.
Producing for V.'ar Needs
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers. He should then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will make the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on
the nation's markets and so will be making the greatest possible contribution to
the war effort
.




REPORT . . . 1943
n
Labor-saving methods and devices lead to increased wartime production. This homemade waterer,
which may be attached to a pressure system or to a tank wagon, is float controlled, requires little
attention and provides fresh water at all times. Moreover, it is mudhole proof. Upper right — the
hard way.
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Annual Farm Business Report
ON TWEOTY-TWO FASMS IN FAET-OEKG-TYPE AREA 9, 191+5
By J. B. Cujiningham, J. E. Wills, and J. A. Snyderl/
Production changes . Accounting farmers in Farming-Type Area 9 attempted
to step-up production in 191+5 over that of 19^+2 by increasing acres operated, grain
acreage, grain production, o.nr nusiberc. of pigs and hens.
Tahle 1.—Production and Production Changes, All Account Keeping Farms in Area 9
Item (average per farm) I9I+2 19'0 Change
Acres
Acres of grain crops
Number of dairy cows
Number of pigs V7eaned
Number of hens
Total months of labor
Value of machinery (beginning of year)
Tons of grain produced
Value of production of livestock and
livestock products^:/




































. 7 . ; . ' .gpfc
^ Farming-Type Area 9
Fruit and Ver^etable
Although more labor was used in I9I+5
than in 19^2, most of the increase was in opera-
tor's and family labor which averaged I6 months
in 19)+5 and ll+.l months in 19i+2.
Increased machinery and equipment in-
vestments at the beginning of I9I+5 reflect I9I+2
purchases of movable hog houses, brooder houses,
and other livestock equipment rather than large
purchases of tillage tools.
There was an increase of 8 percent in
grain acreage, and grain produced per farm in-
creased 15 percent or from 1+8 tons in I9I+2 to
5I+ tons in 191+5. This increase was due to higher
yields per acre for wheat, oats, barley, and soj;--
beans. Livestock production as measured by re-
ceipts and net increases for livestock and
livestock products which were valued at the same
price for 19^+5 as for 19^+2, showed a slight de-
crease.
was1/ The project was conducted in cooperation with the county farm bureaus and
supervised by the following farm advisers: J. G. McCall, Jackson-Perry;
J. R. Strubinger, Massacj G. C. Smith, Pope-Hardin; and T. L. Davis (L. B. Broom
since March, 19^^+), Pulaski-Alexander.
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TABLE 2.--II^rVEIW0EY CEAl^IGES, CASH RECEIPTS, AND CASH EXPENSES
Accoujiting Farms in Farming-Type Area 9, 19i4-0-19i<-5
Yo^or
farm
Average of all farms in area
Item I9I+5 19ii2 I9U1 igi^o
Inventory Chanrres





















Productive liveatoc}:- ----- li^l
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - - 181
Machinery and equipment - - - - 55
Automobile (farm share) - - - - i;l
$ ^ 2 72 $ -'M :; 585 $ 51U
Cash Beceipts




























































Sheep - - 58
Poultry - 60
Egg sales 119
Total prod^i.ctive livef.toclc- - -
Feed, grain, and seeds- - - - -
( ) 1 5081
587
Machinei-y and equipment - - - - 9h
Automobile (farm share) - - - - ko
2k3
Labor off farm- -------- Ik
2
Total *? $ k 277 2 36k
Cash Expenses




















































Productive livestock: Cattle- - 155
Ho/Js- - - 3h
Sheep - - 9
Poultry - 15
Total productive livestock- - -
Feed and grain purchases- - - -
^ ^ 195)
l8i^
Crop and sealing expense- - - - 96
ffe,chinery and equipment - - - - 1^1+8
Automobile (farm share) ----- 157




Total _-_-___ ti $ 2 691 1 752
Sunmarv




















Farm products used in household 220
Receipts leas expenses- - - - -
Total unpaid labor- ------




Net earnings per farm - - _ - _











TA3LE 3.'--Ii^/EST;«^TS AKD EAPaJlNGS
Accounting Farms in Fariuing-Tj'pe Area 9, 19i!-0-19^3
Item
Ilumber of fai'ias














Feed J grain, and seeds- -
Machinery and equipment -
Automobile (fann. share) -
Total










































































Receipts lens expenr.ej- - - - -
Family labor- ---------
Returns for labor, ca,pital, mgt
.
Operator's labor- -------
Net earnings per farm - - - -
Rate Earned on Investment - - - -
Interest on investment- - - - -

























Ket earnings . The net earnings per farin on an inventory basis were only
slightly higher in 19^3 than in 19'^2; the average was $l,9l'f- in 19'^5 compared with
$1,896 in 19*^-2. The figiire representing net earnings per farm is the sum remain-
ing as compensation for the use of the capital invested in the business and for
the nmnagerial ability of the operator. It is calculated by adding to the cash
balance the value of farm products used in the household and the inventory increases
and by subtracting from the resulting total the value of unpaid laljor. Therefore
this figure indicates the earning power of the business and determines the real
value of the fana and its equipment. The average net earnings per acre were $8.02
in 19^1-3, $8.85 in 19^+2, $5.13 in 19^+1, and $3. '•''•9 in 19^^.
Inventory change s . The
which inventories increased. The
in 19^!-2 and the smallest was $272
in 19^3 ^'^ere for feed, grain, and
erage amounts of grain on hand on
periods were:
year 19^3 was the seventh consecutive year in
largest increase for the past four years was $7^3
in 19^3 (Table 2) . The largest value increases
seeds, even though quantities decreased. The av-
accounting farms in Area 9 at the two Inventory
Beginning of End of







T/iBLE 1^.- -FACTORS EKLPING TO MIA.LYZE THE FARM BUSINESS
Accounting Farms In Farnu.ng-Tjrpe Area 9, 19'+3
Item





Gross eaj^nings per acre-
















Value of land per acre - - - - •
Value of Improved land per acre-
Value of buildings per acre- - •







Percent of land area tillable-






Legume hay and pastur''.- - - -






Value of feed fed to prod, l.s.- - -
Feed fed per acre to prod, l.s.- - -
Returns per $100 worth of feed fed -
Poultry returns per hen- ------
Number of litters farrowed -----
Number of pigs weaned per litter - -
Retui'ns per litter farrowed- - - - -
Average number of cows milked- - - -
"Dairy returns per cow milked - - - -
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre -------
Labor units on crops ---------
Labor imits on livestock -------
Total labor xmits- --.
Total months of labor- --------
Labor units per worker --------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre
Land improvements cost per acre- - - -
Buildings cost per acre- -------
Land tax Der acre- - - --------
a/ Table k, value of improved land.
b/ Fig. 1, value of improved land.







































d/ Table 9, size of farm and value of
feed fed per acre.
e/ Table 3, size of farm.
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CliAlW FOR STUDYING THE EFFICIENCY OF VARIOUS PAETS OF YOUE BUSINESS
Accooiitinfj Fann.s in Farming-Type Area 9> 19^5
The numbers above the double line of the page are the averages for the farms simi-
lar in organization to your farm. By drawing a line across each column at the
place which measures the efficiency of your farm in that factor, you can compare





( Factors chat affect the gross ear iiin£;,s affect ex]oenses
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27.8 388 6.I13 228
21^.8 358 6.15 218
21.8 528 5.85 208
18.8 298 5.53 193
15.8 268 5.23 188
12.8 238 J+.95 178
9.3 203 if-. 63 168
6.8 178 ^.33 158
3.8 ihPj 'j.05 lii8
.8 118 3.73 138
88 3.1+3 128
^i> 30 ;;2 2% 5 3 2 $2 $15 $.30 $10 .sio $1 $1 $2 $.20
*Each space between lines represents the value indicated at bottom of each column.
TABL2 5. --USE OF TII.LABLE lAtlD AI© OTHB^R FACTORS
RELATED TO TIffi VALUI'J OF IMPROVED LAKH
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 9> 19^3
Value of Improved land
Average value of improved land
Number of farms -------
Acres per farm- -------
Percent of land area tillable






Legume hay and pastiire- - -
Nonlegume hay and pastui'e -
Gross earnings per acre - - - •
Gross expenses per acre - - -
Net earnings per acre - - - - .
























1 1 1 ' 1 1
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III . 1 . 1
. _ J,_i.-14—1—I—1 1 i~J ' 1 .J .'. .1.-1 £_'..-.
$20 $50 %'hO $50
Per acre value of improved land
Fig. l.--Avera^'e yields of corn, oats, and wheat
with varying values of improved land.
^:>j
Unpaid family la'qor. The total vali;ation of "onpald labor was higher for
19J-t5 than for any other year in the past four. Tliis increase resulted principally
frora the fact that the physical Ichor of the operator and other meaibers of the
family was valued at prevailing farm wages which were approximately $70 per month
in 19it5, $55 per month in 19^2, th^- per month in ].9^1, and $^4-0 per month in 19l<-0.
Variations in farm earnings. A wide variation was fo^ond in earnings on
the farms in Area 9. For example, 6 farms earned less than eight percent on their
investment; but 8 farms eam.ed l8 percent or more. After deducting all farm ex-
pennes and a charge of 5 percent for the use of the capital invested in the bi.isi-
ness, the former gi'oup of operators had $338 for their labor and management earn-
ings contrasted with $5>58l for the latter group. The variation in earnings for
all tjie records in the area m&b as follows:



















Net i Labor and
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Variable standards a?.'e used in analyzing the farm business (Table l^-)
.
They make allowances for the following facts: (l) that the quality of land af-
fects the cropping system and the crop yields; (2) that the kind of livestock in-
fluences the araou_nt of feed fed and the returns per $100 worth of feed fed; (3)
that the size and intensity of the farm business affects practically all the cost
items; and {k) that price relationships and quantities of the products produced
affect the relative profitableness of various types of farming for any particular
year.
The terms used in the tables are the same as the terms used in the Illi-
nois farm account book. For example, "improved land" is classified on page 1 of
the farm acco\in.t book. It means crop land, tillable pasture, and land occupied by
farmstead, roads, and lanes. Likevrise, "crop acres" are listed on page 20 of the
farm account book. They include all the tillable land on which a large amount of
work has been done in pi-eparing a seedbed or in cultivating or harvesting a crop.
(Hotfe: A ls,bor unit is explained on page 12.)
Land Use and Crop Yields
The percent of tillable land in grain crops tended to increase as the
value per acre for improved land izicreased (Table 5) • Likewise, the earnings pei-
acre and the land tax per acre tended to ixicrease as the value of improved land in-
creased. On the other hand, the percent of tillable land in legume and nonlegujne
hay and pastiore tended to decrease as the va?.ue of the land increased.
Yields per acre for com, oats, and wheat increased as the land value in-
creased (Fig, 1). Sy using Table 5 and Figure 1, the accoujit keeper may find out
whether his acreage in various crops, crop yields, and earnings per acre were hi'^h
or low in comparison with the average of other farms in his area having about the
same value of improved land.
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TABLE 7.--S0IIRCE OF INCOME EELATZD TO FAEM EArJIIlHGS AJNT) OTHER FACTORS








Percent of income for productive livestock -
Percent of income from crops --------
Investments
Total per farai --------------
Total per acre --------------
Land per acre- --------------
Land improvements per acre --------
Buildings per acre ------------






Net earnings per acre- ----------
Rate earned on investment- --------
Labor and management earnings- ------
Size and Intensity
Acres per farm --------------
Percent of land area tillable- ------
Percent of tillable land in grain- - - - -
Percent in hay and pasture --------
Feed fed per acre to productive livestock-
Months of labor per 100 crop acres - - - -
Total months of labor- ----------




Per $100 feed fed
Eog returns per litter- ---------
Dairy ret-orns per cow- ----------
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre ---------
Labor units on crops -----------
Labor 'onits on livestock ---------
Total labor units- -----------
Labor units per worker ----------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre - -
Land improvements cost per acre- - - - - -
Buildings cost per acre- ---------









































































The grouping of accoiHiting farms according to source of income gives
each farmer an opportvmitj' to compare his farm with the average of other farms
having similar soui'ces of income. It also gives him an opportunity to study in-
vestments, land use, crop yields, labor requirements, horse and machinery require-
ments, and other factors that are associated with various types of farming.
Intgrpretation of table. Each farmer should, however, use caution in
interpreting the data in Table 7. For example, the fact that the less intensive
livestock faiuis earned IU.5 percent on the investment for 19'+5 axid the more in-
tensive livestock fanus earned 11.1 percent does not mean that such a relation-
ship will prevail over a long period of years. The relative profitableness of
enterprises is due largely to conditions affecting price and production.
Iti compai'ing the returns on the various groups of farms per $100 worth
of feed fed, one should consider the fact that there is a wide variation in the
needed returns per $100 worth of feed fed to pay for feed (including pasture),
labor, equipment, buildings, and other costs. According to 5-year averages of
complete cost studies (1953-1957), the necessary returns were: poultry, $195;
dairy cattle, $157; hogs, $127 and feeder cattle, $117.
Labor . Labor cost per crop acre varied from $12.69 on the less inten-
sive livestock farms to $1^.89 on the more intensive livestock farms; whereas,
labor units per workei" were practically thfe same on the two groups of farms.
Variation between groups was greater in labor units on crops than in labor units
on livestock.
Labor input per 100 crop acres was lowest on the leas intensive live-
stock farms, where 18.8 months of labor per 100 acres were used, and highest on
the farms with the most livestock, where 22.8 months of labor were used. There
was only I.9 months difference between the two groups in the total months of labor.
Other expense factors . Eorse and machinery cost per crop acre averaged
$7.55 on the less intensive livestock farms and $8.77 on the more intensive live-
stock farms; land improvements cost per acre and buildings cost per acre were
about the same on the two groups of fanos.
Size of Farm
When average farm earnings are above the capitalization rate (5 percent
is the usual rate used), large farms usually show higher labor and management earn-
ings than small farms. Conversely, when average farm earnings are below the
capitalization rate, large fainns show a greater loss. In 19^5, with fami earnings
averaging 12.8 percent, the labor and management earnings on the 10 largest farms
averaged $2,52i^ contrasted with 1,585 on the 12 smallest farms.
The rate earned on investment did not show any variation due to size of
the farm.
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TABLE 8. --SIZE OF FARl-1 imiATED TO FAPM FAEIUNGS AKD OTHER FACTORS
Accounting Farms in Farming-Type Area 9; 19^3
Item
Total acres in farm
Wiyaber of farms ---------------
Acres per farm- ---------------
Investment s
Total per farm- --------------
Total per acre- --------------
Land improvements per acre- --------
Buildings per acre- ------------
Machinery per acre- ---------- —
Earnings
Per farm
Gross earnings- ---------- -^-
Gross expenses- -------------
Net earnings- ------------._
Net earnings per acre ---r--------
Rate earned on investment ---------
Labor and management earnings -------
Size and Intensity
Percent of land area tillable -------
Percent of tillable land in grain - - - - -
Percent in hay and pasture- --------
Feed fed per acre to productive livestock -
Percent of income from productive livestock
Percent of income from crops- -------
Months of labor per 100 crop acres- - - - -




Per $100 feed fed -------------
Hog retui-ns per litter- ---,------.
Kairy returns per cow -----------
Labor Factors
Labor cost per crop acre- ---------
Labor units on crops- -----------
Labor ijinits on livestock- ---------
Total labor units ------------
Labor units per worker- ----------
Other Expense Factors
Horse and machinery cost per crop acre- - -
La,nd improvements cost per acre ------
Buildings cost per acre ----------























:> 1 357 ;; 2 580
8.1^3 7.73
12.8^ 12.7^3

























Inteusitj . The smaller farms vere operated more lntensive].y than were
the larger ones. This variation was indicated by the higher proportion of land
tillable and the higher percent of tillable land in grain, the larger amount of
feed fed per acre to productive livestock, and by more months of labor per 100
crop acres.
Labor. As the size of the farms Increased from less than 201 acres to
201 acres or more, the labor cost per crop acre decreased from $l4.58 to $13. l6.
On the other hand, labor units on crops increased from 9.2 to l8.6; labor units
on livestock increased from 10.9 to 1?.'+; total labor units increased from 20.1
to 36. 0; and labor units per worker increased from I3.6 to lU.i<-.
Other r^x^^enne items. The average cost per crop acre varied for horses
and machinery from $8.92 on the small farms to $7.57 on the large farms; for
buildings, from $.78 to $.6l; and for land tajces, from $.75 to $.59.
The method used to increase the volume of business depended upon the
individual farm. Some farm operators apparently increased the volume of their
business by improving the quality and increasing the amount of livestock; others,
by growing more intensive crops, by increasing crops yields, or by developing
special markets; still others, by increasing the acreage operated or by applying
combinations of the above methods.
Labor and Eorse and Machinery Expenses
Labor and horse and machinery expenses per crop acre increase as the
amount of livestock per acre increases, but decrease as the size of farm increases.
Therefore the efficiency of a farm in using labor and machinery should be deter-
mined by comparing the expenses on the individual farm with those of other farms
of the same size having eimzllar amounts of livestock per acre. The average labor
cost per crop acre and the average horse and machinery cost per crop acre are
shown for farms grouped according to acres per farm and value of feed fed per acre
to productive livestock (Table 9)'
TABLE 9. --LABOR COST PER CROP ACRE AliD HORSE Alffi MACKXIJERY COST PER CROP
ACRE FOR VARIATION IN SIZE OF FARM ME) AI40UNT OF FEED FED PER
ACilE TO PR0DUCTI\Ti: LIVESTOCK
Accoimting Farms in Farming-T^^pe Area 9> 19^3
Feed fed per acre Feed fed per acre
Less
j $9,00 Less $9.00
than ! or than or




(labor cost per crop acre)
1
(horse and machinei'y
cost per crop acre)
Less than 201 $13.^6 ! $1LM2 $ 8.60 $ 8.90
201 or more 12.98 13.1^3 6.72 8.1^7
-Vc
... . Supplcitentcxry Labor /jialysis
Lator units are used in this report to supplement the foregoing measures
of labor efficiency.
A labor unit is essentially the same as a war unit. It is the approximate
amount of time under average conditions that io required to talze care of a dairy
cov for one year or to do an equivalent araount of work with otlier livestock or
crops. For example, the labor unit assumes that one dairy cow requires about as
much work as 5.5 acres of corn, 8.j5 acres of soybeans for grain, 2.k.'^ acres of
small grain or hay, 10' beef cows, 20 feeder cattle, 3 litters of pigs, 53 sheep,
l60 feeder lambs, or 77 hens.
Obviously, no other computation of work units for the individual farmer
will agree with those written in this report unless the acres and classification
of crops as well as the numbers and kinds of livestock are the same as those re-




Labor simplification is suggested by the pictare on the front cover of
this report. For additional suggestions, ideas, and plans see your fajTH adviser
or write directly to the University of Illinois, for the following publications:
Department of Agricultural Economic s
"Making Your Labor Go Further," mimeograph AE-2182
"Feeding Cattle With Less Labor" AE-2169
"Making the Most of Available Labor," AE-2001
Emergency Farm Labor Office
"Making Food With Less Labor," printed leaflet
Department of A^'icultvjal Engineering
"Hog Equipment," Circular 55^
In addition, the Department of Agricultural Engineering supplies lists from which
plans for labor saving devices, equipment, Jiiid structiires may be selected.
Producing for V'ai', "Needs
The account keeper should use the standards in this report to compare
his own production with that of other account keepers. He should then adopt on
his farm the kind of farm plan and the management practices that will malce the
best possible use of land, buildings, livestock, labor, machinery, and other re-
sources for the duration of the war. Thus he will have more products to put on
the nation's markets and so will be making the greatest possible contribution to
the war effort.
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COr-IPLETE COSTS MTO FAi^ BUSINESS ANALYSIS ON 25 FAEIvIS
IK CHAMPAIGN AND PIATT COUNTIES, ILLINOIS, 19l^3
By
R. H. Wilcox, J. E. Harris, and H, C. M. Case
TEE SITUATION
This preliminary report is based upon records kept by 25 farmers in Champaign
and Piatt Counties for the year 19't-3« The records were kept in cooperation with the
University, but no supervision or direction of operations on the farm was exer-
cised by the University. This is the thirty-first year of the continuous farm cost
study in Illinois.—'
The report consists principally of itemized tables which present comparisons
of the cost of producing each crop and each class of livestock on all the cooperating
farms, together with the cost of man labor and horse and tractor power. Various effi-
ciency factors are presented, and their relation to income is expressed both as rate
of interest earned on investment in the farm business and as wage earned by the opera-
tor for his own labor and management.
The Area Studied
Champaign and Piatt Counties are located in east-central Illinois, close to
the Illinois-Indiana line, and are typical of the Illinois cash-grain area.
Farms Included in the Study
Pecords show that farmers cooperating in the study obtained higher yields
knd had better managed farms than did the average farmers in the area. As a result,
it is safe to assume that farmers in the study have lower costs than do manjr of their
neighbors. However, it is believed that figures from these cost farms may safely be
used for the major purposes of this study, which are to show variations in costs from
farm to farm or year to year, and to point to the opportunity for greater efficiency
of production through the use of improved farm practices.
The Year 19>^5
The May rainfall was the heaviest in ^k years of record. Heavy showers began
luring the last week in April and continued at frequent intervals throughout the
greater part of May. Rainfall in May at Urbana, in Champaign County, was 7 .k inches
above normal. As a result the planting of corn on several cost farms was delayed lontil
the first week in June. The late-planted corn matuj-ed well because the first killing





J Crop costs for the first 25 years were published in Illinois Bulletin Uu?
.
Table 1. --Distribution of Land in Cost-Accounting Farms,
Champaign and Piatt Counties
Use of land
Harvested crops
Crop land not harvested
Rotation pasture













cz n; 5.7 .
1.5 2.0 .
281.1 281.5
The farms in the study averaged 28l acres in size, or about 85 acres larger
than the average-sized farm in the two counties. Farms of varying sizes were selected
for the cost work so that a study could be made of the effect of size on farm opera-
tions and costs. The largest farm in the 19^5 study contained 68O acres and the
smallest, 79 acres.
Harvested crops were grown on 87 percent of the farm area. The 19^5 acreage
shown an Table 1 as crop land not harvested was in red clover hay. Although not a
good stand, it was left because the hay acreage was short. As it t^orned out, there
was not enough hay on these fields to pay for cutting it.
Table 2. --Distribution of Crop Area, Average Crop YieldSj
Accounting Farms, Champaign and Piatt Counties
and Crop Costs on Cost-
•
Average Average' net Variation in
Percent of yield per cost per cost per bushel
crop land acre bushel or ton or ton in 1914-5
Crnn 19i^2 iqif5 1942 191+5 19U? 19U^ High Low
Com 56.97 57.29 71.1+ 66.5 $.293 $.509 $.1+11+ $.200
Oats (combined) 10.51+ 8.55 38.0 52.7 .551+ .1+27 .621 .501+
Oats (threshed) 5.26 5.20 51.8 56,0 .553 .506 .578 .597
Soybeans 39.61+ ilo.55 25.9 25.5 .728 .71+6 1.008 .602
Winter wheat .8^- 1.77 15.0 20.0 -- .797 1.759 .61+1^
Alfalfa hay 2.22 1.39 2.8 2.1 9.53 12.5I+ 20.16 7.67
Clover hay i+.55 5.19 1.1+ 2.0 12.75 15-91 50.56 12.65
Soybean hay .60 • 96 1.7 1.8 15.56 16.60 1+2.^9 7.10
























195^ 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 19^0 19I+I 19i<-2 19i^5
Fig. 1. --Hired Labor Cost Per Hour on Champaign and Piatt Coimty
Cost Farms, 195^+- 19^+5
The 19^5 average hourly wage rate of farm laborers on the cost farms was I60
percent of the 19^0 rate. Monthly cash wages of hired farm labor for the state as a
whole were I8I percent of those paid in 19^0. The hourly wage rate on the cost farms
rose more slowly than state-wide cash wages because the value of perquisites (house,
meat, milk, eggs, etc.) furnished to farm labor and figured as part of the hourly wage
rate did not advance so fast as cash farm weiges.
CROP PRODUCTION COSTS
VvTien the
same crops, wide d
may be misleading,
those of high prof
was made to charge
tory method has be
and soybeans, draw
grains and hays.
costs of individual crops are compared with the prices of these
ifferences appear. Taking only one such crop into consideration
howevei', because the farmer must combine crops of low profit with
it in order to have a well-rounded farming plan. Also, no attempt
the crops for fertility removed from the soil because no aatisfac-
en found for evaluating it. The more profitable crops, such as corn
more heavily on soil fertility than do the less profitable small
In the interest of good farming and the continued low cost of production, it
is necessary to include small grains as nurse crops and clovers as soil-building crops.
Soth groups are less profitable than corn and soybeans, for example, but all of them
are needed to make the rotation as a whole profitable over a period of years. The
farmers in this study are doing a better- than-average job of developing rotations that
jresult in low costs of production and continued high yields; therefore their costs are
lower and their earnings are higher than those found on the average farm of the area.
The cost records, however, show the ways in which farmers can economize in their opera-
tions and the degree to which profitable practices affect farm income.
4.
Corn
The average acre cost of producing corn In 19^3 was $21. 2^)-. This included
$15,08 for operating cost in growing and harvesting the crop, $1.38 for taxes, and
$6.78 for the use of land. With an average yield of 66.5 bushels an acre, the "bushel
coat was 50.9 cents. In 19'<-2 with a yield of Tl-'^- bushels the bushel cost was 29-5
cents, and in 19^+1 with a yield of 72.1!- bushels it was 26.8 cents. Because of improve
ment in prices, coi^n showed a profit of $kk-.Ck an acre. The crop was credited to the
field at harvest prices, which averaged 98 cents a bushel. In 19''-5 yields on the 25
farmp varied from a low of '1-5 bushels an acre to a high of 87 bushels an acre; and
cost varied from, a low of 20 cents a bushel to a high of hi cents.
i'
Oats (combined) I
Seventy-three percent of the oats on the cost farms was harvested with the
combine. The cost of producing an acre of combined oats in 19^3 was $16.13 compared
to $1^.96 in 19^2. The cost per bushel was 42.7 cents in 19^5 and 55,4 cents in
1942. The coramon practice was to windrow the oats and combine out of the windrow.
The yield of the corabii:ied oats varied from a low of 17 bushels an acre to n high of
49 bushels. Bushel costs varied from a low of 50.4 cents to a high of 62.1 cents.
With oata credited to the field at 66 cents a bushel and with an average yield of 52.7
bushels an acre, the crop made a margin of $7-62 an acre above costs.
Oats (threshed)
Six of the 23 farmers who produced oats threshed the crop. The average acre
cost of producing threshed oats was S20.23. The net cost an acre (after crediting
straw and pasture for livestock) vras $4.28 an acre above the net cost of combined oats
The cost per bushel of threshed oats in 1945 was 50.6 cents compared with 42,7 as the
cost of combined oats. The acre yield for threshed oats was 56 bushels, or, nearly 5-5
bushels more than the yield of oats windrowed and combined.
Soybeans
The average cost of producing an acre of soybeans was $19.09 in 1945 com- |
pared to $18.98 in 1942 and $17.05 in 1941, As with other crops the range in cost of
production of soybeans was wlde^-from a low of 60.2 cents per bushel to a high of
$1.01, with an average cost of 74.6 cents. Because of a price of $1.80 a bushel at
harvest time, soybeans ranked hext to corn in profit per acre; the net profit an acre
after meeting all costs was $26.69.
For the three years ending in 1943, the average cost of producing an acre of
soybeans was $l8.40 compared with $20.75 for corn, but although an acre of corn cost
about $2.50 more than an acre of soybeans; the acre yield of com in bushels was 2.6
times that of soybeans.
5.
winter Wheat
Winter wheat was grown on only five farms. Only 1.8 percent of the crop
land on these farms was in wheat in 19'i-5 compared to 8.5 percent ten years earlier.
The yields of wheat varied from 5.8 bushels an acre to 2^.2 bushels, and costs per
bushel varied from 6k-. k cents to $1.7^. All but one of the wheat fields showed a
profit; but corn, soybeans, and the legume hays proved to be more profitable crops.
Alfalfa Hay
Alfalfa hay was grown on 15 farms with an average of 7-82 acres per farm.
Wide variations in yield occurred, and the average yield of 2.05 tons was consider-
ably less than that usually secured in this area. The cost of producing an acre of
alfalfa hay was $25.75> and with the yield only slightly over two tons, the average
cost per ton was $12.5^- The averag'e price of $20 a ton at harvest time returned a
net profit of $15. 0^)- an acre above all costs. Many farmers in this area are not
ideally situated for the production of alfalfa, and total hay requirements are limited
by the amount of livestock kept. Nevertheless the results, even in an adverse year,
indicate the desirability of more general use of this crop. Alfalfa has proved to be
the most profitable hay crop in the area year in and year out because it outyields
other hays grown and it commands a higher price than other hays.
Clover Hay
Eleven of the 25 farms produced clover hay; on two of the eleven, clover
that would have been plowed down if weather In the spring had permitted was allowed
to stand over. The yield of clover hay on the other farms in 19^+5 vas low, however,
averaging less than one ton per acre. After deducting for seed and pasture, the av-
erage net cost of an acre of clover hay, was $15-51 and the income was $l8.72, so
that there was a small profit per acre. The average cost per ton was $15. 91- Clover
hay has a beneficial effect upon the crop which follows in the rotation, and for this
reason the net cost of hay produced should not be taken as the sole measure of the
value of the crop in the rotation.
Soybean Hay
Soybean hay was harvested on l8 of the farms. The average acre cost of
soybean hay in 19^15 was about $9 above the coat of an acre of corn yielding 66 bushels.
Where soybean hay was produced, the acreage was small; in most instances it was ob-
tained by cutting the borders of soybean grain fields or was sown as an emergency crop
in the low spots on the farm where the regular field crops were drowned out in the
spring. The cost of soybean hay may be kept down by not handling the hay more than is
absolutely necessary. Farmers with low soybean hay costs used the side delivery rake
and hay loader to reduce the man labor and power on the crop.
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In general the livestock enterprises on these east-central Illinois farms
were not able to convert farm-grown grains and roughages into livestock and livestock
products at a profit in 19^5 • Hogs were the one exception to the general disparage-
ment betv;een feed prices and prices of livestock and livestock products.
Hogs
In this area the size of the hog enterprise varies greatly from fami to
farm. Of the 21 famis producing hogs in 19^3 > six produced less than 10,000 poimds
of pork; five, between 10,000 and 20,000; four, between 20,000 and 30,000; and six,
more than 30,000 pounds. The avera^^e for the group was 22,633 pounds, which was
5,000 pounds more per farm than was produced in 193 5 > and double that produced per
farm in 1923.
Cost of production averaged $12.69 a hundred pounds live weight compared
with $9.71 in 19ij-2 and $7-51 in 19lt-l. The higher cost in 19^3 was due almost entirely
to higher feed costs. The range in cost from farm to farm in 19^5 varied from $10.15
to $22.26 a hundred pounds, and the feed cost from $7-5^ to $15-24. For the average
of the group, feed cost represented 75 percent of total cost.
High hog costs are also frequently due to direct losses caused by disease,
unthrifty hogs caused by internal parasites or disease, losses of piga at farrowing
1 time, or poor feeding practices.
Milk Cattle
I
Milk production was not profitable on these farms in 19^3; in fact, 19^3
' was the most unprofitable milk-producing year in these two counties since 1931- It
cost $3-75 to produce one hundred pounds of whole milk which sold for $2.35. Produc-
ing milk under the existing feed and price ratio proved to be profitable on only four
of the 25 farms where dairy cows were kept.
Since 1938, and especially in the past two years, there has been a marked
swing toward more milk production on farms in the heart of this cash-grain area.
Among the 28 farmers cooperating in the cost work in Champaign and Piatt coujities in
1933, not one had as many as 10 cows. In 19^3 milk production was an important enter-
I
prise on at least seven of the fanas where over 10 milking cows were kept. On nine
farms a few dairy cows were kept mainly to supply the family; if these farms had a
surplus of milk at any time, it was separated and the sour cream was marketed. On
all the cost farms milk production increased 23 percent between I928 and 19^5 as a
result of the effort of these fannei's to meet the need for milk at this time.
Table 13 shows that the average milk production per cow was only slightly
more than 6,200 pounds for the year. Farmers that made a profit from their dairies
had cows that produced more than this average; however, there does not seem to be
much relation between milk production per cow and the cost of milk on these farms.
i
The net cost of maintaining a milk cow in 19^3 was $255 and the value of the
milk produced by the cow was worth $175 »74, a loss of $57.26 per milk cow or $56.22
per animal unit in the dairy herd.
^6.
Feeder Cattle
Five of the farmers fed beef calves or yearlings which were finished and
shipped to market in 19^3 • The figiires on the cost of feeding steers shown in Table
ik represent the cost of putting on gains from the time the steers were purchased
in 19^2 until they were sold in 19^5 • The weight of the steers when purchased varied
from lj-80 to 682 pounds, and their cost by the tirae they reached the farm ranged from
$9.58 to $13.36 a hundred pounds. J
flocl!
Feed was 83 percent of the fattening cost. For each 100 poiAnds of gain,
the cattle were fed 772 pounds of corn and 385 pounds of hay and silage and were
past'jred 10 days. When the steers were sold, their owners received 8I cents a bushel
for all the corn fed to them aftei' the market price of all other feeds had been paid
and all other expenses met. The price realized for corn when sold through feeder
steers was I8 cents a bushel below the farm price of the com as it was fed.
I
Hogs were placed in the feedlot with all the feeder cattle under study. The
gains made by hogs while they were following cattle were credited to the cattle at I
the average yearly price received for the hogs sold from the farm. The hogs* gain in
j
weight from corn An steer droppinfiS depended largely on the weight of the steers and \ii
the kind and amount of corn fed to them. The following factors were used in calculat
ing the gains in hogs when they ran behind feeder cattle:
Fork Per Bushel of Corn Fed to Steers
(Steers not fed silage) 1
Kind of corn
fed to cattle Yearling: steers Calves
(lb. of pork)
Broken ear 1.5
Corn- and cob -meal .5 -3
Crushed eaj" .75 •>
Ground shelled .5 .3











Beef herds with more than 10 cows were maintained on only two of the 25
farms; on five additional farms small numbers of beef cows were carried. Diuring the
past few years dairy cattle have tended to displace beef herds. Only two of the beef
herds were able to pay market prices for the feeds they were fed and still show a
profit. All but three of them, however, were able to pay for all the concentrated
feeds and other expenses and still leave something to pay for the labor used and the






For the average of 25 poultry flocks included in the records, the profit
was $7.77. Ten of the flocks showed profits ranging to $293.62, and 15 had losses.
Two causes of losses are apparent from the figures that appear in Table I6:
flocks too small for efficient handling, and low egg production per hen. In this
area poultry is usually a minor enterprise, being kept mainly to supply table needs.
Facilities for proper care of poultry are often inadequate. On most farms the effi-
ciency of the flock could be greatly increased even though it is small.
On some fanas the practice of buying baby chicks rather than hatching them
at home has placed greater emphasis on meat production. Because of the two sources
of income, meat and eggs, the net cost of eggs was calculated by dividing the total
cost for the flock between meat and eggs in the same proportion as the income from
these sources. On this basis the net cost per dozen eggs was 35. S cents in 19^^-5 com-
pared to 55 cents in 19^*-2 and I8.3 cents in 19'+1.
The poultry enterprise on these farms returned kS cents for each hour of
labor spent on it. From this standpoint poultry is relatively more profitable than
is indicated by the cost data.
Sheep
Sheep were kept on 11 farms in 19^5 > but all flocks were small in size.
Only one made a net gain above costs; the rest showed a loss. The average net loss
was $99.99 a flock.
On most farms small flocks of sheep are used mainly to utilize nonmarket-
able feeds and to clean up weeds. Because of the small size of the enterprise and
because too much marketable grain is frequently fed, the income often does not equal
the total costs; in other words, labor and equipment may usually be used more effi-
ciently on a flock of larger size. On the other hand, farms may not be adapted to
handling flocks of larger size and it may be beneficial to have a small flock to help
keep weeds down even though no direct profit is returned.
In determining the costs shown in Table 17, an attempt was made to place a
market value on the feeds these flocks consumed. It is difficult to determine what
price, if any, the nonmarketable feed would have brought on the market, however.
28.
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LABOR Am POWEE COSTS
Man-Labor Costs
.
, The total man-labor costs include cash and perquisites furnished to hired
labor in the form of board and room, or a house with land for a garden, and meat,
milk, eggs, or other farm products, plus local labor wages for the operator and mem-
bers of his family. On these farms which averaged 28l acres, the total man-labor cost
was $2,273.20, of which $911.70 was hired-labor cost. The houj^ly labor rates varied
from 56 cents to 50 cents an hour, with an average of kh cents.
.
Table I8. --Man-Labor Costs, Including, the Cost of Husking and Detasselinft Corn
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Hours of labor performed
by hired men
Cost an hour of hired labor
(including husking and detasseling)





























































Net labor on farm $
i^2.
Horse-Labor Costs
Horses vere used in operating 15 of the 25 farms. On only one did the total
yearly performance per horse amount to more than 500 hours. The annual cost of main-
taining a horse varied from a low of $'+9- 75 to a high of $l6l.26. Horses with a
maintenance cost of $'4-9.75 worked 8? hours during the year; those with a maintenance




All of the 25 farmers used tractors as the principal source of power. Five*
had thi'ee tractors for part or all of the year (one owned and used three tractors
cooperatively with his brother on an adjoining farm), eight had two, and the remain-
ing 12 had one. Thus a total of U5 tractors was used in operating the 25 farms. One
farmer who had three tractors at the beginning of the year sold one after spring work
was finished and ended the year with two. A father and son operating adjoining farmis
each owned one tractor which they used on both farms.
The di^awbar-horse power ratings of the '+3 tractors were obtained from the
repoi'ts of the Nebraska Tractor Tests and were found to vary from 9-8 to 29.2. For
the purpose of analyzing and comparing operating costs, the tractors were divided
into three groups: (l) those with drawbar-horsepower ratings between 9-0 and I6.O,
(2) those with ratings between I6.0 and 21.0, and (5) those with ratings between 21.0
and 50.0. These groupini^^s are somewhat arbitrary, although there appear to be logi-
cal breaks in horsepower between the groups selected.
More man labor and more repairs were required to keep tractors in good
running order in 19^3 than in 19'-tl and 19^2. Because of greater repairs, deprecia-
tion was lighter. The total combined cost of depreciation, repairs, and man labor
in 19^+5 was more for the smaller tractors and about the same for the larger tractors
as the total cost of these items in both 19hl and 19^4-2.
The per hour cost for tractors in the 9.0 to I6.O drawbar rating group
vai"ied from a low of 25.3 cents to a high of 6U.3 cents. The average cost of operat-
ing these small tractors, not including the time of the operator, was kQ.^ cents an
I
hour
In the 16. to 21. Q drawbar rating group the cost per houjr varied from a
low of 35.^ cents to a high of 78.9 cents. The tractor vith the lowest cost per hour
of use was operated 71*+ hours with practically no repairs; the one with the highest
cost was operated 563 hours and repairs eimounted to $1^+2. Both tractors were pur-
chased in 19^1.
The average houi-ly cost of operating tractors in the I6.O to 21.0 drawbar
rating group was 1+9.5 cents (not including operator's time) compared with k&.k cents
an hour of operation in I9I+2 and 52.8 cents in I9I+I. The nvimber of hours these
tractors were used in 19'<-5 was materially greater than in either 19^2 or I9I+I.
The operating cost of tractors in the 21.0 to 30.0 drawbar rating group
varied from a low of 39.2 cents an hour for a tractor used 527 hours to a high of
$1.39 an hour for a secondhand tractor bought in February 19^3 and used only 135
hours. The average operating cost of the I6 tractors of 21.0 to 30. drawbar rating
was 62.2 cents an hour. Nearly all machines in this rating group were used with
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Farm earnings in 19^4-5 were the highest recorded since the cost accounting
work in Champaign and Piatt Counties began 25 years ago. These high earnings were
due to exceptionally good crop yields and to good prices for crops and livestock. In
general, farmers who fed considerable livestock in 19^3 did not fare so well as those
who sold most of their grain for cash. This period of high income was in distinct
contrast with such periods as the early 1950 's, when farm income failed to equal op-
erating expenses and there was no return for the use of capital. Farm debts, however,
are paid from long-term farm earnings. During the entire period of this study, the
annual earnings on these better-than-average farms were about 7.8 percent on the
total investment. This return is probably 5^ percent higher than the average earned
by all farmers in this same area. From the results of many studies made by this de-
partment, it is safe to assume that the 19^3 income of the average farm in the area
v/aa comparable to that of the lower one-third of the farms in this study.
TEE ANALYSIS OF THE FARM BUSINESS
The cost, incomes, profits and losses, yields, labor and power requirements,
other physical factors in crop production, and the feed and labor used for each live-
stock enterprise of the 25 farms in the study have been set forth in the preceding
pages. The following tables (Tables 25, 2i^, and 25) bring together in convenient form
some pertinent information dealing largely with the farms as a whole. The comparisons
afforded here should be of particular value to the individual cooperator in his efforts
to improve the management of the farm.
In Tables 25, 2k, and 25, the farms are arranged in order of the rate earned
on investment. The figures in the other columns do not have any particular order.
Farms differ in many respects, and usually a farm with a high income has some points
of weakness and a farm with a low income has some points of strength.
At the foot of each column, figures are shown for the high- and low-income
farms and for the average of the group. These figures are an aid in making compari-
sons with individual farms.
Description of Table 25 (page 52)
Rate earned on capital represents the net income of the farm expressed as a
percentage of the total investment. The value of the labor of the farmer and his
family is deducted as an expense, but no compensation is allowed for his management.
Total investment per acre is the combined value of land, improvements (ex-
cept operator's dwelling), machinery, feed, grain, and livestock, as shown in the open-
ing inventory, divided by the total farm acreage.
Operating capital per acre is the sum of the capital invested in the farm
business other than real estate. The principal items in the operating capital are the
investment in livestock, machinerj', grain, and feed at the beginning of the year. A
high operating capital usually indicates an intensive faim business.
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Investment and expense 'onder farm tuildings per acre is the total investment
and annual expense for buildings reduced to an acre basis. High figures often show
overinvestment in buildings, and very low figures often indicate inadequate buildings.
Investment and expense under fencing per acre may represent a considerable
burden.
Gross income per acre is the sum of sales, increases in inventory, products
used in the household, and perquisites furnished to labor, divided by the total fann
acreage. The total expense includes cash expenditures, decreases in inventory perqui-
sites furnished labor, and the value of lonpaid labor of farm operator and family.
Net income per acre is the difference between the gross income and the total
expense an acre.
Description of Table 2U (page 52)
Crop acres in farm indicates the acreage upon which work was performed (such
as prepar-ing a seedbed, planting, or harvesting).
Investment and expense under crop machinery per crop acre is the burden each
acre of crops must bear for the machinery (not including power) which is necessary to
work it. Machinery expense per acre includes the cost of power-drawn machines hired
to do custom work on the farm.
Man labor cost per crop acre is the value of hired labor plus the value of
the time of the farm operator and members of the farm family. This time is charged
at hired man's wages and is distributed over each crop acre in the farm.
Power cost per crop acre includes the acre cost of tractor power, truck ex-
pense, horse labor, and the farm share of automobile expense. Power cost includes the
cost of power hired to do custom work on the farm.
Power and machinery cost per acre is the total of the power cost and machin-
ery expense shown per crop acre.
Labor, power, and machinery cost per crop acre includes the combined cost of
three items.
Man labor ^onder "cost per $100 gross income" represents the amoiant of each
$100 of income required to pay the total labor bill (operator, family, hired labor,
and perquisites).
Power and machinery under "cost per $100 gross income" is that amount of the
$100 of income represented by the machinery and horse costs.
Total farm ^onder "costs per $100 gross income" is the amount of each $100 of
income required to pay total expenses.
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Description of Table 25 (page 55)
Labor and management wage is the income left to pay for the lahor and man-
agement of the operator after all other expenditures and interest at 5 percent on the
total farm investment have been deducted from gross income.
Hours of man labor performed per farm io the time devoted to the farm busi-
ness by the operator, members of his family, and hired labor. The figure for opera-
tor's labor increased 585 hours in 19^3 over 19^0.
Man equivalent per farm represents the average number of men used on the
farm and assumes that each man worked 2,511 hours per year, the average number of
ho'ors for the 25 operators.
The percentage of total labor cost which hired labor coct represents indi-
cates the extent to which the farm is dependent on hired labor. Hired labor was 39
percent of the total labor cost in 19'^-5 compared with 50 percent in 1937'
General farm expense includes miscellaneous expenditures, such as taxes on
land in the farmstead, farm share of auto expense, farm bureau dues, farm papers, and
the other expendit^rres which cannot be allocated directly to any productive farm enter-
prise. It also includes labor spent in cutting hedgerows, cutting weeds in fencerows,
etc. The costs of these general or overhead items are grouped together and propor-
tioned to the crop and livestock enterprises on the basis of amounts of man labor used.
Investment per acre in productive livestock includes the average of the
beginning and closing inventories of livestock other than horses reduced to an acre
basis.
Livestock income per acre and returns per $100 invested in productive live-
stock vary with the kind of livestock; dairy cattle, hogs, and poultry usually show a
more rapid tiurnover and higher relative returns per $100 invested than do beef herds
and sheep.
Returns per $100 feed fed are a good measure of livestock efficiency, al-
though they obviously are affected by the relative prices of livestock and feed. To
be profitable, livestock should pay more than market prices for feed, although some
feeds used have little or no sales value.
Feed fed per acre to productive livestock indicates the intensity of live-
stock production on a farm.
Farm Efficiency Chart (page 55)
Of the 52 comparisons shown in Tables 23, 2k, and 25, seventeen have been
selected as a basis for a farm efficiency chart. When the position of each farm with
regard to these 17 factors is indicated on this chart, the farm operator can deter-
mine which phases of his business are most efficient and which ones need to be im-
proved.
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To Cooperators in the Farm
Biireau Farm Management Service:
This report has been prepared with the thought in mind that when
"Your Farm" column has heen filled in and your farm 3.ocated on the charts,
it will become a personal report showing a rather complete analysis of your
farm business. The report shows you two things about your business:
First, it shows how your farm earnings compare with all 1,035 farms,
the one-fifth most profitable farias, the one-fifth least profitable farms,
other farms of the same size as yours, other farms having the same source of
income as yours, and other farms in the same county and Farm Biireau Farm lAan-
agement Service area as yours.
Second, the report shows why your earnings were what they were. It
compares your crop system with others, compares your yields with other fanns
in your area on your quality of land, compares your livestock returns i-rith
other farms that have the same kind of livestock, and compares your labor, ma-
chinery and equipment costs with other farms that have the same amount of work
to do on crops and livestock.
You will depend on your fieldman to help you to analyze your busi-
ness by using this report. We have written very little explanation of the
data in the tables and charts.
The real value of the Farm Bureau Farm Management Service will show
in increased eai^nings on your farm as you learn from the fieldman and others
how those farmers who succeed best where your fann. may be relatively weak
have done their work and apply their experiences to your farm. Another thing
that may lead to your increased earning power is to increase the size of the
business at points where you excel and decrease it at points where you may
not have the aptitude to succeed best.
I appreciate the fine response of you cooperators to the wartime
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M. L. Mosher, W. A. Herrington, B, E. King, M. P. Gehlbach, E.
W. E. Buddemeier, F.J. Reiss, and H. C. M. Case^'
M. Hughe s">;
The splendid response of Farm Bureau Farm Management Service cooperators
during 1914-2 and 1914-3 to the wartime food-production-program request that farmers in-
crease the production of essential products ia shown hy increases in both crops and
livestock grown on cooperators' farms in 1914-2 and 19^+5 compared with that grown in
I9I1-O and 19I+I (Table l). A comparison of production for the foxxr years on the same
U30 farms on which records were kept diiring 1914-0, I9I4I, 19'<-2, and 19^3, shows that
grain production was Increased from 182.1 and 225.1 tons per farm in 19^0 and 19*4-1
to 2li2.2 and 233,1 tons in I9I4-2 and 1914-3 and that livestock production increased
from values at long-time prices of $l4-,78l and $5,^71 per farm in 19^0 and 19I4-I to
$5,892 and $5,908 in I9I4-2 and I9I45. These increases in production were obtained
with only slight increases in months of labor from 23.2 and 23.9 months per farm in
19'+0 and I9IH to 21+.? and 25.1 months in 19*^2 and I9I4-3.
Table 1. --Production of Feed and Liyeatock per Fann on the Same Farms Dui'lng
1914-0. I9UI, 191^2 and 1914-3-W
PRODUCT
PRODUCTION PER FARM
191^0 1914-1 19^2 19^?
Grain - tons
Livestock - valueii/
Percent of tillable land
in corn and soybeans
Average yield of com - bushels..
Litters of pigs farrowed
Pigs weaned per litter
Average weight of hogs sold
Pounds of beef produced for sale.
Number of cows milked
Pounds of milk per cow,
Number of hens kept
Eggs produced per hen





















































a/ The same 1+50 farms in north central and western Illinois were used for the years
19^0, 1914-1 and I9I4-2, and I+05 of them were used for I9I+5.
b/ The value was obtained by applying the 1950 to 19*4-1 prices to the quantities of
livestock and livestock products produced. This gives a fairly accurate idea of
the relative amoionts of all livestock products produced during the four years.
1/ Records of 1,035 farms were included. About 90 other records were kept, but were
not used, because the farms were unusual or the records were received late.
2/ As Head of the Department of Agricultural Economics, H, CM. Case gives general
supervision to the project, which is under the direct supervision of M. L. Mosher.
F. J. Reiss supervised the clerical work of summarizing the books and preparing
the report. The other authors were the fieldmen in the five areas during 19'+3.
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Feed, grain, and seeds
Machinery and equipment: Sales....
Use
Auto (farm share ) : Sales
Use
AAA receipts










































Farm buildings: Maintenance. . .
.









Feed and grain ,.
Seed pujrchases and crop expense
Machinery and equipment: Maintenance.
New capital.



























































Farm products used in household
|
Beceipts less expenses (total of above)^)
a/The "receipts less expenses" is a bookkeeping name for the net earnings for the farm
C 4'
and farm family and operator's labor,
eludes both the tenant's (operator's)
For the 'total farm" on rented farms, it in-
and landlord's shares of earnings.
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Feed, grain and seeds
Machinery and equipment'
Auto ( farm share
)
Total capital,










Farm products used in household




Total receipts and net increases....





Feed, grain, and seeds
Machinery and equipment






Total expenses and net decreases....
Receipts less expenses (see page 2)
Family labor
Retiirns for labor, capital, management
Operator ' s labor
Net earnings per farm
Rate earned on capital- -percent
Five percent Interest on capital





























































































































































Farm earnings in 19^4- •^ . Average net farm earnings were slightly lover in
19ij-3 than in I9I+2. Cash balances were higher but inventory increases were enough
lower to make net earnings less. Earnings on the cash basis are shown in Table 2,
page 2 and earnings on the inventory basis, in Table 3, page 5.
















































Inventory changes . Total cash earnings of $7,972 per farm were increased by
total inventory increases of $1,017 per farm (see Table h) . The inventory increases
were mostly in the feed and grain account and were due to higher prices at the end than
at the beginning of the year. (See price chart on page 10.)




















Auto ( farm share
)















Depreciation of some capital assets . Total depreciation of capital assets
other than breeding stock and work animals amounted to $1,100 per farm on the average
of all 1,035 farms (see Table 5)- Depreciation of machinery and equipment accounted
for $528; farm buildings, for $325; land improvements (mostly limestone, phosphate,
and fences), for $l60; and the farm share of the automobile, $89. Depreciation on
the 207 least profitable farms was greater than on the 207 most profitable farms about
in proportion to the investment in capital assets on the two groups of farms.
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Number of rented farms
Size of farm- total acres
Tenants' share
Capital
Returns for labor, capital, & management
Five percent of capital


































Earnings on rented farms . The I+78 tenants who kept records in this project
received average earnings of $t,651 for their labor and management (see Table 6) . The
landlords of the same 14-78 farms received average net incomes of 10.8 percent on their
capital investments. Tenant's labor and management earnings increased with the in-
crease in size of farm up to the half-section sized farm (see chart on page 9)-
Table -Miscellaneous Factors That Help to Analyze the Farm Business
Item
Intenslt.v of business
Days of work per acre of the farm.
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expenses per acre
Ket earnings per acre
Capital investments t>er acre




















































Table 8. -- Some Factors That Affect Farm Earnings and That




















































Labor and management earnings (page 3)
Gross earnings factors
Crop yields
—percent of average yields,














Livestock returns- -percent of averase
ret'orns from the same amount of feed
Kind of Your Average
livestock returns returns
Cattle- $ $ (Pa«e )
Cattle- $ $ (Page ) —
1
88^
Hogs $ $ (Pa^re 17) i 81+^
Sheep- $ $ (Pa«e 23)
Poultry $ $ (Pa«e 2i|)












Machinery. ... $ $ k . . .
.
I
Organization of the farm
Size of business-estimated days of work. 1+29
Size of farm-total acres 21+3
79
21
Percent of tillable land in biennial and
Feed per acre to productive livestock. . . $ $ 3I+.82
-7-
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Slze of Farm As delated to
^
Rate Earned on Capital
I
Each sign (•) represents a farm, as farms were distributed from the bot-

















































































































Tenant's Labor and Management Earnings As Related to the Size
of Farm
Each sign (•) represents a rented farm as farms were distributed from
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Soiirce of farm earnlnp:3 . There were noticeable differences in net earnings
on different types of farms. Intensive grain farms and intensive hog farms showed
the highest returns on the capital invested, 17. 5 percent and 17.7 percent respectively
(see chart on page 11 and Table 9). Feeder cattle farms and dairy farms brought rela-
tively low average returns of 12.6 percent and 12.5 percent respectively.
The relative prices of hogs, corn, cattle, and milk were responsible for much
of the differences in incomes. The price differences are shown in the price chart on
this page.
Attention is called to the fact that some of the most profitable and some of
the least profitable farms were found among all types of farms
.
The operator's labor and management earnings of $8,885 on the intensive grain
farms were $1,362 per farm higher than on the intensive hog farms which showed slightly
higher returns on the capital investment. This is because of the larger size of the
grain farms. For the same reason the large intensive beef cattle farms, which showed
only slightly higher returns on the capital than the intensive dairy farms, earned an
average of $2,090 more for the operator's labor and management than the dairy farms.
The relatively high crop yields on the cattle and dairy farms (II9 and IOI+
percent of average, respectively) are customarily produced because of the large acre-
ages of legum.es grown for hay and pasture on those types of farms, and because of
large amounts of maniire that the cattle make available.
Monthly Price Indices of Hoas, Beef Cattle, Milk and Corn for
19^2 and 19^3 - Illinois farm prices were obtained from the
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100 = 12-year yearly averages for














Source of Farm Income as Related to fiate Earned on Capital
Each sign (« ) represents a farm, as farms were distributed from the tot-
:om to the top of the chart according to rate earned on capital.
MAJOR SOURCE OF INCOME
















































a/ General farms have less than kO percent of their income from any one source or
have ^0 percent of more from each of two sources. General livestock farms have
60 percent or more of their income from productive livestock, and mixed income
farms have less than 60 percent of their income from productive livestock.
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Table 9. --Source of Farm Earnings as Related to Net Farm Earnings


















Days <J)f vork on crops
Days of work on livestock























Gross 'farm earnings on the inventory basi£




















Value of land per acre
,
Total investments per acre (l)
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expense per acre
Net earnings per acre (2)
Rate earned on total investments ^ 2 is


































Crop yields : Corn-bushels per acre
Oats-bushels per acre



















Feed per acre to productive livestock.
























Percent of land area tillable.
Percent of tillable land in:





All grain crops-includes silage corn.
All hay and pastvire crops
Biennial and perennial legumes.
Months of man labor
Labor cost per crop acre
Machinery and equipment cost pei- crop acr
Land improvements cost per acre. .
.
Parm buildings cost per acre











































Table 9.--Soui-ce of Farm Earnings as Related to Net Farm Earnings
and. Some Factors That Affect Farm Earnings
TTT
-t-_
Hof? farms Cattle farms Dairy farms General farms
60/0 or hfjp to 60io or h&/= to 60^^' or koio to General Mixed
more 59.9^ more ':9.9'i> more 59.91^ livestock income
125 267 22 56 1^5 73 171 55
237 237 305 290 180 201 2I+O 261+
155 129 202 161 111 116 152 155
270 316 327 515 1+1+8 1+26 51^ 21+3
ho': 41+5 529 1+76 559 51+2 1+1+6 398
$17 h03 $13 1^5 $23 891 i>l6 525 $11 56I+ $11 81+1 $12 756 $15 607
15 18 73 k9 10 9 21+ 11+
2 10 2 c 69 U9 15 10
73 50 17 28 7 25 5»+ 21+
1 1 1 1 1 1
5 s 1 5 s 6 6
/•
( 92) ( 81+) ( 9h) ( 86) ( 91) ( 87) ( 80) ( 55)
5 9 2 8 3 6 15 56
2 5 1 5 2 5 3 1+
3 i+ 5 3 1+ 1+ 1+ s
$109.15 $ 96.21+ $116.81+ $101.58 $ 81+. 1+0 $ 82.82 $ 96.23 $11'+. 22
212.68 190.15 293.82 220.65 200.66 188.33 191.26 201.61
.73.3^^ 55.^5 78.98 56.21 65.11+ 58.82 53.08 51.50
55.62 2i+.85 1+2.03 27.17 58.07 32.72 2I+.58 21.27
37.72 50.60 36.95 29.01+ 25.07 26.10 28.70 50.25
17-77^ 16.1^> 12.6/t 13. p'/; 12.5';- 13. 9^' l^.O^v V>.&k
$ 7 523 $ 6 lOU $ 7 81+7 $ 6 333 $ 5 757 5> 1+ 505 $ 5 752 S 6 1+67
69 68 76 73 68 68 67 66
k2 !+2 53 kk- 1+5 1+2 39 58
Ik 17 -- 21+ 21 21+ 19 16
25 23 32 26 18 22 25 2l+
26 17 28 20 50 28 30 -_
103f- 10-:^ 1^9^ lO?'^- 10h7= 101^ 93^' •^7^
$ 51.91 $ 36.59 $ 68.60 $ 1+1.61 $ 56.27 $ 55.1+6 $ 5U.07 $ 25.59
110 120 109 110 17I+ 161 125 117
139 137 115 137 107 121+ 151+ 129
83 101 105 90 85 100 85 121
163 170 156 166 158 178 167 191
133 132 111 119 165 151 150 128
81+ 31 90 78 77 77 80 85
k3 i+1 1+9 1+1 55 56 1+0 1+2
18 19 22 18 20 21 20 19
1 1 1 1 2
9 8 5 7 2 1+ 8 11
5 1 2 1
71 69 77 67 58 62 69 7^+
26 29 22 23 ko 56 29 25
20 23 13 21 30 28 22 18
23.9 25A 31.2 27.2 27.5 26.9 21+.1 21+.6
$ 1^.63 $ II+.5I+ $ l^-.33 $ II+.50 $ 26.09 $ 21.11+ $ 1I+.95 % 12.52
10.38 10.17 11.59 9.77 15.79 15.16 9.96 8. 71+
1.28
.96 1.11 1.11 1.50 1.21
.95 .95
1.99 1.86 5.31 2.5^ I+.II+ 2.98 1.80 2.12
1.62 1.1+8 1.60 1.51^ 1.67 1.1+6 1.1+9 1.63
2lU







































Table 10a. -Crop Yields as Related to Value of Improved ,Land
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I
1
a/ The crop yields on each farm are compared in Table 8, page 6 and on the Fami
Efficiency Chart on page 7 with the yields on the same valued land in the same
Farm Bureau Farm Management Service Area. This enables each cooperator to know
how his yields compare with other farms having the same quality of land in the
same part of the state. The value of the improved land on "your farm" is shown








Tab le 11 . -
-
Th3 Crop Cyatem as Indicated by the Percent
of Tillable Land in Different Cx-ops
Item
Grain crops -- percent of tillable land in:
Corn- -includes silage corn
Catc ,«..»....
>Jheat






Total grain and silage crops
Hay crops—percent of tillable land in:
Alfalfa
Cloyer--red, niacmoth, alsike.
Mixed clovers and grass % . . .
.








Pastvire crops - -percent of tillable land in;
Alfalfa
,
Clover--red, Hiamnioth, alsike ,,.,.,
Sweet clover .....*.<.,

















All biennial and perennial legumes..
All annual legumes ^

























































































. The 19^3 average yield of 67 bushels of co3?n per acre on co-
operating far.as was 7 bushels less than the average yield in 19l<-2. High crop yields
on the 207 most profitable farms and low crop yields on the 207 least profitable ones
were evidently responsible for much cf the high and low earnings on the respective
groups of farms (Table 10, page lli).
Crop System . The percent of tillable land occupied by high or low net in-
come crops is an important factor affecting net farm earnings. Corn, harvested soy-
beans, and alfalfa for hay and past\u-e occupied 1+2,5,11.0 and 7.9 percent, respec-
tively, of the tillable land on the 207 most profitable farms and only 37.7, 7-6 and
7..1 percent on the 207 least profitable group.
?1D
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Efficiency of Livestock Entemrises
On livestock fariii3 the efficiency vlth vhich the livestock in prodiiced or
purchased, fed, and marketed is as important in making the net farm incom.e high or low
as are all the other factors copiblned. (See Bulletin J^^i^, "Farm Practices and Their
Effects on Fjirm Earnings," page 5!^"^.)
Since about 60 to 80 percent of all the costs of producing livestock is for
the feed, the returns for livestock for $100 feed fed is the most satisfactory single
measure of efficiency for each class of livestock. The average returns per $100 feed
fed to different classes of livestock during 19^3 are sliown in Table 12. The returns
on Farm Bureau Fam Management Service farms for each of 11 years, the average of the
11 years 1935 to 19^3 > and the average yearly price of com are also shown in Table 12.
Table 12.--Ketui-ns per $100 Feed for Different Classe s of Livestock
Class of
livestock
Eetiu'ns per $100 feeda/
1221 12^ 22j1 1226 1221
I




























































































































































































a/ V/laen the value of feed fed diu^ing 19^+5 was calculated, the grain was priced at the
average fai-m prices for Illinois, reported by the Illinois Cooperative Crop Report-
ing Service as follows: corn, 97 cents; oats, 6k cents; barley, 93 cents; soybeans,
$1.60; rye, 89 cents. Feed wheat and pui'chased supplements were priced at cost,
and hay, silage, and pasture were priced at faim values in the area,
b/ This coliamn gives the returns at average rate referred to in the livestock accoionts,
c/ Calves from some beef cow herds were sold at weaning time, whereas other calves
were fed \mtil they weighed 1,000 pounds or more,
d/ Average of nine years only.
17-






















































































Total feed to hogs--value
Total returns from hogs--l. . . . .,
Total returns at average rate^/ --2
Percent of average returns (^ 1 is of 2)
Total returns above feed cost
Returns per $100 feed
$:
Number of litters farrowed 4
.
Pigs farrowed per litter (1+25 farms).
Pigs weaned per litter
Total pounds of pork produced
Death loss : Pounds
Percent of total produced....
Average weight per hog sold
Percent of sales for year on hand Jan. 1.
Price received per 100 lb. sold
Feed charge per 100 lb. pork produced.
Pounds of protein and minerals per
100 lb . concentrates
$
porkAmounts of feed per 100 lb
Grain- -pounds






a/ Farms were divided into groups according to the r'etui-ns per $100 feed fed to hogs
.
Only farms producing 10,000 pounds or more per farm were used in this comparison.
b/ The ret'orns at averaf^e rate for any kind of livestock are the total retui'ns which
the cooperator receives from the feed fed if he receives the same returns for each
$100 worth of feed fed as that received by the average cooperator feeding the same
class of livestock. The average returns per $100 feed fed to different classes of
livestock are given in Table 8, page I6.
HoRS . Hog farms proved more profitable in 19^5 than other types of farms as
shown on pages 11, 12, and 15. The $156 returns from each $100 worth of feed fed
(see Table I5, above) was enough to pay for the feed, labor, use of equipment, and
other expenses, and leave a small profit. One-third of the farms made a fine margin
of $2,700 per farm above feed costs on their hogs. However, one-third of the farms
had average returns of only $526 per farm above feed costs. This lacked several
hiondreds of dollars of being enough to pay for the labor, use of equipment and other
costs. The more profitable droves of hogs produced larger than average litters, 6.5
pigs per litter; had less than average death losses after weaning, 1.8 percent; fed
more than the average amount of protein feeds, 10.1 percent; and used relatively small
amounts of feed, I+I6 pounds per 100 pounds gain.
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Total aniraal units in herd....
Percent of cattle units milked
Total feed to cattle--value
Total retioi-ns fi-om cattle--!. ,
.
Total returns at average rate-^-/--2
Percent of average returns (^1 is of 2)
Total returns ahove feed cost «...










Pounds of beef produced
Death loss: Pounds
Percent of tous,l produced.
Average weight of cattle bought
Average weight of cattle sold. ...
,
jjer
Price received per 100 lb. cattle sold
Price paid per 100 lb. cattle .bought.
.
Feed charge per 100 lb . heet'Si/
Pounds of protein and minex'al feed,
100 lb . of concentrates
Amounts of feed per 100 lb . beef-^^
Grain- -poimdfi ,




















a/ Only farms that produced 5,000 pounds or more of beef from purchased feeder cattle
were used in these comparisons.
b/ See footnote b, Table I5.
c/ This is the feed charge for each 100 pounds of live weight of animal or 1,000
pounds of milk. Approximately the same amount of feed is required to produce
either 100 pounds of beef or 1,000 pounds of rallk.
Dairy Cattle . Few dairy farms were among the most profitable farms, because
of comparatively low prices of dairy products (see page lO). Some were profitable.
The most profitable one-third of the dairy herds paid an average of $201 for each $100




The average returns of $105 for each $100 worth of feed fed
to feeder cattle on 159 farras vras less than the amount needed to pay for the feed,
labor, use of equipment, and other costs. Feeder cattle gains appeared to be depend-
ent mostly upon the low feed costs per 100 pounds gain. Compared with the 55 least




Tatle 16. --Beef Cow Eerdaa/
Item
Nvjaber of farms.
Huniber of cows in herd
IIi.imber of cows milked. .•
Total animal units in herd
Percent of cattle units milked.
YoiJir
farm
Total feed to cattle -- value. ...
.
Total ret'orns from cattle--!.^....
Total returns at average rate—'-
Percent of average returns
ii 1 is of 2)
Total returns above feed costs..
Returns per $100 feed
-2.
c
Pounds of "beef produced j
Death loss : Pounds i
Percent of total produced
j
Pounds of beef per cow in herd « i
Pounds of mj Ik produced. i
Percent of calf crop^'
j
Price received per 100 lb. cattle soldj$_
Feed charge per 100 lb. beef.i/
Pounds of protein and mineral feeds
per 100 lb of concentrates........
Amounts of feed per 100 lb. bcefi/
Grain- -pounds


























































































































a/ Only farms having five or more cows per farm and whose operators kept complete feed
and production records were used in these comparisons,
b/ See footnote b, Table I5.
c/ The percent that the niMiiber of calves born is of the number of cows in the herd,
d/ See footnote c, Table L5.
Beef-Cow Herds . Most beef-cow herds paid for their feed in 19^5- The most
profitable third of this kind of cattle paid $15^)- for each $100 worth of feed fed,
whereas the least profitable third paid only $77 for $100 worth of feed. The difference
was evidently due, at least in part, to the larger production of beef per cow and to the
lower feed cost of $^1.75 per 100 pounds for the more profitable herds. The profitable
herds were fed much less grain and silage for each 100 pounds of gain than the unprofit-
able herds.
Eleven herds from which calves were "sold" at weaning time to the feeding herd
brought returns of $110 for each $100 worth of feed fed. An average of 508 pounds of
beef per cow was produced at a feed cost of $10.83 per 100 pounds.
-21-
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Number of cows in herd
Wijmber of cows milked
Total anirrial units in herd
Percent of cattle units milked.
>/-^
Total feed to cattle- -value.
.
Total returns from cattle--!.
Total returns at average rateji --2.
Percent of average returns (vj 1 is
Total returns above feed coat........
Returns per $100 feed
of 2)
Total pounds of mi .Ik prod.uced
Total pounds of butterfat produced
Percent of butterfat in milk •
Total pounds of beef produced
Death loss : Pounds
Percent of total produced.
.
Pounds of lailk per cow milked. , ^
Poyjids of butterfat per cow milked
Pounds of beef per cow in herd
Total value of milk produced
Returns per 100 lb. milk produced
Feed charge per 100 lb . beef-' , . .
.
Pounds of protein and mineral feedrj per
100 lb . concentrates .,
Amounts of , feed per 100 ,lb._beef^/
Grain- -poundrj










































































































a/ Only fanns having five or more cows per farm and whose operators kept complete feed
and production records were used in tliese comparioona.
jb/ See footnote b, Table 15
.
Ic/ See footnote c, Table 15
222
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Number of cows in herd
JTujober of cows milked
Total anirjal units in herd
Percent of cattle units milked.
Total feed to cattle--value
Total returns from cattle--!.
Total retui-ns at average ratei^/--2
Percent of average returns {$ 1 is of 2)
Total returns aho'-re feed cost
Returns per $100 feed
Total pounds of milk produced ,
Total pounds of butt erfat produced....
Pei-cent of butterfat in milk
Total pounds of beef produced
Death loss : Pounds
Percent of total produced.
Pounds of milk per cow milked
Pounds of butterfat per cow milked....
Total value of milk produced
Returns per 100 lb . milk produced
Price received per 100 lb. cattle sold.
Price paid per 100 lb. cattle ^bought ..
.
Feed charge per 100 lb . beef-'
Po'onds of protein and mineral feeds per
100 lb . concentrates ,
Amoiants of feed per 100 lb. bcef£/
Grain- -poionds.
































































































a/ Only farms having five or more anJinal units in cattle and whose operators
complete feed and production records were i;.sed in these comparisons.
b/ See footnote b. Table I3.
c/ See footnote c. Table 15
kept
Mixed Cattle Enterprises . Cooperators who have two or more classes of
cattle and keep only one accoiont may compare their results in Table 18 with those of
other cooperators who follow the same plan. In general, such cooperators will find
their retur-ns per $100 worth of feed fed large or small as the proportion of dairy
cattle on their farms is large or small.
-25-
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Native flocks of sheei
Number of flocks.
Total feed to she ep-- value.
,
Total returns fi-om sheep— 1.........
Total returns at average rate'^i --2.
Percent of average returns
(:.i 1 is of 2)
Total returns above feed cost
Retiirns per $100 feed
Pound.s of mutt.on and wool produced
Death loss : Pounds k
Percent of tota3. produced.
Price received per 100 lb. sold.,
Feed charge per 100 lb . produced
Pounds of protein and mineral feeds per
100 lb . concentrates
Amounts of feed per 100 lb. nrodcued
Grain--pounds %










Total feed to sheep--value
Total returns from sheep--!....,...
Total returns at average raLe^'--2
Percent of average returns
i'f^ 1 is of 2)
Total returns above feed cost.
Returns per $100 feed. .......
.
«».*.f •'•
Pounds of mutton and wool produced
Death loss : Pounds . •
Percent of total produced.
Price received per 100 lb. sold
Price paid per 100 lb . boucht
Feed charge per 100 lb. produced
Pounds of protein and mineral feeds per
100 lb . concentrates »
Amount s of feed per 100 lb. produced
Grain-
-po'onds

































































































































units in sheep were used in these comparisons
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iiqulpnent and Horse Coats
Labor Costs . The average labor costs of $2,!+U6 per farm on the 207 farms
with the highest earnings constituted only 97 percent of the $2,520 average labor
costs on all the fanas requiring the same aaount of work on crops and livestock. On
the other hand, labor costs were $l6l (7 percent) higher on the 207 least profitable
farms than on all the farms with similar labor requirements.
Maximum wartime farm production during a time of acute labor shortage calls
for the moat effective use of all available labor. Tliat the effective use of labor
also brings the most profit to the farmer is evidenced by the fact that the gross
earnings per man on the 207 most profitable farms were 27 percent higher than the
average gross earnings for all farms. Similar ret^Jirna for the 207 least profitable
farms were 29 percent less than the average. Most of this advantage of the most
profitable group of fanas was due to higher crop yields and higher livestock returns
for feed fed (Table 8, page 6).
Machinery and equipment and horse costs . Low power and machinery costs for
the amount of work done increased the net farm earnings on many farms. The average
cost of $1,656 per farm on the 207 most profitable farms was $15^ (3 percent) less
than the average cost on farms having about the same amount of work on crops and live-
stock. The cost on the 207 least profitable farms was $158 (9 percent) more than the
average of similar farms.
The standaird days of man labor required for the production of crops and
livestock, as shown in Table 21, are based on many years of complete cost studies
conducted by the Department of Agricultural Economics. Estimates for uncommon crops
were made by applying the same figure used for similar common crops. These standard
requirements were applied to the acres of crops and the amounts of livestock on each
farm in order to calculate the total days of productive labor for the farm.
Table 21. •Standards for Calculating Days of Productive Labor
on Crops and Productive Livestock
Kind of croT) or livestock Days of labor required
Corn
Oats (tlireshed basis)
Winter wheat (combined basis)
Spring wheat (threshed)
Barley (threshed)
Soybeans for grain (combined)
Alfalfa




















a/1.80 per animal imit-
12.00 per cow
.25 per 100 pounds ,
3 . 10 per animal 'jnit-'
26.80 per 100 hens
a/ An animal unit consists of one mature cov;, two heifer calves or yearlings, 1,000
pounds liveweight of feeder cattle, five to six ewes, and 10 to 20 lambs.
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Daj'G of productive work^
On crops
On livestock:













Labor cost at normal rate^/ --2. ........
Percent of normal cost {% 1 is of 2).
Average number of men for 12 months . . .
.
Days of productive work per man
_







Machinery, e-juipment, and horse costs . . .
Total cost^/--l...
Cost at noiToal rate^/--2 t,
Percent of normal cost (^ 1 is of 2).
Average number of workable horses
Feed cost per workable horse
| $_
Expenses and net decreases
:
Au.to--only farm share
Truck--only farms with trucks
Tractor--all tractors on far:-i
Other machinery , ,
Income from use of machinery















































Auto ( farm share
)
Livestock expense ,
Hired and home labor
Taxes--land and personal
Miscellaneous
Feed, grain, seed, livestock decreases































a/ A day of work (or a productive rian-work 'onit) is the amoimt of work done on crops
and livestock by the average farm laborer in one ten-hour day (Table 21).
b/ Labor cost includes the amount paid for hired labor, the value of family labor not
paid for in cash, and the value of the operator's labor figured at the common rate
of wages paid to good, married, men workers.
c/ The labor cost at normal rate for any farm is the average labor cost for all the
farms which require about the Brjae amount of work on crops and livestock as the
farm that is being considered.
d/ Horse cost includes depreciation and feed costs. tfe.chinery cost includes the cost
of depreciation, fuel, supplies, and repairs.
^/ The horse and machinery cost at normal rate for any farm is the average horse and
rrachinery cost for all the farins which require about the same amount of work on
crops and livestock as the farm that ia being considered, and which receive little
or no income from custom work.
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Purpose and Organization of the Farm Bureau Farm Manetfietnent Service
The Farm Bureau Farm Management Service was first organized in Illinois
in 1925. The service has proved helpful to cooperating farmers in many vays. First,
it enables each farmer to learn how profitably he has operated his farm as compared
with the operation of other farms of the same type. Second , through an annual re-
port it points out clearly to each cooperator those parts of the business that tend
to make his farm income high or low. Third , it gives each cooperator the opportunity
to learn from the most successful fajrmers the practices that have led to their suc-
cess. Fourth, it provides a carefully audited annual record of the fairm business that
proves helpful in making income tax returns, securing bank credit, adjusting the
shares of the tenant's and the landlord's income, settling estates, and adjusting
taxes.
Advisory committees, composed of one representative from each Farm Bureau
of the cooperating counties and the head of the Department of Agricultural Economics,
plan and direct the work. These committees employ fieldmen from eimong those recom-
mended by the University. They also hold and expend the funds collected from the co-
operators. The fieldmen make five regular contacts with all the cooperators during
the year. On these visits they assist the men with their records, study the annual
analysis of his business with each cooperator, and discuss management problems.
The organization and continuation of the project have been made possible by
the hearty support of the farm advisers, their assistants j and the county committee-
men. During the past year the fieldmen, farm advisers, and committeemen were as
follows
:
North central area , organized in 1925. Fieldman--W. A, Herrington. Farm
advisers and committeemen, Livingston County--R. C. Smith and John W. Monroe; McLean
County--0. L. Welsh and B. C. Kraft; Tazewell County--C. F. Bayles and H. L. Peine;
Woodford County--T. H. Brock and J. F. Felter.
Western area , organized in 1950. Fieldman--B. E. King. Farm advisers and
committeemen, Fulton County--J. E, Watt and M. R. Stoggs; Henderson County--
A. J. Rehling and J. N. Rowley; Henry County—H. K., Danforth and J. P. Hanna; Knox
County--A. R. Kemp and W. A. Mynard; McDonough County--R. G. Benbow and C, J. Webb;
Mercer County—E. M. Edwards and L. J, Schroll; Peoria County--I.. F. Green, and
Howard D. Schlots; Rock Island County—W. R. Taylor and H, 0. Klawonn; Stark County--
W. A. Gilbert and Harry F. Morae; Warren County--E. W. Walworth and J. H, Kuntz.
Northern area, organized in 1931. Fieldman--M. P. Gehlbach. Fsirm advisers
and committeemen, Bureau Coiuity--P. V. Dean and Carl Neureuther; DeKalb County--
D. G. McAllister and M. C. Bullis; Grundy County--M. E. Tascher and E. N. Burnham, Jr.;
Kendall County- -W. P, Miller and Ralph Smith; LaSalle County--F. A. Painter and W. F.
Whipple; Lee County--C. E. Yale and Clarence Hart; Marshall-Putnam County--L. J.
Hager and C. 0. Johnson.
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Northeastern area , organized in 19^+2 . Fleldinan--2. M. Hughes, farm advisers
and committeemen, Boone County--D. M. Chalcraft and John W, Sjostrora; Cook County
—
C. A. Hughes and George 0. Fairweather; DiiPage County--H. S. Wright and Harold C.
Vial; Kane County- -A. C. Johnson and Arthur N. Healy; Kankakee County- -G. T. Swaim
and Elmer Speckmanj Lake County--Eay T Nicholas and E. E. Slsbury; McHenry County--
J. H. Brock and Walter Winnj Will County--!. W. Braham and Harold C. Klett
.
Northwestern area , organized in 19^^. Fieldman--W. D. Buddemeier. Farm
advisers and coiru'iittoemen, Carroll County—M. P. Eoske and Elmer Airhart; Jo Daviess
County--H. E. Kearnaghan and Homer Curtiss; Ogle County--D. E. Warren and H. G. Copen-
haver; Stephenson County--V. J. Banter and R. M. Bennethum; Whiteside County--




FAR14 BUREiW FAEI4 MAlIAdEMEKT SERVICE
Appendix to the Report for 19^5
AREA AI© COUlfrY AVERAGES OF FARM RECORDS
Each cooperator may compare important itei:is of his record with the state,
area, and county averages by writing into the blank column on page 30 the items from
his record as it appears on page 12.
Differences in the averages of various items among the five Farm Bureau
Farm Management Service Areas and among the counties in each area are of interest.
The highest average rate earned on the investment, 17.0 percent, was obtained on
fanas in the Western Area on which the largest percentage of the gross income was
from hogs and the high average of 70 bushels of corn per acre was produced. The low-
est average rate earned, 12. U percent, was on farms in the Northeast Area where more
of the income was from dairy products than from any other one source.
The farms of the Western Area were of a larger average size, 235 acres, and
those of the Northwest Area a smaller average size, 212 acres, than those of other
areas
.
The highest corn yields were in the northwest and western areas and the
lowest com yields were in the central area. It is significant that the lowest crop
yields were in the central area where the highest value was placed on the land and
the largest percentage of tillable land occurred. Apparent reasons for the low
yields in this area are less favorable weather conditions, the relatively small
amount of manure available from the smaller-than-average amounts of livestock, and
the relatively small percentage of tillable land kept in biennial and perennial leg-
umes. The highest average corn yields were obtained in the northwest area on farms
that had the largest percentage, 27 percent, of tillable land in biennial and peren-
nial legumes and had the largest percentage, 85 percent, of income from productive
livestock.
k/Explanation of footnote -'
,
page 30. The reason for the differences in the
"Gross earnings per acre" and the "Gross expenses per acre" in Table 23, page 50 and
Table 7^ page 5 is explained as follOTvs. Net decreases in the feed, gram, and seeds
accounts and in some livestock accounts occurred on some farms, although most farms
had increases in those accounts.
In order to obtain an average net increase of an account for a group of
farms in which both increases and decreases occur in this account, but on different
farms, it is necessary to subtract these decreases from the increases in the group
totals before the averages are calculated. Consequently, both the total net de-
creases and the total net increases for the farm will be smaller by the amount of the
decreases thus subtracted, but the net earnings will remain the same.
This was done in Table 3, page 5, and in Table 7, page 5; but it was not
done for any groups in Table 23, pages 30 to 36 or for any groups in Table 9, pages
12 and I3.




Days of work on crops
Days of work on livestock
Total da.ys of work on crops and livestock.
Gross farm earnings on the inventory basis.
































































Value of land per acre
Total investments per acre (l)
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expense per acre
Net earnings per acre (2)
Rate earned on total investments Ho 2 is of l)
Labor and maneigement eamin/^s





All grain crops-percent of average...
Feed per acre to productive livestock.
































































Percent of land area tillable.






All grain crops-includes silage corn.
All hay and pasture crops t

























Months of man labor
Labor cost per crop acre
Machinery and equipment cost per crop acre...
Land improvements cost per acre
Farm buildings cost per acre
Taxes per acre (land and personel)
a/ The same data for "Your farm" is entered on page 12.





















Table 23. --Area and County Averap.es of Factors Affecting the Farm Business (cont.)
1
Northeast Western
Counties in the central area
Northern Living-
area area area Ford ston McLean Tazewell Woodford
209 190 205 7 ^0 60 57
269 22l| 285 299 2k7 ' 526 256 251
161 157 151 172 1)|6 198 ll+l 158
509 538 505 27k 222 516 256 21+8
i^70 i^75 U56 kk6 568 511^ 597 1+06
$16 550 $13 130 $16 187 $17 869 $12 820 $20 057 $11+ 211 $11+ 521
22 21 20 12 11 Ik 11+ 15
7 29 k 6 6 k 9 5
i^O 21 kl 2k 20 59 52 55
1 -- 1 2 1 1 2 2
h 6 ^ 8 12 5 s 7
(7h) (77) (76) i (52) (50) (61) (62) (61+)
20 17 18 k2 k3 3k 51 50
3 2 5 2 5 5 1+ 3
3 i| 3 k k 2 3 3
$120.9^^ $ 99.52 $ 91.1k $118.58 $155.82 $150.15 $119.83 $155.66
226.18 211.62 185.58 205. U1+ 217.31+ 215.51+ 202.69 221.15
61.57 58.6I1 56.72 59.69 51.85 61.57 55.51 57.11+
2k. 89 32.31 25 . k7 20.01 19.89 21+.73 22.02 2I+.23
56.68 26.53 51.25 39.68 51. 9*+ 56.61+ 55.i^9 52.86
16.2^. 12.1+^/ 17.0/0 19.5^ Ik. 7% 17.2^0 16. 5f^ ll+.9f°
$ 7 921 $ 1+ 698 $ 7 ^22 $ 9 9^8 $ 6 270 $ 9 525 $ 7 113 $ 6 1+78
67 66 70 63 61 67 62 61+
h3 ^1+ 59 37 3h 57 38 1+0
26 2k 15 21 20 12 22 21+
2k 22 2k 25 2k 26 25 25
25 27 28 -- -- -- --
101. 6fo 100. 7f" 101.3f^ 98.0^i 91.1/" 99.7?^ 96.5^0 97. klo
$ 56.52 $ 35.10 $ 3^.lk $ 22.25 $ 20.16 $ 29.58 $ 25. 7^^ $ 29.58
116 155 lli+ 129 119 115 150 111
157 125 136 lUo 15i+ 158 11+5 155
87 81^ 109 182 59 86 95 102
169 167 170 215 l8if 130 168 165
129 151+ 129 1V5 156 150 153 123
86 85 81 95 92 90 86 89
k3 39 k2 55 kk 1+5 1+1 i+3
19 20 16 21 21 17 Ik 19




11 11^ 11+ 17 17 9
72 70 72 80 78 77 71
2k 27 27 27 19 19 21 22
20 20 19 25 16 11+ 17 18
25.
U
25.6 25.9 25.6 20.0 27,2 2I+.0 22.8
$ 12.90 $ 16.29 $ 13.71 $ 10.87 $ 10.22 $ 10.65 $ 12.12 $ 11.60
8.9*+ 11.76 10.25 5.75 8.15 8.51 8.75 3.61+
1.17 l.i|2 .88 M .82 .71 .81+ 1.05
1.95 5.29 1.65 1.U2 1.51 1.61 1.58 1.5J+
1.U8 l.ii9 1.62 1.7k 1.50 1.73 1 1.69 2.08
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Yable 23.--Area and County Averages of Factors Affecting the Farm Business (cont.)
Item








Days of work on crops
Days of work on livestock





























Gross farm earnings on the inventory basis.





































Value of land per acre
Total investments per acre (l)...
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expense per acre
Net earnings per acre (2)
Rate earned on total investments

































































Feed per acre to productive livestock.
























Percent of land area tillable ,






All grain crops-includes silage corn..
All hay and pasture crops






























Months of man labor *
Labor cost per crop acre » . . .
,
Machinery and equipment cost per crop acre.
Land Improvements cost per acre
Farm buildings cost per acre


























Table 23 .--Area and County Averap:es of Factors Affectinp: the Farm Businesg (cont.)
west area Counties i n the northern area
White- Winne- Marshall-
side bago Bureau DeKalb Grundy Kendall La Salle Lee Putnam
55 5^ 22 1+0 21 19 1+8 28 51
212 251+ 237 21+7 307 21+3 275 238 550
110 12i+ 136 181 163 II+8 165 11+5 176
296 565 365 299 229 31^5 277 502 570
hoe 1+87 501 1+80 392 1+91 1+1+0 1+1+5 51+6
$11 lill $11 588 $16 87I+ $17 1+12 $13 583 $17 757 $16 003 $ll+ 806 $18 896
19 18 25 25 12 31 20 25 22
15 30 6 6 12 8 7 10 1+
k2 31 1+8 38 22 1+1 31+ 56 55
1 1 1 -- — •• 1 1 1 1
5 6 s 3 6 1+ 1+ 2
(82) (86) (85) (72) (51) (87) (66) (71+) (81+)
11 k 10 22 1+2 7 28 20 11
5
r: 2 2 1+ 2 3 2 5
h S
-^ 5 1+ 5 1+ 5 1+ 2
$ 79.06 $ 63.1+1 $121.11+ $129.05 $10l+.98 $121.00 $129.59 $121.06 $112.15
171^. i^2 16U.88 23I+.II 252.67 179.^7 263.70 255.89 223.88 198.10
52.1+U 1+8.57 71.06 70.1+1 1+1+.26 75.02 58.61+ 62.17 57.27
25. U2 23.51+ 30.01 27.22 17.81+ 28.99 25.85 21+.99 23.88
27.02 25.03 1+1.05 U5.I9 26.1+2 1+1+.05 5!+. 79 57.18 33.59
15.5^ 15.2fo 17.5/» 17.1^ Ih.rk 16. 7f^ ll+.8^. l6.6io 16.9?^
$ 5 019 $' 5 035 $ 7 981 $ 8 656 $ 6 50I+ $ 8 6^8 $7 365 $ 7 321 $ 8 853
70 69 77 1^ 5^^ 66 65 75 62
in 37 h9 50 35 hi 58 1+6 1+0
20 22 -- 33 -- 25 18 28 25
19 18 27 21+ 21 21+ 21+ 27 21+
21 20 -- 1+3 -- -- 12 -- 16
100. O^j 96.1?!. 116.3^0 iii+.5y« 83. If. 10l+.3f. 9I+.5/. 112. 6f> 96.0^^1
$ 51+.65 $ 32.72 $ 50.36 $ 1+2.97 $ 18.0I+ $ 1+7.33 $ 50.88 $ 37.^1+ $ 56.52
121 138 IOI+ 109 128 136 121 112 111+
136 123 135 131 130 135 156 ll+l 1I+7
111+ 111+ 97 118 68 87 98 61+ 8^
I7U 168 165 190 172 180 161 172 11+8
130 131+ 122 122 132 138 130 126 13'+
78 75 81+ 92 85 90 88 88 79
i;o 56 kk i+3 1+1+ 1+6 1+6 38 1+1
16 20 20 19 18 23 19 21 17




5 6 17 R 8 9 11
'
69 69 69 79 75 'ih 69 72
50 35 29 25 20 21+ 21+ 26 25
19 29 23 18 15 20 18 25 20
22.9 23.2 22.5 26.7 2I+.8 2I+.2 25.1 23.1+ 29.5
$ 15.81 $ 16.26 $ 13.56 $ 1I+.16 $ 10.51 $ 13.25 $ 12.79 $ 13.58 $ 12.1+0
10.56 10.32 9.77 8.92 8.20 9.OI+ 8.92 8.91 8.99
.92 .99 1.37 1.56 .98 1.57 1.11+ 1.11+ .88
1.87 2.32 1.90 2.05 1.29 2.82 2.12 2.10 1.57
1.37 1.29 1.^1 1.63 i-iT, 1.63 1.55 1.28 1.58




Days of work on crops
Days of work on livestock
Total days of woi'k on crops and livestock.
Gross farm earnings on the inventory basis..











Value of land per acre
Total Investments per acre (l)
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expense per acre
Net earnings per acre (2)
Rate earned on total investments (^2 is of l)
Labor and management earnin<^s
Crop yields : Corn-bushels per acre
Oats-bushels per acre
^^Theat-bushels per acre
Soybeans -bushels per acre
Barley-bushels per acre
All grain crops-percent of average
Feed per acre to productive livestock






Percent of land area tillable
Percent of tillable land in :
Corn- includes silage corn
Oats
Wheat




All grain crops-includes silage corn....
All hay and pasture crops
Biennial and perennial legumes
Months of man labor
Labor cost per crop acre
Machinery and equipment cost per crop acre..
Land improvements cost per acre « ,
Farm buildings cost per acre
Taxes per acre (land and personel)
Counties in the northeast area


























































































































































































Table 25. --Area and County Averages of Factors Affecting thg Farm Business (cont. )
Counti ss in the northeast area Counties in the western area (con1:.)
Kankakee Lake McHenry Will Fulton Henderson Henry Knox McDonough
33 7 27 59 16 12 57 22 25
21+0 188 201 21+1 505 587 266 315 515
11+2 115 122 11+5 122 2l+7 lUl 175 170
250 56I+ 1+78 21+9 295 1+21 551 291 561
392 1+79 600 592 1+15 668 1+72 1+61+ 531
$11 Bill $11 688 $12 521 $12 61+5 $15 5^+0 $25 256 $16 509 $17 75*+ $20 199
10 6 11 21 20 51 25 17 18
19 hi 61 17 5 1 1+ 5 3
2k 15 13 15 55 55 50 38 53
1 -- -- -- 1 1 1 1 --
6 8 6 10 1+ 1 1+ 2 1+
(60) (76) (91) (61) (85) (89) (81+) (63) (78)
33 15 5 52 8 7 11 31 16
k 2 2 2 1+ 2 5 3 1+
3 7 1+ s 3 2 2 3 2
$102.17 $ 91.^5 $ 81.26 $105.63 $ 80.87 $ 7^.'+7 $101.12 $107. i+8 $115.1+0
18U.58 211,15 195.63 201+.86 1I+5.90 165.86 197.75 197.15 207.59
1+9.27 62.17 62.56 52.1+2 hk,3-:. 60.01 61.58 56.77 61+. 1+1+
25.58 37.65 55.62 27.55 25.16 35.38 29.78 20.75 27.85
25.69 2I+.52 28. 7^ 21+.89 21.19 2^.63 51.60 56.02 56.59
12.8/0 ii.eic II+.7/0 12.2^ ik.^io 15.0/0 16 . Ofo 18.3/ 17.6/0
$ k 672 $ 3 585 $ h 81+1 $ 1+ 792 $ 5 1+00 $ 7 556 $ 6 877 $ 9 377 $ 9 377
51+ 61 69 62 62 68 75 72 Ih
51 59 kl 1+1 52 1+0 1+1+ 1+0 1+1
21 21+ 20 26 16 1+ 18 15 17
20 18 22 25 25 22 21+ 26 21+
-- 59 26 -- -- -- 55 --
80.1+fo 113.8^0 108.8?^ 96.8^ 90.1^ 97.lfo 107.5/0 105.8/0 105.5^
$ 22.51 $ 31. 3i^ $ 57-55 $ 26.17 $ 29.11 $ 1+3.62 $ 1+2.09 $ 28.91^ $ 1+0.73
135 166 166 125 120 121+ 111+ 108 97
139 151+ 119 118 157 125 152 li+0 139
78 38 71 160 ii+i 128 7^+ 121 80
159 162 169 165 189 136 170 166 175
137 158 157 128 150 121+ 125 127 126
92 80 78 88 69 7^ 81 85 87
39 35 56 57 56 59 1+2 1+0 1+1
18 21 20 21 18 19 16 11+ 11+






15 10 7 6 17 19
76 75 67
'
67 65 -72 77
22 55 58 22 50 28 51 22 20
16 23 29 16 18 20 21 16 13
22.7 51.8 26.9 25.0 25.5 55.2 26.5 26.5 28.1+
$ 12.25 $ 25.57 $ 22.70 $ 15.1^U $ li+.9'+ $ 15.61+ $ 15.i^0 $ 12.1+5 $ 12.50
9.11 12.72 li^.77 9.96 11.21 12.01 10.90 8.87 9M
1.77 .90 1.1+1 1.11 .87 .7^+ 1.00 .91 .87
2.52 5.92 5.50 2.95 1.57 1.27 1.87 1.52 1.58
1.25 1.95 1.50 1.27 1.60 1.52 1.81 1.62 1.56
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Days of work on crops.
<
Days of work on livestock



























































Gross farm earnings- -inventory basis.



















Value of land per acre
Total investments per acre
Gross earnings per acre
Gross expense per acre
Net earnings per acre
Rate earned on total investments.








































































Feed per acre to productive livestock...
Livestock ret'oms per $100 feed
Cattle > . ..
«
Hogs .....<



























Percent of land area tillable,
Percent of tillable land in:





Barley « . <
All grain crops- includes silage
All hay and pasture crops






































Months of man labor
Labor cost per crop acre
Mach'y and equipment cost per crop acre.
Land improvements cost per acre....
Farm buildings cost per acre
Taxes per acre (land and personel)
25.8
13.55
9. 31+
.59
1.1+0
1.80
2?. 2
12.1+1+
.90
,12
.92
Me
21.2
16.69
11.37
.87
1.85
1.65
22.5
12.61
9.7'+
.65
1.1+8
28.0
11.79
10.1+1
1.01+
1.59
1.35

m
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